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Dancing Quebradita: Transnational Belonging and Mexicanidades Across the U.S.-
Mexico Border 

 
 
by 

 
 

Irvin Manuel Gonzalez 
 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Critical Dance Studies 
University of California, Riverside, March 2021 

Dr. Jose Luis Reynoso, Chairperson 
 
 
 
 

This dissertation examines quebradita dancing, a Mexican/Mexican American 

social dance form that first began in the 1990s, as a performance of cultural identity and 

as the formation of a transnational network of kinship amongst participants across the 

U.S.-Mexico Border. Specifically, I consider the ways in which brown, working-class 

dancers have imagined new ways of being and feeling in order to cope with and navigate 

an increasingly neoliberal landscape after the implementation of the North American Free 

Trade Agreement in 1993. In examining the dance form between 1990-2021, I contend 

that amidst the turmoil of relocation, displacement, and volatile economic situations, 

quebradita dancers enact transborder creativity and brown joy to define their own 

transnational transmissions.  

While quebradita dancing has been studied as a site for hybridization practices 

amongst Mexican American youth, I look at the various social, political, and economic 

situations that have impacted Mexicans, Mexican Americans, and Mexican immigrant 



 x 

dancers who share connections across the U.S.-Mexico border. In doing so, I argue that 

the commonality of engaging transnational exchanges and techniques amongst 

participants is an embodied practice used to affectively define a sense of pleasure, 

identity, and belonging. The various routes, desires, and sociopolitical situations that 

quebradores/as/xs experience, however, prompt the construction of multifaceted 

identities in dance, what I explore as multiple forms of mexicanidad (that which has 

affiliations to Mexican heritage, culture, and identity), or mexicanidades. These 

mexicanidades reveal the unique forms of belonging that dancers generate through 

corporeal praxis, politicizing their dance form to cultivate various forms of agency amidst 

neoliberal climates, xenophobia, and homophobia. 

My project begins by tracing the period of increased migration from Mexico to 

the U.S. in the 1990s to analyze the formation of quebradita dancing between brown, 

working-class dancers in interconnected localities across the border. I then trace this 

network of dancers to situate how transborder dance techniques are cultivated to develop 

a sense of identity that is located transnationally in the world and in a third space, like the 

community that quebradores/as/xs build across borders. This community is an ongoing 

form of kinship that continues through the new millennium where another generation of 

dancers took over. In the 2000s, I explore how this nueva escuela (“new school”) 

incorporated aerial acrobatics into their dancing in ways that reflected dancers’ desires to 

modernize quebradita and their sense of mexicanidades. The re-aestheticization of 

quebradita dancing points to new sociopolitical environments that dancers grapple with 

as they devise new identities that could compete with within a global context. I end with 



 xi 

an examination of the recent emergence of same-sex quebradita dancing in 2018 to 

highlight recent shifts in the dance form and to analyze how LGTBQIA+ dancers 

compete within a social dance form that has traditionally been heterosexual.  

Informed by the framework of Dance Studies, this doctoral thesis situates the 

power of bodies who use dancing to construct pleasure, desire, and identity. I aim to 

elucidate the creative agency that brown, working-class peoples claim while investigating 

the deeply intricate inner workings of social dance forms that rely on transnational 

exchanges to persist. As I navigate quebradita dancing’s history, kinship network, and 

dynamics, I shed light on the agency, conflicts, and possibilities found in dancing brown 

joy.  
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Introduction 

Diasporic Pistas (Dance Floors): The Transnational Development of Quebradita 

Dancing  

 

I still feel it vividly within my body: the pounding of my faux crocodile botas 

(boots) striking the pavement beneath my feet, each swipe, flick, and stomp producing 

distinct sounds that could resonate with the blast of sonorous trumpets and drums coming 

from my dad’s prized stereo system. I remember my parents grabbing my shins, raising 

them and dropping them, teaching me to mimic the thump I felt within my eardrums. 

This pulse ran like a river through my veins, and this bouncing bass blasted every 

Saturday night at our humble home in Hesperia, CA. The blare of Banda Macho’s1 latest 

tecnobanda2 hits signaled a repeated practice, a ritual really, of family gathering together 

to cook, cantar (sing), and, most importantly, bailar (dance).  

By this point in the 90s, we had taken in various family members who needed a 

transitionary stay after migrating from Mexico. My parents, who had crossed la frontera 

(U.S.-Mexico border) a decade earlier, held weekly fiestas to build community and 

connections between friends and family. The slab of concrete in our backyard provided a 

rasquache (Spanish colloquial term used to refer to something as having “little value” or 

                                                
1 Popular tecnobanda musical group from Jalisco, Mexico. 
2 Musical genre developed in the late 1980s in Guadalajara, Mexico. The genre mixed traditional Mexican 
banda music. Banda is a musical genre made popular during the 1880s in the Mexican state of Sinaloa. 
Typically, it is composed of brass, percussive, and wind instruments, played by musicians who traveled the 
peripheries of Mexico. The genre is influenced by German polka music and regional Mexican music.  The 
music has also produced a way of dancing that people refer to as “banda,” made up of bouncing and 
embraced steps between couples.  
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considered “tacky”). but reliable dancefloor where a congregation of bodies, made up of 

tíos (uncles), tías (aunts), primos/as/xs (cousins), mi mamá (my mom), papá (dad), y 

hermana (and sister) would navigate its bounds, embracing and corporeally pulsating 

between a flow of card games, carne asada tacos cooking over flickering firewood, and 

chisme sin fin (endless gossip). These individuals, who had treacherously crossed and re-

imagined borders, converged together to form a site for experimentation as uncles dipped 

aunts dangerously close to the floor, provoking the limits of each other’s strength, while 

manifesting the transborder rhythms I was taught to feel in my body. These spectacular 

movements, undergirded by back-and-forth trotting and risky creativity were home. This 

was familia (family). This was and continues to be quebradita.  

Sparked by the introduction of tecnobanda music, quebradita (Spanish for “little 

break”), a Mexican/Mexican American social dance form, first made waves during the 

1990s. Tecnobanda, originally produced in Guadalajara, Mexico in the late 1980s, had 

combined traditional Mexican banda elements with techno music and Caribbean 

rhythms.3 This new hybrid musical style offered the opportunity for enthusiasts on both 

sides of the U.S.-Mexico border to experiment with banda’s newly developed high-speed 

tempo. To respond to these beats, Mexicans, Mexican Americans, and Mexican 

immigrants used a common practice of hybridization, combining elements from hip hop 

culture, country line dancing, and swing4 to Mexican folk forms that included zapateado, 

                                                
3 Simonett, Helena. Banda: Mexican Musical Life Across Borders. Wesleyan University Press, CT, Jan 30, 
2001.  
4 Hutchinson, Sydney. From Quebradita to Duranguense: Dance in Mexican American Youth Culture. 
University of Arizona Press, 2007.  
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calabaceado, and el caballito, as a process for creating what would become known as 

quebradita dancing.  

  I was about four or five years old when I first remember dancing quebradita, but 

even then, I knew there was something powerful about family from distant parts of the 

U.S. and Mexico coming together to dance. Our quebradita parties offered more than just 

relief from the laborious work schedule that my family endured weekly. The synchronous 

shuffling of our boots into and out of the pavement somehow transformed a dusty slab of 

concrete into another space, where the plethora of brown, bouncing bodies that 

surrounded me could imagine differently, form communal bonds, and feel connected. 

These embodied memories, haphazardly but surely, began to give shape to my research.  

During my graduate work in the Critical Dance Studies program at the University 

of California, Riverside, I began to examine movement through new lenses, re-awakening 

my own body’s relationship to dance. Initially, I had centered my vision on postmodern 

autobiographical solos, eager to study other Latinx artists whose personal stories spoke to 

me. However, time and time again, I found myself thinking through my own corporeal 

autobiography and the histories that were embedded within its fibers. I wondered how my 

history, growing up as a child of immigrant parents in Southern California, could be a 

springboard from which to theorize new possibilities about dance/ing. While I was often 

unsure of how to make sense of my embodied knowledge and the possibilities it could 

reveal, at a deep level, it was the potent affects activated by these embodied memories 

that began to give me a sense of direction. As my first couple of years in grad school 

exposed, Dance Studies as a field had very little scholarship on social dance, particularly 
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as it related to Latin American communities. To consider how I fit into academia meant 

creating a quebradita, a little break, to insert my community into dance studies.  

In my quest to use my experiences to expand the boundaries of the Dance Studies 

field, I began conducting preliminary research. I came across a video on my Facebook 

feed during January of 2015 that further catalyzed my interest in quebradita as an 

important source of knowledge to study histories of people like me and my family. The 

online footage featured a young couple daringly performing lifts, twirls, and turns, 

ricocheting through space to the sounds of remixed tecnobanda rhythms. My body 

palpably recognized the beats, the recoiling of bodies grooving back-and-forth, and the 

gathered community in the video. Before me was a re-manifestation of the family that 

had surrounded me as a child. The video, however, also showcased new spectacularities, 

as the dancers intricately performed aerial tricks that were somewhat reminiscent but also 

different from the cargadas (lifts) I remembered from the 90s. The woman’s body 

seemed to effortlessly fly in the air as she hovered above the man’s shoulders, 

momentarily outstretching her limbs before landing in her dance companion’s arms. 

Although the video featured a dancing quebradita couple from Chicago, IL, I was 

mesmerized by the way in which their presence and movement activated a community of 

participants from various parts of the world, affectively magnetizing aficionados together 

within the space of the Internet. The online exchanges between Mexicans, Mexican 

Americans, and Mexican immigrants, displayed in the comments, expressed a shared 

pride and joy between bodies who were made up of diverse age ranges and who came 

from different cities and towns. In that moment, my body re-elucidated for me what my 
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mind could not, the powerful potential that quebradita had to construct community across 

time and space.  

I am fascinated by the dynamic layers embedded in quebradita dancing and how 

participants use their bodies to engage and construct transnational flows of information 

and exchanges. Through the activation of my own memories as I examined the online 

presence of the dance form, it became clear to me that quebradita dancing continued to 

work through a fervent imagination that was pivotal to its construction in the 90s. From 

the tíos and tías who shared their best dance moves with me as a child to the bodies I saw 

torceando (twisting), volteando (turning), y volando (and flying) in virtual space, 

quebradita dancing offered potential to investigate how bodies maintain transborder 

connections through a daring physical prowess. While online interactions visibilize5 a 

new presence of quebradita in the millennium, the exchange of words, memories, porras 

(cheers), stories, and personal accounts between transgenerational enthusiasts online, 

reveal how quebradita dancing has always relied on transborder interconnectivity and 

how these connections persisted through time. They engage a binational reciprocity that 

mimics the back-and-forth movement I learned to dance in my backyard as a child. Like 

me, participants old and new hold a transborder consciousness deep within their bodies 

and understand each other as part of the same dancing community. Tecnobanda, 

quebradita, and community preserve these affiliations through time and across space.  

                                                
5 My use of “visibilize” comes from Dance Studies scholar, Brenda Dixon Gottschild, who uses the word 
“invisibilize” in Digging the Africanist Presence in American Performance: Dance and Other Contexts to 
argue how Africanist aesthetics in U.S. American dance and entertainment have been historically ignored 
and hidden. 
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This dissertation demonstrates how quebradita dancers construct a transnational 

kinship network of belonging to cope with the il/legalities6 of national boundaries, to 

develop transborder identities, and to navigate the instability of neoliberal economies. I 

theorize how quebradita dancers construct a third, alternate space that integrates elements 

and multi-cultural aesthetics from the U.S. and Mexico where people experience daily 

life but also contribute to the formation of a binationally imagined community 7 that 

transcends the limitations of geographical and political parameters. The movements and 

basic step of quebradita imbue a sense of traveling beyond borders for Mexicans, 

Mexican Americans, and Mexican immigrants, as dancers learn to physically dance back-

and-forth while affectively connecting with one another across borders.  

Quebradores/as/xs8 embody transnational exchanges and flows of information, 

creating a transborder consciousness out of brown working-class creativity to exist 

transnationally with one another, developing new identities in the process. I argue that the 

construction of mexicanidad, which is often assumed as the “essence” of being Mexican 

and/or having Mexican heritage, is transnationally formed through quebradita dancing in 

multiple and mutable ways. Dancers’ different desires, routes for connection, and 

                                                
6 I use “il/legalities” throughout this dissertation to contextualize the policies, laws, regulations, and 
bureaucracies that are enacted by nation-states, through policing practices, to define membership and 
construct its national imaginary.   
7 I borrow “imagined” from Benedict Anderson’s concept of imagined communities, where he defines the 
nation-state as “imagined because the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their 
fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their 
communion.” (Anderson 6). I do not liken quebradita’s binationally imagined community to a nation, but 
rather, utilize “imagined” to situate the perceived, crafted, and very real connections quebradita dancers 
engage across borders.  
8 Throughout this dissertation I use the term quebradores/as/xs to account for the many different gender 
and non-binary identities that exist in the dance form.  
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transnational affiliations reveal an array of multifacted mexicanidades that are used to 

navigate neoliberal climates produced post-North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA). 9 In examining these transnational affiliations, I look at quebradita dancing 

from its beginnings as a social dance form in the 1990s to its present status in 

transnational circuits of competition, considering the diverse bodies and needs that exist 

in the contexts of the U.S. and Mexico.  

In order to situate these transnational creativities and their manifestation of this 

project, I organize this introduction by delineating quebradita’s history and by using the 

dance form’s foundational dance characteristics, the abrazo (embrace), back-and-forth 

bounce, and quebrada (break) to outline my theories, approaches, and research. To 

contextualize the societal context from which quebradita emerged, I begin by providing a 

brief overview of how neoliberal ideologies provoked a new era of increased immigration 

between the U.S. and Mexico in the 1990s. Afterward, I delineate quebradita dancing’s 

history from the 1990s to present day, accounting for its temporary decline in the early 

2000s. I follow by using the abrazo to highlight my own embracing of diverse theoretical 

frameworks. I then engage the back-and-forth bounce to contextualize how I fluctuated 

between positionalities and sites in my ethnographic research. Finally, I end by situating 

the quebradas that my dissertation enacts by providing a chapter overview that 

summarizes some of the interventions my research seeks to make in academia.  

                                                
9 When using post-NAFTA, I also acknowledge the recent replacement of the North American Free Trade 
Agreement with the United States-Mexico-Candada Agreement (USMCA) that went into effect July 1, 
2020. This new free trade agreement, signed into legislation by former U.S. President Donald Trump, 
former Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto, and Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, has also been 
commonly called “NAFTA 2.0” because it builds on similar ideologies and regulations of open trade 
outlined in the original negotiation.   
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U.S-Mexico relations in the 1990s, NAFTA, Migration, and the formation of 

Neoliberal Economies 

Though quebradita’s origins are continuously contested, the dance form’s 

beginnings are not only steeped within the laborious bounce of sweating brown bodies, 

but are also connected to the political contexts that have affected the everyday lives of 

Mexicans and Mexican Americans living in the U.S. and Mexico. The 1990’s 

experienced new trade negotiations that sought to produce a wide-scale market for open 

trade and heavily impacted the flow of bodies between the U.S.-Mexico border. The 

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was ratified in November of 1993 and 

went officially into effect in January of 1994. This agreement produced a new wave of 

immigration between the U.S., Mexico, and Canada, while expanding de-regulated trade 

amongst nations. Amidst this re-contextualization of transnational business operations, 

bodies on both sides of the border were implicitly forced to navigate their belonging 

within a new era of market shifts that displaced workers and created xenophobic 

environments where Latin American immigrants were blamed for moments of economic 

decelaration.   

David Harvey, Marxist geographer, argues that in a government’s quest to 

implement neoliberal economies and ideologies, the rhetoric of freedom has been its 

main source for the enactment of free markets and open trade.10 The aspiration towards 

economic progression and expansion of the nation’s reach beyond the domestic prompts 

the need for free trade to grow capital domestically. This is promoted as a theoretical 

                                                
10 Harvey, David. A Brief History of Neoliberalism. New York. Oxford University Press. 2005	
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project of restructuring capitalism around the globe, but is also a political project of 

keeping money in the pockets of the elite class. Harvey explains that the rhetoric of 

freedom becomes a necessary component for the nation-state to ratify policies through 

public consensus. The fortification of new trade agreements in the 1990s was bent on 

having the public believe that open markets would boost the economy. In consenting to 

the implementation of free trade between nations, civilians were convinced by their 

overseeing governments that free trade meant freedom and expansion for all members of 

society. But as political activist writer, George Monbiot, explains, “The freedom that 

neoliberalism offers, which sounds so beguiling when expressed in general terms, turns 

out to mean freedom for the pike, not for the minnows” (Monbiot). That is, freedom 

pertained to corporate leaders who could avoid taxes and collective bargaining in ways 

that suppressed working-and middle-class peoples. Labor unions could be shut down and 

rivers could be polluted due to the deregulation policies outlined in NAFTA.11 Although 

the agreement purported an increase in capital accumulation nationally and 

internationally, while “aiding” in the modernization of a country like Mexico, brown, 

working class bodies would come to suffer the blow of neoliberalism’s ideology of 

freedom.   

Kevin R. Johnson, immigration law scholar, notes within his analysis of treaties 

between the U.S. and Mexico,12 that NAFTA created the “existence of a large, easily 

                                                
11 Monbiot, George. “Neoliberalism-the ideology at the root of all our problems.” The Guardian. 15 April 
2016. 
12 Johnson, Kevin R. “Immigration, Citizenship, and U.S.-Mexico Relations: The Tale of Two Treaties.” 
Bilingual Review / La Revista Bilingüe. Vol. 25, No. 1, THE LEGACY OF THE MEXICAN & SPANISH-
AMERICAN WARS: Legal, Literary, and Historical PERSPECTIVES (January-April 2000), pp. 23-38. 
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exploitable labor force of Mexican citizens in the United States with little bargaining 

power” (Johnson 40).  Thus, the unequal power relations that had consistently been 

waged between the U.S. and Mexico had also influenced imbalanced trade negotiations 

within NAFTA’s fine print. The creation of transnational systems under the treaty’s 

negotiations prompted a new era of outsourced work, xenophobic environments, and the 

unfair treatment of undocumented immigrants. The outlined policies created by 

government officials were meant to support upper class business men/women and 

corporations. Jeff Chang, journalist and cultural theorist, reminds us in his analysis of 

1970s anti-NAFTA art,13 that neoliberalism “had ensured free flows of capital while 

border militarization blocked the flows of bodies” (Chang 231). The freedom to pursue 

capital beyond borders became a way of expanding economic reach while simultaneously 

keeping control of the nation-state’s territorial limits by blaming failing economies on 

immigrants and implementing stricter border restrictions. Because NAFTA primarily 

increased profit for corporations and politicians, the policies defined by the agreement 

only reinforced that idea that capitalistic opportunities abroad served the privileged 

upper-class.  

While the benefits of NAFTA favored economic elites in the three countries 

involved, various segments of the populations and small industries faced new challenges. 

NAFTA critics had opposing views regarding the efforts to increase regional economies 

through open trade and how these processes would affect the work force and businesses 

                                                
13 Chang, Jeff. “Demographobia: Racial Fears and Colonized Futures.” Who We Be: A Cultural History of 
Race in Post-Civil Rights America. St. Martin’s Press. NY. 2014 
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in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Many of these demonstrations stemmed from small 

businesses and agriculturists, on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border, who feared that 

they would lose profits, customers, and their jobs as a result of neoliberal outsourcing and 

free trade. Immigration scholar, Marcelo M. Suárez Orozco, explains that the growing 

numbers of undocumented workers entering the U.S. had largely been a side effect of 

neoliberal trade policies like NAFTA.14 He states, “In Mexico and Central America a 

fierce pattern of competitive allocation of land between land-poor agriculturalists and 

powerful transnational interests would continue to be a major factor in immigration,” 

adding that, “economic transformations related to the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA) would ‘push’ perhaps two or three million Mexican farmers off the 

land” (Suárez-Orozco 153). The replacement of agriculture producers with cheaper 

manufacturers and labor created a process where many Mexican farmers lost their profits, 

territories, and businesses. They were effectively displaced, due to the restructuring of 

land that was initiated by neoliberal interests, workers migrated to find work 

opportunities beyond the border.   

Amidst the implementation of new economic policies in the 90s, brown bodies 

traveled, migrated, and journeyed to find stable homes. Mexican immigrant 

quebradores/as/xs who danced in the 1990’s recounted how they left Mexico to find 

better working wages in the U.S., abandoning their home states and neighborhoods for 

                                                
14 Suárez-Orozco, Marcelo M. “California Dreaming: Proposition 187 and the Cultural Psychology of Racial and 
Ethnic Exclusion.” Anthropology & Education Quarterly, vol. 27, no. 2, 1996, pp. 151–167. JSTOR, 
www.jstor.org/stable/3195728. Accessed 19 Jan. 2020. 
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opportunities in Los Angeles and Chicago. Other participants recalled growing their 

households by welcoming family members who had migrated during this emergence of 

NAFTA. My own mother and father housed tías, tíos, y primos (aunts, uncles, and 

cousins) who crossed the border and needed a transient place to stay while they formed a 

new life in the states. Specifically, one of my dad’s cousins, my tío “Juvenal” as they 

called him, had endured the treacherous journey of crossing because his corn business 

had gone defunct after the implementation of NAFTA. 

To combat this rising flow of migrants, nation-states like the U.S. sought tighter 

restrictions around immigration. While the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act 

had been implemented to regulate the number of peoples migrating to the U.S. by 

penalizing employers who knowingly hired undocumented workers,15 politicians felt they 

had to re-administer new policies in the 90s to “ensure border security and to protect the 

domestic labor force and permanent employment in their territories” (Johnson 41). 

Propositions and measures, like the U.S. Illegal Immigrant Reform and Immigrant 

Responsibility Act of 1996 which increased border patrol and made plans for a border 

wall in San Diego, were developed to deport undocumented peoples in the country and to 

reinforce U.S.-Mexico border restrictions. The state of California implemented 

Proposition 187 in 1994 which refused basic rights and access to public services to 

undocumented immigrants, many of whom came from Mexico. LA Times writers, 

Douglas P. Shuit and Patrick J. McDonnell, in their article “Calculating the Impact of 

                                                
15 Bacon, David. “Globalization and NAFTA Caused Migration from Mexico.” Political Research 
Associates, October 11, 2014. Accessed 4 May 2019.  
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California’s Immigrants” delineated cultural and economic impacts made by migrants as 

“a clear burden to local governments.” Mexican immigrants and their families were 

painted as overabundant threats to the volatility of the U.S. economy by newspapers, 

television, and other media outlets. As such, brown bodies across borders had to contend 

with revamped prejudice, relocation, and joblessness.  

Throughout these changing socioeconomic landscapes, Mexican immigrants and 

Mexican Americans faced a 1990s rise in xenophobia within the U.S. The increasing 

presence of brown immigrants prompted racist reactions within the nation. Fears of 

Mexicans “stealing jobs” and resources prompted policy-making that essentially blamed  

fluctuations in the U.S. economy on immigrants and their children (Hutchinson). 

Mexican immigrant/Mexican American communities would have to grapple with this 

growing racism against brown bodies for decades to come. The millennium would bring 

mass deportations, demeaning rhetoric, and increased incarceration numbers for Mexican 

immigrants and their U.S.-born families, positioning them as a menace to the U.S. nation 

state. As I write this in 2020, similar anti-immigrant narratives, policies, and xenophobic 

perspectives continue to permeate the U.S. landscape. The innumerable amount of bodies 

cramped and detained at the border and missing migrant children, as well as the 

instability of undocumented workers and students in the U.S. all point to an ongoing 

political dilemma that brown peoples face to this day.  
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“Miren Quién Llegó, Ya Está Aquí, La Quebradoooora”16 (“Look Who is Here, 

She is Now Here, The Quebradoooora”): A Brief History of Quebradita Across 

Borders and Time  

In the midst of these changing political, cultural, and economic contexts, the 

inception of quebradita dancing, sparked by the development of a new musical genre, 

provided an innovative form of respite and entertainment for brown bodies across the 

U.S.-Mexico border. The increased migration of Mexican immigrants to the U.S. and the 

transnational reach of corporations coincided with the introduction of tecnobanda music 

in the early 1990s.  Prior to the development of quebradita dancing, Fonorama, a small 

production company in Guadalajara, MX, began mixing Mexican Banda music with 

techno beats during the late 1980s.17 The emerging genre effectively repackaged banda 

tunes that were initially popularized by touring ensembles in Mexico during the early 

nineteenth century who played brass and percussive wind instruments. Tecnobanda 

musicians and producers replaced banda’s inherent use of clarinets, tubas, and trumpets 

with synthesizers that sped up the tempo of traditional banda music.18 The new musical 

sound was then brought to California in the early 1990s and circulated around the U.S. 

for years to come. U.S. listeners, primarily made up of Mexican immigrants and Mexican 

Americans, had taken note of the new rhythm and quickly grew its presence on airwaves. 

In Los Angeles, for example, radio stations like KLAX-FM “La Raza” and KBUE-FM 

                                                
16 Banda el Recodo. “La Quebradora.” De México y Para el Mundo. 1995.   
17 Simonett 
18 Simonett 
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“La Que Buena” saw major increases in ratings after their dissemination of tecnobanda.19 

The large number of listeners who became avid fans of the hybrid sensation placed these 

radio stations in direct competition with their English counterparts, demonstrating a new 

media visibility of brown bodies in the U.S.20 At the same time, tecnobanda’s surge in 

popularity was dependent upon its back-and-forth circulation between the U.S. and 

Mexico. In Mexico, while the fusion of banda and techno did not immediately take off in 

the late ‘80s, enthusiasts in places like Nayarit, MX had also largely contributed to the 

rising transnational success of tecnobanda. Eventually, many working- and middle-class 

Mexican listeners found interest in the musical genre at rodeos, jaripeos (bull riding 

events), and nightclubs, expanding the reach of this musical phenomenon.  

Initially, dancing to tecnobanda was primarily informed by Mexican movement 

traditions. People who gathered to dance improvisationally as soloists or couples used 

sweeping footwork typically called zapateado, which was heavily influenced by dance 

forms such as el caballito (little horse) brinquito (little jump), and calabaceado.21 

Fascination with vaquero (cowboy) culture also undergirded the fashion aesthetics of the 

form as participants proudly donned cowboy hats, boots, brass belt buckles, and bandanas 

to signal their connection to quebradita dancing.22 In the 1990s, during the continual 

virtual and physical dissemination of quebradita images, dance events, and the 

commercialized success of tecnobanda music, bodies became the main vehicle for the 

                                                
19 Simonett 
20 Simonett	
21 Folkloric dance from Baja California, MX. Mexican dance theorist, Dulce Narvaez, argues that 
calabaceado heavily influenced aspects such as footwork and embrace during the 1990’s construction of 
quebradita.  
22 Hutchinson		
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exchange of creative resources between participants in the U.S. and Mexico. Mexican 

immigrants, friends and family visiting in and across borders, as well as the presence of 

quebradita dancers on television, provided frames of reference for enthusiasts who 

adopted a shared connection using quebradita movement and a love for tecnobanda 

music. This transborder flow of bodies who embraced a new style of moving came to 

influence the development of quebradita dancing, maximizing their presence using 

imaginative play that defied the verticality of partnered dancing.    

The highly-energized and playful nature of the form provided a space for 

experimentation where dancers flipped the script on the genre’s predecessor, banda. 

Dancers imaginatively played with the possibilities of horizontally guiding their partner’s 

back, ‘broken’ at the waist, towards the floor. The bending of both bodies hovering 

inches, sometimes centimeters, above the ground, reformatted how dancers could 

negotiate bounce, space, and travel with each other. The phrase “quebrada” (break) was 

used to contextualize the disjuncture that these sudden, intricate shifts from the vertical to 

the horizontal plane enacted and the momentary break these rapid dips had with the 

movement that came before it. These actions led to the naming of the dance form as 

quebradita, “little break”. It would also influence innovative lifts and quebradas (breaks) 

in the late ‘90s and 2000s as a continuous tradition of re-imagining interaction between 

brown bodies on the dance floor. Ultimately, quebradita bonded peoples across the U.S.-

Mexico border through a commonality in dance and a desire to exercise their creativity as 

they confronted daily challenges outside the dance floor.  
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Increasingly, dancers began to add their own flair, melding aspects of transborder 

cultural influences with aesthetics from their localities, sharing new practices and ideas in 

a transnational circuit between Mexico and the U.S. Particularly in the U.S., participants 

began pulling inspiration from hip hop genres, country line dancing, and lindy hop to mix 

them with aspects of zapateado and banda dance, formulating movement that spoke to 

their everyday experiences as U.S.-born children of Mexican parents (Hutchinson). 

Mixing of transborder influences, however, was not only unique to U.S. quebradita 

dancing. Mexicans also binged on U.S. cultural aesthetics, driving their own inventive 

dances. The dancers I interviewed in Mexico City described buying VHS recordings of 

ice skating competitions in the U.S., watching hip hop dances, and copying lifts from 

“luchadores Americanos.”23 On both sides of the border, quebradores/as/xs intermingled 

their experiences with and exposure to aesthetics outside of Mexican influences to 

develop multi-cultural24 combinations of movement. For example, U.S. high school age 

dancers who joined their school’s hip hop teams brought forth components from house 

dance to their zapateado25 and Mexicans interested in the revival of lindy hop across the 

border fused the dance style’s lifts into quebradita movement.26 Dancers also found 

inspiration in vaquero (cowboy) fashion and genres like banda to produce ways of 

dressing that spoke to their cultural upbringing (Simonett). These quebradores/as/xs, 

made up primarily of immigrants and first-generation youth in the U.S., as well as blue-

                                                
23 Hector Garcia, Mexican quebradita dancer. January 9, 2016. 
24 I use “multi-cultural” to delineate the various movement sources that quebradita pulls from, i.e. Mexican 
traditional movement, lindy hop, hip hop, swing, line dancing, etc. 
25 Jason Ganimo, Mexican American quebradita dancer. August 2, 2018 
26 Zuleima Rodriguez, Mexican quebradita dancer. March 13, 2019	
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collar workers on both sides of the border, gathered together to enjoy fused mobilities 

and new-found communities in quebradita dancing.  

The enthusiastic response by participants incited the creation of quebradita clubs. 

These groups were formed primarily by young dancers between the ages of 12 and 20 

who wished to come together to dance for competitions, pleasure, and to find 

community.27 Clubs were initially created to gather quebradita lovers not yet old enough 

to enter nightclubs. Dancers used a diversity of dance sites such as high school gyms and 

patios, rehearsal spaces, neighborhoods, restaurants and lounges. This plethora of 

gatherings inspired the multiplication of clubs in many locations that also served to unite 

dancers for leisure, training, and competitions. Clubs came to develop choreographies for 

quebradita dancing, using them to compete against local groups in efforts to win trophies 

and recognition. These dance organizations quickly populated in border states and 

Mexican immigrant/Mexican American spaces in other parts of the U.S. One LA Times 

newspaper article estimated that over 800 clubs had sprung up by 1994, “since the first 

group was organized in Huntington Park in 1990” (Seo LA Times). Many of these clubs 

adopted the names of their favorite banda/tecnobanda musicians as a means of 

celebrating their favorite musical groups. For instance, during my interviews, I came 

across groups named Club Machos and Club Arkangel in Chicago, both named after 

banda musicians (Banda Machos and Banda Arkangel). In Mexico, a similar process took 

place as enthusiasts formed groups led by dancers interested in competing and teaching. 

                                                
27 Quintanilla, Michael. “Que Cool!” So Long, techno. Banda Music is Here, and with it, Hotter than a 
Jalapeño, is the Latest Dance: La Quebradita” LA Times. June 16 1993.		
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These came to be known as academias (academies). Victor Burgos, a professional dancer 

in Mexico City, who grew up dancing quebradita, explained that academias were integral 

for the development of quebradita styles and competitions in Mexico, but more 

importantly for the congregation of bodies who sought to connect with other quebradita 

enthusiasts.   

The tradition of quebradita clubs has been long-lasting. Although the dance form 

declined in the late 1990s and early 2000s due to the aging of 90s enthusiasts, the 

emergence of new fads, and a decline in quebradita’s airtime, the formation and 

maintenance of clubs was re-ignited in the 2000s. This revived interest in quebradita 

groups was used to unite members, new and old, who held a passion for quebradita. A 

new generation of quebradores/as/xs re-popularized the dance form around 2006 by 

reviving old clubs with ‘90s dancers or starting new ones, generating what they would 

call “la nueva escuela” or the “new school” of quebradita dancing. They took to online 

social media platforms to connect and share their dancing virtually with one another. It 

was this new generation of dancers who would utilize the immediacy of technology to 

inculcate the “old school” style with new ideals, spectacularize acrobatic tricks, and 

pursue global professionalization interests on a grander scale as they navigated 

neoliberalization in the 2000s.  

Quebradita is a dance form that embodies these transborder physical histories 

which activate a subtle affective experience of being together with those whose bodies 

have shaped the form across space and time. These processes of binational community 

making are routes through which dancers shape diverse transnational identities, what I 
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am terming mexicanidades, or ways of being and belonging that are developed by 

quebradita dancers through their creative practices. As I theorize the production of a 

transnationally-situated quebradita consciousness, corporeal affectivity, and 

mexicanidades, I rely on an expansive network of bodies, voices, movements, and 

materials whose interconnections dance the back-and-forth navigations of this project.    

The scope of this research study crosses national lines and temporal periods in 

order to highlight the large network of quebradita dancing that has been transnationally 

built amongst quebradores/as/xs between 1990-2020. The exact origin of quebradita 

dancing is undefined. While participants debate the beginnings of quebradita dancing, 

claiming its roots in different locations such as Los Angeles, CA and Nayarit, MX, I 

realized that I was not so much intrigued by pinpointing quebradita’s start as I was by 

following the transmissions, exchanges, and flows of the form as well as the effects it had 

for practitioners on and off the dance floor. I have relied on archives and interviews to 

piece together a transborder map of interconnected people, locating groups of dancers in 

Los Angeles, CA; Oakland, CA; Chicago, IL; and Mexico City, Mexico. Although 

quebradita’s reach is now international and its participants fervently employ its 

movement and music in many areas, it was in these key sites where I came to find 

participants who were interlinked by transnational kinship. These dancers are mainly 

made up of Mexican, Mexican American, and Mexican immigrant peoples, but are also 

joined by non-brown dancers who have found a passion for quebradita dance. I look to 

competition circuits in the U.S. and Mexico to learn more about techniques and attributes 

of the form as well as about the hierarchies created among new school and old school 
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dancers. I also analyze the spaces of nightclubs, parties, and other social gatherings as 

sites that help to foster the growth of a transnational community amongst 

quebradores/as/xs and as environments that contribute to the formation of uniquely 

sensed identities.  

El abrazo (The Embrace): Engaging Theoretical Frameworks  

At the heart and soul of this dissertation are the laboring, brown working-class 

bodies who dance quebradita as a means to experience pleasure, create identity, and 

contend with the lived realities of being Mexican, Mexican American, and Mexican 

immigrant. My project is framed by the following questions: How do quebradita dance 

techniques imbue bodies with a sense of transnational consciousness? How are 

transborder affiliations used to construct belonging across national borders in ways that 

circumvent the il/legalities defined by governmental policies? In studying the body as an 

archive of memory, aesthetics, and movement, how do dancers construct a sense of 

identity to affectively connect with desires and unique mobilities? And, ultimately, how 

does quebradita, as a transnational formation, feel? Like the hybrid dancing connections I 

encountered during the course of my research, my approach to answering these questions 

relies on the creative tessellation and engagement of dance scholars, quebradita theorists, 

Affect Studies, Transnationalism Studies, and interdisciplinary approaches to studying 

brown cultural productions post-NAFTA. In doing so, my creative embrace of these 

varying perspectives is used to highlight how social dancing is used to construct 

transnational belonging and affective connections amongst quebradita dancers.  
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 Quebradita dancing has generally been an understudied area of investigation. The 

few texts that exist have served as a reliable backbone, aiding me in configuring the 

aspects of this dissertation that pertain to quebradita’s history and identity politics. 

Among these works, Helena Simonett’s “The Quebradita Craze” in Banda: Mexican 

Musical Life Across Borders considers the history behind the dance’s connection to 

banda and tecnobanda music, summarizing its 1990s cultivation and the impact it had on 

mainstream culture in the U.S. She considers quebradita dancing in connection to popular 

culture, elucidating its purchasing power within the 1990s. However, her focus lies on 

banda music, examining its rhythms, beats, and histories. Mariángela Rodriguez’s 

chapter “La Quebradita: Nueva Onda Musical: De Cholos a Cowboys”28 delves deeper 

into analyzing the dance form’s gender dynamics and the cross-pollination between 

vaquero (cowboy) and cholo/a29 culture. Her concentration on quebradita’s abrazo and 

quebrada as movements that male dancers use to position the female dancer as an object 

or “animal” to be wrangled sheds light on heteropatriarchal ideologies that exist in the 

dance form. In my reading of Rodriguez’s work, the author accords little sense of agency 

to female dancers in the form, an issue I address in chapter 4. Sydney Hutchinson’s From 

Quebradita to Duranguense: Dance in Mexican American Youth Culture has been the 

only text to date that has developed a broader scope of and attention to the dance’s 

connection to cultural identity, class, and geographical borders. Her overview of the 

                                                
28 Rodriguez, Mariángela. Tradición, Identitdad, Mito y Metáfora: Mexicanos y Chicanos en California. 
Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social, October 2005.  
29 Cholos/as/xs are an urban, subcultural group of people, typically of Latino/a/x descent who use style, 
aesthetics, and language to construct gang culture in the U.S.		
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dance form from the early 1990s to the early 2000s highlights quebradita dancers’ 

construction of Mexican American youth culture, but the book is mainly limited to the 

context of the U.S., particularly within the Southwest, looking to quebradita dancing in 

states like Arizona. 

My dissertation project builds on these authors’ works and their considerations by 

tracing a transnational network in the U.S. and Mexico to address the transborder identity 

politics, class structures, and sociopolitical factors that quebradita practitioners have 

navigated as they construct belonging. In analyzing quebradita dancing from the ‘90s to 

its present iterations in 2020, including the recent employment of what quebradita 

participants call “same gender” performances in competitions, I broaden the scope of 

previous quebradita scholarship by accounting for the vast community of dancing that 

exists between dancers in different localities and the diverse mexicanidades 

quebradores/as/xs have developed. In working with and through quebradita’s transborder 

relations, I highlight how movement crafts a third space of belonging where dancers 

develop communities, connections, and kinship ties that allow them to cope, resist, and 

survive. To these ends, my project focuses on the transnational corporealities built 

through felt and danced transnational exchanges. I also look closely at quebradita’s 

competition circuits to build on previous texts that have mainly looked at quebradita 

dancing as a hobby. In doing so, I map and follow events that build transnationally 

connected places for participants, while illustrating the relationship of competition 

contexts and quebradita creativity to aspects of neoliberalism. 
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As I situate how quebradita dancers groove to build community amidst volatile 

economies post-NAFTA, my analysis centers brown, working-class cultural productions 

to underscore how the body is used to resist state legislations by delineating dancers’ 

transnational innovations. Although dance scholar, Ramon Rivera Servera, once wrote, 

“Dancing embodiment is much less transnational than other cultural things because of its 

close tie to locality,”30 I would argue that social dance forms like quebradita can be 

simultaneously local and global embodiments. In pinpointing the ways in which 

transnational networks, built at micro levels, create subaltern forms of sociality, I re-

contextualize social dancing as a catalyst used by dancers to circumvent borders and to 

imagine diasporic belonging differently.  

I theorize the transborder formation of quebradita dancing and bodies by 

considering and expanding on theories of transnationalism and citizenship. While I 

acknowledge transnationalism in its traditional sense as a process where people and 

goods traverse nations, I also anchor my research in examining how bodies navigate an 

increasingly transnational, neoliberal, and global dynamic in the late 20th and early 21st 

century. As anthropologist Aihwa Ong argues, transnationalism, in an age of 

globalization, has simultaneously produced flexibility in the nation state’s boundaries as 

well as within the predicaments of the individual citizen’s access to capital and 

transnational navigation.31 National open trade policies and business abroad have 

                                                
30 Servera, Ramon Rivera. Performing Queer Latinidad: Dance, Sexuality, Politics. Michigan, University 
of Michigan Press, 2012.  
31 Ong, Aihwa. Flexible Citizenship: The Cultural Logics of Transnationality. London, Duke University 
Press, 1999.  
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catalyzed pursuits for “capitalist accumulation, travel, and displacement” amongst 

corporate businessmen (Ong 108). Ong posits that the traveling migrant’s relocation 

through capitalistic endeavors, and their subsequent attempts at global capital 

investments, construe an alternative form of citizenship within the dominant ideology of 

neoliberalism. These flexible citizens, oftentimes businessmen who take stock in world 

economies and choose to acquire citizenship in various countries, migrate and obtain 

finances for themselves beyond the bounds of the nation-state. Yet, this notion of the 

flexible subject does not take into account the bodies who do not have the same access to 

travel abroad, i.e. undocumented peoples and working-class bodies.  

My dissertation takes the idea of flexible citizenship into consideration to 

acknowledge vulnerable subjects, theorizing how working class and/or immigrant 

dancers who cannot physically travel across borders, re-define notions of 

transnationalism. In doing so, I examine the role of what transnationalism studies 

theorists, Luis Eduardo Guarnizo and Michael Peter Smith, explain as transnationalism 

“from below,”32 or how civilians organize and partake in activities across countries. I 

analyze how quebradores/as/xs without accessibility to physically travel across the U.S.-

Mexico border devise their own strategies to connect with participants en el otro lado (on 

the other side), circulating online choreographies, teaching classes on the Internet, and 

constructing transnationally informed identities and networks in dance to reframe their 

(dis)positions. To these ends, I take into account cultural anthropologist Renato 

                                                
32 Smith, M. P., & Guarnizo, L. E. (Eds.). (1998). Transnationalism from below. New Jersey: Transaction 
Publishers. 
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Rosaldo’s concept of cultural citizenship,33 which he contextualizes as the right to 

recognition and belonging through difference, in order to examine how dancers construct 

a sense of belonging across borders by embodying transnational materials. Transborder 

corporealites are made possible by dancers who build their own forms of binational 

connectivity, generating a third space out of the continued flow of virtual, physical, and 

migrational creativity, while consciously acknowledging their membership to a 

community that extends across and beyond borders. To theorize the membership 

practices that quebradores/as/xs create “from below,” I also examine how 

transnationalism processes from “above”34 have generated the unstable environments that 

working-class brown bodies dance in and against.  

International politics scholar Alexandria J. Innes explains how the processes by 

which nation-states and corporations enact laws that displace and unsettle immigrants are 

acts of international colonization.35 As such, it remains important to critique the role that 

nations and corporations play in creating circumstances that place migrant subjects and 

working-class bodies at disadvantages during an age of globalization. At the same time, 

this process of calling out inequities in transnational processes also requires us to take 

into consideration how conceptualizations of the nation-state are used to exclude 

vulnerable subjects. As political scientist Benedict Anderson theorizes, nations are often 

                                                
33 Rosaldo, Renato. “Cultural Citizenship and Educational Democracy.” Cultural Anthropology, vol. 9, no. 3, 
1994, pp. 402–411. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/656372. Accessed 10 Jan. 2021. 
34 Hourani, G. (2012). Transnationalism from Above: Homeland Political Parties of Lebanon and the 
Lebanese Diaspora. SSRN 2211406. 
35 Innes, Alexandria J. Colonial Citizenship and Everyday Transnationalism: An Immigrant’s Story. 
Routledge, London, 5 September 2019 
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imagined communities built out of limited and sovereign perspectives.36 Governments 

incorporate individuals into that society by crafting an imaginary that is used to 

interpolate some civilians and ostracize others. As brown, working class bodies, 

quebradita dancers are faced with national policies in the U.S. that often frame them as 

foreign threats and suspicious subjects. The work to dance and fight against these 

marginalizing perspectives from “below” are key processes that contribute to the 

formation of this study. I am, thus, invested in viewing quebradita dancing as praxis used 

to build and dance towards utopic environments. Consequently, I look at the concept of 

transnationalism not simply as a term that allows us to define the interactions that take 

place across countries and corporations but also as the possible act of transcending 

national ties and boundaries.  I argue that quebradita corporealities configure a sense of 

beyondness, by oscillating back-and-forth between the local and global, affectively 

producing a third space and ways of being that unsettle the concept of nation as a fixed, 

limited geographical and political space.  

While investigating the potential to belong between and beyond the U.S.-Mexico 

border, I also remain cognizant of the racialization processes that U.S. governments use 

to categorize their citizens. The U.S. nation-state has worked through political and 

economic modes of influence to appraise bodies and assign racial categories while 

implementing assimilationist discourse to homogenize the differences of Others.37 

                                                
36 Anderson, Benedict. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism. New 
York, Verso, 2006.		
37 de Genevo, Nicolas, and Ana Y. Ramos-Zayas. “Latino Racial Formations in the United.” In Race in an 
Era of Change: A Reader. New York: Oxford University Press. 2010. 
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Critical Race theorists Michael Omi and Howard Winant, in their examination of racial 

formation within the U.S.,38 remind us that hegemonic understandings of race are used to 

shape policies that organize the citizenry of a country, while micro racial projects, created 

through civilian social movements, are used by people to self-identify and define their 

communities. Omi and Winant, thus, contend that bodies from below can also work to 

define racial identity. With this in mind, I argue that quebradita’s social dance movement 

is also a process where dancers learn to self-identify and disidentify39 with national forms 

of racialization. I theorize how quebradita dancers use practices of hybridization to build 

repertoires of movement that help affirm racial identities in the spaces of nightclubs, 

mainstream presentations, and competitions. As they dance, quebradores/as/xs sense 

their hybridity, and use these identities to contend with dominant practices of demeaning 

racialization.  

Performance Studies scholar José Esteban Muñoz’s conceptualization of “the 

sense of brown” and the “brown commons” are influential theories that I use to define the 

development of brown, interrelated affects across the U.S.-Mexico border. While 

finishing the final components of this dissertation, Muñoz’s book The Sense of Brown 

was released and greatly informed how I examined the construction of brownness within 

quebradita. I had been recognizing quebradores/as/xs’ connection as a sensed identity 

that was embedded in a network of peoples, places, and temporalities, who shared in a 

common consciousness and held interconnected histories. In defining the articulation of 

                                                
38 Omi, Michael & Howard Winant. Racial Formation in the United States. New York, Routledge, 2015.  
39 Muñoz, José Esteban. Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics. University of 
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1999.		
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brownness through transborder dancing, I was influenced by Muñoz’s delineation of 

brown commons as an affective association between bodies that is formed through pain, 

strife, resistance, and joy. They learn to “share an organicism that is not solely the 

organic of the natural as much as it is a certain brownness” (Muñoz 9). Muñoz contends 

that in studying brownness we are examining an ongoing sense of connection that is 

made possible by how brown people press together upon the world and how that world 

presses back. In dancing back-and-forth across borders, quebradita dancers embody and 

maintain a network of brownness that affectively situates diasporic togetherness. I 

delineate how quebradores/as/xs use their practices of transborder hybridization and 

embodiment to define their sense of racialization, situating the affective possibilities in 

feeling and being brown.  

 Central to his description of brownness and brown commons is Muñoz’s 

employment of “sense” and affect as it relates to how bodies construct identification (or 

disidentification) and belonging. I build on Muñoz’s definition of affect as “the receptors 

we use to hear each other and the frequencies on which certain subalterns speak and are 

heard, or, more importantly felt” (Muñoz 677) by situating how communal constructions 

in quebradita dancing speak to and transform the working-class brown bodies who enter 

the genre’s binationally imagined community. In doing so, I examine how quebradita 

dancers’ develop an awareness of and for each other through similarly shared histories as 

minoritarian subjects, linking them across time and space.. Dancers “feel” 

transnationalism as a result of of bodies who cross the border and exchange knowledges. 
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In theorizing “feeling transnationalism,” an affectivity that dancers produce as 

they bounce back-and-forth in their movement to feel a sense of transborder mobility, I 

also build on postcolonial theorist Sara Ahmed’s analysis surrounding affective 

economies as an exterior emotional connection circulating between people in ways that 

“attach individuals to communities”40 (Ahmed, 5). I contend that quebradita gestures and 

partnered movements, as well as kinship affiliations between participants in the U.S. and 

Mexico, cultivate emotions, sensations, and corporeal responses that are embodied in the 

dance form and embedded in transnational exchanges. Affective transnationalism is 

produced by quebradita dancers moving to feel together while enacting embodied 

histories that form the dance through rhythm, bounce, flow, and shared foundational 

movement vocabularies.  

To further contextualize my theorization of quebradores/as/xs’ transnational 

affectivity, I work with Marxist theorist Raymond Williams’ analysis of affect from his 

Preface to Film (1954) where he theorizes “structures of feeling” as an ongoing formation 

that cannot be fully defined or fixed. As a “not yet” progression that can be regarded as a 

continual trajectory, I situate feeling in quebradita dancing as a sensed, limitless embrace 

that is composed of dancers who feel differently together. To echo Williams, feeling is 

used to describe a plethora of information, responses, and reactions that cannot be fully 

defined in quebradita dancing.  

                                                
40 Ahmed, Sara. The Cultural Politics of Emotion. NED - New edition, 2 ed., Edinburgh University Press, 2014. 
Print. 
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For the dancers of this genre, feeling transnationalism is an affect/ive reciprocity 

that shapes and is shaped by movement, desires, cultural topographies, and most 

importantly, their imagination. Because of quebradita dancing, participants have learned 

to belong beyond borders, while simultaneously fashioning Mexican/Mexican American 

culture in ways that have changed the symbiotic relationship between Mexican-

identifying peoples across the U.S.-Mexico border. 

To explore the distinct sensations and identities in quebradita dancing, I also 

center queer and same-sex dancing participants who have long-been marginalized within 

the community. I analyze the construction of queer mexicanidades in nightclubs and 

competition settings, engaging performance studies scholars like Muñoz and Ramon 

Rivera-Servera whose work on queer world-making informs my consideration of how 

same gender quebradita dancing is embodied and how it locates queerness. I adopt 

Muñoz’s definition of queerness41 as a utopic site that is “not yet here,” an “ideality that 

can be distilled from the past and used to imagine a future” (1). This understanding 

frames my approach to delineating queer quebradita dancing as the amalgamation of 

various queer gestures, routes, and processes that teach dancers to be comfortable with 

their sense of identity as they dance towards queer utopias. In doing so, I take into 

consideration how queer quebradita participants intervene in the genre’s binationally 

imagined community to contend with heteronormative aesthetics. I also borrow from 

Rivera-Servera’s examination of queer home-making42 to focus on the spaces of 

                                                
41 Muñoz, José Esteban. Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity. NYU Press, 2009. Print.  
42 Rivera-Servera, Ramón H. Performing Queer Latinidad: Dance, Sexuality, Politics. University of Michigan 
Press, 2012. Print. 
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nightclubs as rehearsal grounds for queer belonging and affirmation of queer identities in 

public and private spaces. In examining queer quebradita dancing in gay bars as, I look to 

moments that disrupt heteronormative masculinities as queer praxis that participants use 

to construct queer identities that are taken out into the world.  

As I analyze quebradita, I remain cognizant of the intervention, the quebradas, 

and relationships that this project enacts in academia as well as the previous scholarship 

that exists on Latin social dancing. My dissertation adds to a collection of work that 

exists on Latin American social dancing within Dance Studies, employing and expanding 

on thoughts that theorize brown cultural productions as sites for agency, belonging, and 

community. To these ends, my examinations offer the role that the working-class, brown 

imagination and the body in motion have in circumventing national il/legalites while 

dancing affective networks of belonging. In doing so, I situate my research in 

conversation with dance scholars like Ramon Rivera-Servera, José Esteban Muñoz, 

Cindy Garcia, Melissa Blanco Borelli, and Yvonne Daniel who have also theorized the 

Latina/x/o social dancing body. I have been inspired by how intricately they theorized 

social dancing in North and Latin America while analyzing the intricacies of dynamics 

such as queer Latinidad, brown grooving, salsa hierarchies, hip-swaying, Afro-Brazilian 

practices of transcendence, and minoritarian dance practices. Thus, I am inspired to 

intricately theorize the diverse formations and identities that exist in Mexican/Mexican 

American quebradita dancing, centering how brown bodies make home, cope, resist, and 

find pleasure in and through transnationally exchanged and embodied movement.  
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Bouncing Back-and-forth: Navigating Positionality and Crafting 

Methodologies  

Finding myself in the research and situating my body within quebradita’s 

transnational connections proved to be an invaluable lesson. As a queer, mestizo, first-

generation Mexican American, studying quebradita and learning about my own 

transborder affiliations was a process that had already started well before my time in grad 

school. My experience growing up in a lower-class Mexican household and dancing 

quebradita during the ‘90s facilitated my understanding of the dance form. However, as I 

delved deeper into quebradita dancing within my ethnographic research, I quickly 

realized that I was also an outsider to the community of quebradores/as/xs who had 

created new aesthetics and connections in the millennium. Although I was working with 

other brown bodies, most of whom came from working-class backgrounds and who felt 

like familia in many ways, I was not familiar with new school dancers’ localities and 

spectacularized dance practices. I would have to learn from them by attending 

competitions and by conducting interviews how our bodies, memories, and fascination 

with quebradita were already connected. Yet it was also important for me to recognize 

that our senses of brownness differed. We all came from diverse upbringings, different 

locations in the U.S. and Mexico, and varying mestizo/a/x experiences. So, while our 

bodies belong to a transnational rueda (gathering of bodies in a circle used to highlight 

quebradita dancers in the middle), we hold unique privileges and encounter forms of 

marginalization, including racism, differently. As I analyzed brownness as a spectrum, 

undergirded by a commons, I came to deeply acknowledge my own positionality as a 
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light-skinned mestizo dancer whose body holds privileges not afforded to others. As a 

U.S. citizen with the advantage of having a passport, I also do not share the same 

circumstances as quebradores/as/xs who migrate to the U.S. and who cannot physically 

travel back-and-forth across the border, or Mexican participants who did not have visa 

privileges to travel.  

At the same time, the ease with which I was able to access interviews, 

participants, and transnational journeys was due to my position as cis-male researcher 

from the United States. I was able to follow and connect with the transnationally situated 

circuit of dancers due to holding passport privileges and receiving grant funding, both of 

which allowed me to fly between sites in ways that many undocumented subjects cannot. 

I was also routed to these sites thanks to my conversations with quebradores/as/xs who 

used their words, memories, and advice to navigate me across borders. As my good 

friend and fierce quebradita dancer Frine Garcia Reyes (“Garrey”) explained to me, many 

people in Mexico volunteered themselves to my project because they were attracted to 

the idea of someone from the U.S. taking interest in the form. Other Mexican scholars did 

not have the same luck, especially if they were women. Many male participants, 

particularly within the context of Mexico, did not give female researchers the same 

attention that I was afforded during my time studying quebradita for this project.  

As such, I consistently thought about my position as fluid, sometimes insider and 

sometimes outsider, embodying the characteristics of quebradita’s back-and-forth bounce 

to enter and exit different perspectives and approaches, while also considering the range 

of quebradores/as/xs’s identities that make up this study. I realized that an array of 
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identities exist within quebradita’s binationally imagined community, each connected to 

their own unique sense of Mexicanness or, mexicanidades. In coming across Mexican, 

Mexican American, and Mexican immigrant dancers, I had to keep in mind how my 

presence as a researcher affected participants’ positionalities, as well as how their 

identities provided different lenses through which to view the dance form.  

To these ends, I kept in mind both the power and precarity that each body’s 

position, as well as my own, held within this study. Sociologist Pablo Vila advises that 

researchers must consider subjects’ vulnerability within and to the nation-state, 

particularly when the ethnographic research works with immigrants and takes place along 

the borderlands.43 He argues that we must acknowledge the impact that interviews, 

observations, and the ethnographer’s presence will have on the subject’s relationship to 

their home and well-being. Some of the quebradores/as/xs who lent their knowledge to 

this project are undocumented immigrants, some are working-class people with unstable 

incomes, and others are closeted dancers who may have been out within the space of 

nightlife but had not yet disclosed their sexual orientation to their families. Because of 

these factors, I remained cognizant of how I presented myself and engaged with 

participants, shifting approaches in each place while also remaining aware of the larger 

connections to quebradita and mexicanidades that we all had. I changed questions and 

names when needed, re-articulated how I proposed my research inquiries, and omitted 

                                                
43 Vila, Pablo. Ethnography at the Border. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2003 
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answers when participants were unsure about or unsettled by the outcome of their 

interviews.  

I worked with ethnographer Dwight Conquergood’s idea of co-performance 

ethnography,44 or the intimate involvement and engagement between subjects and 

researchers, to realize this project as a collaboration between participants. Dancing back-

and-forth between the multi-sited network that quebradores/as/xs have developed 

reminded me that quebradita knowledge is always communal. It remained important to 

arrive at conclusions that were created by the participants of the genre while crafting my 

own thoughts with their voices in mind. This project is made up from interviews with 

over 50 participants from different ages and locations. Between 2015 and 2020, I 

interviewed dancers from the 1990s and the new millennium who lived in Los Angeles, 

CA; Oakland, CA; Chicago, IL; and Mexico City, MX. I approached our interviews as 

conversations, where we could ask each other questions in order to arrive at new ideas. I 

worked with their opinions, thoughts, and chisme (gossip) as theorizations to develop a 

dissertation that could speak to our collaborative dialogue while also shedding light on 

the varying identities that exist in quebradita. Interviews were conducted primarily in 

Spanish, but oftentimes participants on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border incorporated 

Spanglish into their answers, oscillating between two languages that demonstrated an 

affinity for embracing rhetoric and information from el otro lado. I shared working 

theories with quebradita dancers to get their takes on them and listened to how my work 

                                                
44 Conquergood, Dwight. Cultural Struggles: Performance, Ethnography, Praxis. University of Michigan 
Press, 22 May 2013. 
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danced in relationship to their lived experiences. I also viewed performances with 

participants, in person and digitally, to consider their opinions and thoughts regarding 

movement aesthetics that different quebradores/as/xs used. This also meant that between 

2015 and 2020, I participated in online and in-person classes, workshops, festivals, 

congresses, and competitions in order to embody the different performative identities, 

styles, and characteristics that exist within quebradita dancing. These experiences 

allowed me to better articulate the transnational network of quebradita dancing that has 

existed from the ‘90s to present day.  

To examine these transborder affiliations, I relied on Conquergood’s concept of 

“politics of location”45 to collaboratively uncover how performance, as a lens for 

analyzing working-class bodies, could reveal the powerful potential of transnational 

circuits and flows of information. I worked with bodies who migrated, transmitted 

knowledges, and interchanged performances and praxis across borders, so it was integral 

to follow and keenly observe the routes that information and bodies took as part of the 

journey to dance quebradita. My goal was not to simply pinpoint a cartography of 

connected areas but to consider “how bodies and meanings travel through various routes, 

diaspora and displacement” (Conquergood 10). Thus, my ethnographic research was used 

to reveal the importance that flows of information and back-and-forth traveling have for 

quebradita dancers. Ultimately, in theorizing the embodied transnational affiliations of 

                                                
45 In Cultural Struggles: Performance, Ethnography, Praxis, Dwight Conquergood reframes “locations” as 
more than just specific “circumscribed sites” but as a convergence of various flows and processes.  
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quebradita, I endeavored to uncover how transnational migrations and travels are also 

used by participants to resist dominant hegemonic forms of power.  

My ethnographic research was also complemented by archival analysis that 

examined how nation-state processes have actively marginalized and displaced bodies. 

Sharma Guptar, in her exploration of national procedures for citizenship in The 

Anthropology of the State, argues that ethnographies should question how governmental 

policies for membership, balances of power, and borders are strategically devised to 

control citizenry and undocumented bodies. Researching the role of the U.S. nation-state 

in the marginalization of peoples became key to this study in order to analyze how 

national borders and neoliberal policies affected quebradita dancers’ identifications. 

These queries were also significant in framing how quebradita dancing is used as a form 

of resistance against racist and unjust U.S. governmental regulations. To achieve this, I 

studied national policies regarding immigration between 1940-2020. I also looked to 

local newspapers from Los Angeles, CA; Oakland, CA; and Chicago, IL to read coverage 

regarding immigration debates, quebradita dancing, and policies affecting Mexicans, 

Mexican Americans, and Mexican immigrants during post-NAFTA landscapes in the 

‘90s and new millennium. In studying these articles, I sought to find information that 

could demonstrate how rhetoric and regulations were used to control brown bodies, while 

also analyzing how Mexicans, Mexican Americans, and Mexican immigrants responded 

by dancing back. Ultimately, in combining an ethnography that worked with the vast 

community of dancers who make up quebradita dancing and critically examining the role 

of post-NAFTA neoliberal environments in the genre, I crafted a dissertation that 
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considers how dancing bodies enact and employ pleasure to re-imagine their belonging. 

To do this, I developed four chapters that examine the distinct yet connected bodies that 

enter and exit the back-and-forth realm of quebradita’s transnational pista (dance floor).   

Las Quebradas: Chapter Overview 

In chapter 1, “Quebradita Consciousness: Dance Techniques in the Making of 

Transnational Belonging,” I look at quebradita dancing’s foundational movement 

techniques to analyze how dancers transnationally develop a collective consciousness. I 

analyze quebradita’s back-and-forth basic step, the bounce, the embrace, and la quebrada 

as signature components of the form that are creatively crafted and embodied to produce 

transnational dancing. I underline the importance of the brown imagination as a catalyst 

for the cultural productions of quebradita post-NAFTA. In tracing the development of 

quebradita vocabulary from the 1990s to its present day, I consider the histories and 

exchanges embedded within the corporeal fibers of the dance form. I demonstrate how 

these transnational techniques allow quebradores/as/xs to sense as though they are 

oscillating between two nations while dancing as members of a transnational community 

formed through distinctive movements, fashions, life experiences, and affects. 

Chapter 2, “Rasquache Mestizaje: Re-membering Brownness, Cultural 

Citizenship, and Mexicanidades Across Borders,” examines the rasquache dance 

practices that quebradita participants engage and employ in order to define unique forms 

of belonging. In examining how dancers fuse aesthetics to construct movement and 

choreographies, I argue that they develop a transnational sense of brownness, cultural 

citizenship, and diverse forms of mexicanidades in ways that circumvent the il/legalities 
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of national borders. Working-class brown and/or undocumented bodies learn to connect 

with other contexts, people, and aesthetics in order to devise identities that can cope with 

unstable economies, narratives of assimilation, and national imaginaries that depict 

Mexicans, Mexican Americans, and Mexican immigrants as suspect. Dancers build and 

sense multiple identifications to pursue different forms of belonging in ways that lead to 

the ongoing formation of aesthetics, styles, and desires within the genre’s binationally 

imagined community. 

 Chapter 3, “El Cuerpo Espectacular (The Spectacular Body): New Quebradita 

Mexicanidades in the Millennium,” explores how an age of globalization has impacted a 

new generation of quebradores/as/xs who picked up quebradita after the dance form’s 

decline in the late ‘90s. Focusing on quebradita dancing from 2006-2020, I examine the 

genre during a time of increased accessibility to the Internet, when quebradita enthusiasts 

have taken to online platforms to showcase aerial aesthetics that have contributed to new 

dance and social identities. This proliferation of online interconnectivity has catalyzed a 

generation of dancers in the 2000s who use global influences as markers for the 

modernization of quebradita and as inspirations to develop new styles and ways of 

moving. Beyond using acrobatic aerial stunts to separate themselves from previous ‘90s 

movers, quebradita dancers’ modernization practices have also been influenced by 

aspirations to access mainstream belonging. In doing so, they have pursued new training 

methods and techniques for “limpieza” (“cleanliness”) that have subsequently created 

divisions between bailadores/as/xs (social dancers) and bailarines/as/xs (professionals) 

within la nueva escuela. These distinctions between skills, techniques, and ways of being 
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ultimately point to frictions and convergences produced as a result of emerging 

mexicanidades constructed within a global context.  

 I continue my exploration of quebradita mexicanidades in Chapter 4, “Quebrando 

(Breaking) Masculinities: Queer Quebradita Dancing as Aesthetics of Failure and 

Desmadre (Messiness),” by considering how LGBTQIA+ participants have navigated, 

shaped, and transformed the bounds of the genre. Particularly, I analyze what members of 

the quebradita community refer to as “same gender” quebradita dancing through the lens 

of desmadre. I account for how queer aesthetics, practices, and moments of 

(un)intentional failure are used by LGBTQIA+ and same gender dancers to construct 

queerness and play with quebradita’s traditional gender binaries. I argue that queer 

dancers create and craft choreographies, movement, and identities that disrupt 

heteronormative and heteropatriarchal codes of conduct by altering normative masculine 

behaviors historically upheld in quebradita dancing. As I consider the safe space of queer 

nightclub dancing as well as competitions that dictate how dancers should move in order 

to win, I theorize desmadre as a process that queer quebradores/as/xs use to make sense 

of who they are, creating space for queer dancing and belonging within quebradita’s 

binationally imagined community.  

 Ultimately, in analyzing the deeply intricate and connected practices of quebradita 

dancers through time, I seek to situate the past, present, and future of the genre to 

highlight the diverse routes and mobilities devised by participants to be, survive, and 

dance. I name, explore, document, and theorize quebradita epistemologies to develop my 

own quebradas within academia, manifesting fissures that offer the possibilities to center 
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brown transborder creativity as a viable site of research. In doing so, we can reconsider 

corporeal relationships to transnationalism and migrant mobility, realizing that sometimes 

diasporas, like the back-and-forth crossings I grew up with in my backyard, are actually 

dance floors.  
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Chapter 1 

Quebradita Consciousness: Dance Techniques in the Making of Transnational 

Belonging 

 

Black curls ricochet in and out of focus mimicking the energetic bounce of a 

dancing body’s rhythmic feet. The dancer, a woman in her teens, dons a white, airbrushed 

t-shirt tinged by dark green and red spray paint that spells out “Club Guanajuato.” Her 

male partner, right hand on his vaquero (cowboy) hat and left arm picking up the 

propelled bounce from his feet, whips his leg in a circular motion behind him as he toys 

with the direction of his movement. Their bodies periodically engage in contact, with 

chests and chins leaning in and away as their legs trot below in the space created between 

them. The camera whirls about, splicing images of bodies that bounce, sway, and sweep 

around a backyard. A flurry of bandanas move back-and-forth across the frame of the 

video, gyrating to the reverberations of the music playing. The number of dancers seems 

to multiply each time the camera shifts, as a plethora of cowboy hats, stained by the 

occasional neon flash of DJ lights, paint the VHS recording.  

The young woman’s arm wraps around her companion’s shoulders. He hoists her 

by the waist with his right arm while she presses her torso firmly into his; chests meet 

and arms intimately wrap around each other. Limbs cling to neck, back, hips, and waist, 

securing a snug embrace for the rest of the dance. The pair, finding tandem with the 

booming bass, buoyantly guide one another forward and back, to and fro the limited 

space allotted by the glistening bodies around them. As the beat shifts, the male dancer 
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gently sways his companion, lowering the upper half of her body towards and away from 

the floor, yoyo-ing her steadily while she glances over her shoulder to assess her new 

spatial configuration. A bead of sweat rolls down his face and gets caught in his bigote 

(mustache) while the female dancer, also sweating, firmly engages her core to inch her 

neck and face towards his. They grin at each other. The woman melts her weight in 

disparate ways. At times, her pelvis is looser than her neck, other times, she holds her 

frame more firmly. One of her feet, adorned by a pleather bota (boot), is semi-planted 

tickling the pavement beneath, while her right leg dangles forcefully behind his back. She 

freely shimmies her chest, letting the beats and her partner take her for a ride. Her back, 

held by her partner’s arm, gradually arches back causing her curls to tease the gravel that 

peeks through the broken cement beneath her. Her torso, now horizontally parallel to the 

floor, is but inches from impacting the surface just below her hair. She clutches her dance 

companion closer, signaling a breaking point; she can no longer hold the backwards 

suspension she is in. Her partner quickly flings her upright, adjusting his sombrero (hat) 

in the process. The only thing fixed on the screen for the duration of the dance is the date 

and time stamp: JUN. 18 1993, 7:53PM.    

At work in this backyard dance floor, through an act of call and response between 

dancers and DJ, are the beginnings of what would be known as quebradita dancing 

vocabulary and movements. The improvisation of hip, feet, leg, and upper body motions 

grounded in a combination of Mexican and U.S. American aesthetics and fashioned in 

vaquero sensibilities, would come to define an age of Mexican/Mexican American music, 

dance and identity.  
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Quebradita, Spanish for “little break,” piqued the interests of Mexican American 

communities in the U.S. and Mexicans in Mexico, popularizing tecnobanda music, a mix 

of traditional Mexican banda and 90’s techno. Spanish radio stations such as KLAX-FM 

and KBUE-FM played the emerging genre in the U.S. thus contributing to its increasing 

fame and recognition amongst enthusiasts living in the country.46 This interest in 

tecnobanada effectively increased Mexican American presence within airwaves, 

newspapers, popular music charts, and magazines, while simultaneously propelling the 

popularity of quebradita dancing. Bailando (dancing) quebradita within clubs, swap 

meets, social gatherings, jaripeos (bull riding events), and dance halls, quickly expanded 

to cities across the United States and Mexico. In the US, these sites included Los 

Angeles, CA, Chicago, IL, and many border state cities across the U.S. (Tucson, 

Houston, and more).47 In Mexico, cities such as Chiapas, Guadalajara, Mexico City, 

Nayarit, and others in northern states, partook in the spread of the dance and music as 

well. As it traveled across borders between countries, quebradita integrated elements 

from different cultures in Mexico and the U.S. These multi-cultural movement 

vocabularies produced innovative ways of moving while staying rooted in Mexican 

cultural traditions. The introduction of lifts and tricks would brand the form as a 

spectacular dance style, leading to its circulation across television platforms. This 

combination of different sounds and cultural sensibilities between bodies, living in and 

moving across the US and Mexico, enabled a communal understanding of moving to lo 

                                                
46	Helena, Simonett. Banda: Mexican Musical Life Across Borders. Wesleyan University Press, 2001	
47 see Sydney Hutchinson’s From Quebradita to Duranguense: Dance in Mexican American Youth Culture.  
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mexicano (that which is perceived as Mexican) which further helped develop new ways 

of being Mexican and Mexican American.  

This transborder phenomenon of bouncing brown bodies, offers a site to theorize 

quebradita dancing techniques as tools for the construction of a collective consciousness, 

imagination, identity, and transnational kinship amongst Mexican, Mexican American, and 

Mexican immigrant dancers. I focus on the inception of quebradita in the 1990’s and 

account for participants’ stories and experiences that range from the genre’s beginnings to 

present day. Throughout this chapter, I examine the foundational movement characteristics 

of the dance form: the basic back-and-forth step, the persistent bounce, the malleable 

embrace that keeps the couple as a unit throughout the dance, and the signature “quebrada” 

move in which one dancer leads their partner’s back to bend horizontally towards the floor.  

These movements are key components to analyze how quebradores/as/xs have 

articulated ways of moving that process and practice transnational flows of information. 

The polyrhythms and production of tecnobanda manifested a space where banda stylings 

could influence and be re-articulated by a generation of dancers eager to experiment with 

the new sound. As dancers formed an extended community, they constructed a back-and-

forth basic step that, I argue, physicalizes a sense of traveling between two nations. This 

pattern of movement, undergirded by a characteristic bouncing aesthetic, finds roots in 

styles like “brinquito” (little jump), “el baile del caballito” (little horse dance), and 

Mexican folk forms. The embrace, in its borrowing from traditional holds between 

couples in social dancing, has been used to guide, connect, and partner bodies across 

space. This corporeal entwinement manifests a literal moment of connection between 
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bodies whose stories, experiences, and trajectories meet within the palpable junction of 

chests, torso, and limbs. Finally, I explore the genre’s defining feature, la quebrada, or 

break, as a risk-taking site that dancers use to express new potentials and develop new 

spaces. I theorize that while the movement’s horizontal orientation challenges the 

verticality typical of social dancing bodies, it also creates an embodied space where 

brown bodies can stake claim of difference through pleasure, defining alternate use-

values for their physical labor. The construction of this movement vocabulary, as the 

result of moving back-and-forth between geographical borders, facilitates an embodied 

awareness of a transnational community beyond dancer’s localities. Ultimately, this 

transnational consciousness allows quebradita dancers to imagine new mobilities for their 

bodies as they make sense of their transborder connections.  

I focus on these quebradita bodily dynamics to demonstrate how corporeal 

creativity is a catalyzing force for constructing transnational connections amongst 

Mexican and U.S. dancers. The hybrid mixing of aesthetics between participants on both 

sides of the border, or what Sydney Hutchinson in From Quebradita to Duranguense: 

Dance in Mexican American Youth Culture likens to rasquachismo,48 is built out of a 

collective memory of past and present Mexican markers.  Dancers utilize these processes 

to produce movement techniques that speak to both sides of the border. I study the role of 

transborder imagination as a resourceful tool used by the quebradita dancing body for 

                                                
48 Chicano Studies scholar, Tomás Ybarra Frausto defines rascuachismo as a Mexican American/ 
Chicano/a/x sensibility, attitude, and aesthetic that is informed by an “underdog” epistemology and built 
through bicultural amalgamations as a “visceral” response to their lived reality. As an aesthetic, it speaks to 
DIY cultural productions that are created out of whatever means possible to produce a cohesive piece. Josh 
T. Franco, Latino arts collection specialist, defines it as an “assemblage…it is the altar with a bathtub on its 
end in the backyard.”  
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world-making strategies. This chapter considers quebradores/as/xs’ ingenuity in crafting 

foundational elements as a catalyst for the politicization of pleasure. I ground this idea in 

American historian Robin D. G. Kelley’s theorization of radical imagination. 49 His 

analysis of Black dreaming/creativity as important processes for the development of new 

routes, identities, and transformation within social movements informs my own 

examination of quebradita’s daring resourcefulness. I, thus, center imagination as the 

impetus for quebradores/as/xs to remember and re-member social dance gestures as they 

build transnationally connected bodies, embodying quebradita techniques in ways that 

allow them to feel transborder affiliations, what I term as “feeling transnationalism.”     

I theorize “feeling transnationalism” as the emotional connection circulating 

between dancers in ways that “attach individuals to communities” (Ahmed 5). I contend 

that quebradita gestures and partnered movements, as well as kinship affiliations between 

participants in the U.S. and Mexico, cultivate emotions, sensations, and corporeal 

responses that are embodied in the dance form and embedded in transnational exchanges. 

Dancers build multicultural repertoires of movement that originate from disparate places 

and temporalities in the U.S. and Mexico and, in doing so, situate themselves in a 

continual state of transnational connection. The quebradita body taps into Mexican and 

U.S. American sensibilities, memories, feelings, and possibilities that position the dancer 

in a multi-sited network of kinship, enabled by the bodies who physically and virtually 

                                                
49 Robin D.G. Kelley in Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination theorizes imagination as  a 
“revolutionary tool” that people have used historically to catalyze change in their lives. Particularly, within 
the context of black social movements, he argues that the impetus behind revolution has primarily relied on 
hope.  
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cross borders. Affective transnationalism is produced by quebradita dancers moving to 

feel connected to a network of individuals whose histories form part of the dance through 

rhythm, bounce, flow, and the commonality of foundational movements.  

I label this network a binationally imagined community to underscore how 

participants have learned to see and feel themselves as part of a vast kinship connection 

that takes place between quebradita dancers in the U.S. and Mexico, taking into 

consideration that the majority of participants and their exchanges stem from these two 

nation-states. To borrow from political scientist, Benedict Anderson, this imagined 

community,50 in its transnationally informed development, has been built as an imagined 

site of togetherness where dancers simultaneously acknowledge their local and 

transborder affiliations to one another.  

While delineating this transborder community, I analyze the recognition practices 

that exist in dancers’ common use of techniques as they construct and maintain dance 

practices across the border. I argue that it is not merely the act of remembering but also 

the imaginative re-membering that quebradores/as/xs enact which develops a communal 

quebradita consciousness for affective and recognized ways of being and moving. I 

theorize that in embodying techniques commonly shared across the border, dancers come 

to see themselves and their world as a transnational landscape, developing a transborder 

quebradita consciousness used to affectively connect with one another while re-imagining 

borders. In other words, the transborder knowledges and embodiments that are exchanged 

                                                
50 Anderson, Benedict R. O'G. 1936-. Imagined Communities: Reflections On the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism. Rev. and extended ed. London; New York: Verso, 1991. 
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within quebradores/as/xs’ binationally imagined community construct a felt and 

(un)known consciousness51 that holds meaning and simultaneously creates new 

understandings as brown, working class bodies navigate and position themselves in and 

beyond the precarity of national boundaries.  

As I examine the formation of quebradita dancing and dancers’ collective 

consciousness, I travel back-and-forth between localities, time zones, and interviews. In 

bouncing back-and-forth across quebradita’s binationally imagined community, I touch 

upon the disparately connected landscapes that are linked by a shared dance vocabulary 

as dancers create a transborder consciousness. I look at Los Angeles, CA, Oakland, Ca, 

Chicago, IL, and Mexico City, MX to dissect some of the geographically specific 

circumstances that have framed the genre’s perspectives and styles, while theorizing how 

quebradita bodies are always linked to places well beyond their locality.  

While I sway, bounce, and break into quebradita’s foundational techniques, I 

maintain an awareness that not all bodies dance or travel the same. The aesthetics I 

analyze are defining characteristics found within 1990’s and new millennial quebradita 

dancing that underline the unique formation of what makes quebradita, quebradita. 

However, it is important to recognize that styles vary from region-to-region, and movers 

bounce, shimmy, and sway in different ways. These variances point to localities, gender, 

                                                
51 In Adam Zeman’s historicizing of the term and use of “consciousness” he delineates how the concept has 
taken on different forms throughout histories and within distinct disciplines. At times, consciousness is felt, 
while in other areas of our lives it is a tangible perception. Zeman further argues that the idea of 
consciousness “can be used to refer to our knowledge of the entire psychological and social context in 
which we come to know ourselves…[an] ‘idea of me’ takes not just in a body and a mind, but also 
membership of a cultural community” (Zeman 29)  
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sexuality, and economic status, as dancers incorporate different facets of their life within 

the multi-layered construction of their dancing. In the specific case of gender, I use 

“leader” and “follower” whenever possible as an attempt to degenderize descriptions of 

quebradita partnering. This is meant to consider and recognize participants who queer up 

the dance floor, or do not ascribe to a male-female gender binary (I analyze gender 

dynamics in more detail within Chapter 4). What I explore here is how dancers 

formulated movement that would lead to the development of quebradita dancing as a 

means to make a collective consciousness between bodies across the U.S.-Mexico border. 

Grounded in back-and-forth partnered movement that reimagined traditional 

social dancing’s verticality, brown bodies experimented with new potentials for moving 

together in and across space. In my analysis of quebradita footage from the 1990s, as well 

as within my observations of dancers I met through my ethnographic journey, I witnessed 

and experienced the consistent pressing of dancers’ metatarsals into and out of the floor, 

the intimate clutching of each other’s torsos to counterbalance a tactile togetherness, and 

a back-and-forth flow that bodies used to oscillate through space and feel the fast rhythms 

of tecnobanda. The repeated presence of these movements elucidated them as key 

components of the form. My own memories of backyard carne asadas remind me of the 

affective formations of transnational quebradita techniques that relied on a mixture of 

transborder family in leather botas (boots), fringe, cowboy hats, dipping, bouncing and 

swaying one another across our backyard. And, although, quebradita engages different 

parts of the body, the full-bodied composition of back-and-forth basic step, bounce, 

embrace, and quebrada performed and created by dancers work as a single unit. Dancers, 
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each with distinct styles, used these characteristic movements to position themselves 

within the transnational articulation of a community.  

The Back-And-Forth Basic Step: Oscillating Between and Beyond Borders 

The formation of quebradita’s back-and-forth basic step has roots in various 

places, temporalities, and bodies. Caballito and brinquito bounces that stemmed from 

different U.S. and Mexican localities as well as Mexican dance forms such as banda, 

rancheras, and corridos, were pertinent to the developmental quality of footwork during 

the budding years of tecnobanda and quebradita. At the same time, footwork from bailes 

folklóricos (folk dances) such as calabaceado and steps from the Baja California region 

had also contributed inspiration for quebradita’s basic step beginnings.  In the 1990’s, 

dancers can be seen on videos, using these influences to bounce gingerly in and away 

from one another, stretching their bodies back-and-forth while striking and sweeping the 

floor beneath them. At times, they are together, and, in other moments, they perform 

“baile suelto” or disconnected/solo dancing that also bounces to and fro. Bodies 

simultaneously bounce up and down as they oscillate in space. The meeting and merging 

of bodies, each from distinct locations, offered the opportunity for the combination of 

styles and aesthetics that would gradually structure basic footwork for the form. 

Hutchinson, within her historicizing of quebradita’s steps, explains how the genre 

in the ‘90s was built through a heterogeneous amalgamation of footwork that was known 

differently depending on the region where the dancer came from. (Hutchinson 2007: 62-

65). These unique stylizations were due to regional ways of moving that were informed 

by flux of transborder material but shaped differently to fit the locality. As a result, 
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different names were created for these distinct styles of footwork. Helicoptero, campana, 

zapateado, toreo, to name a few,52 were movements that shared similar vocabularies 

across the border, but known differently by name. Slight variations of these shared 

vocabularies depicted the convergences and departures in flows of information amongst 

participants. Despite these differences, the migration of peoples and the appearance of 

quebradita on television became processes through which a solid style of footwork was 

eventually defined as dancers gravitated towards popular and common aesthetics. The 

shuffling of feet, bouncing into and out of the floor led to a more codified basic format of 

pasos (steps) that was moderately developed in the latter half of the 1990’s and further 

detailed in quebradita dancing’s second wave of popularity during the millennium,53 

particularly within the context of transnational competition circuits.   

In order to understand more about the development of quebradita basic footwork 

style that quebradores/as/xs of the past and present rely on, I conducted several 

interviews with participants who had the opportunity to appear on television. My 

intention was to further understand the role that bodies, who had participated within the 

circulation of the genre, had on the development of common movement traits in 

quebradita’s binationally imagined community. In 2018, I was invited by Guillermo 

“Memo” Castro and Marta Castro, a brother/sister dance duo in Mexico City who began 

                                                
52 These were names of steps presented to me by participants in my ethnographic research.  
53 Around the end of the 1990s, quebradita music declined in use and many quebradores/as/xs moved onto 
to new fads like duranguense music and dance (Hutchinson). Quebradita dancers who started up in the 
millennium estimate that around 2006, the reinvigoration of the form came about when new videos began 
circulating online. These videos showcased a more acrobatic style of dancing to quebradita leading to a 
new generation of dancers interested in molding the confines of the dance’s aesthetic. Within the world of 
quebradita, dancers who entered the genre after 2006 are called la nueva escuela (new school), while 
dancers from the 90s are considered la vieja escuela (old school).  
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dancing in 1993, to familiarize myself with their work and contribution to the form. In 

our interview, the pair recalled their consistent performances on television programs run 

by Televisa, a major Spanish television network based in Mexico City. The two, who 

now work as talent liaisons between the network and local dance companies explained 

that they had solidified steps that could be more easily recognizable and used within their 

improvised and choreographed performances on and off T.V. Towards 1998, the duo had 

developed a codified version of footwork that included a mixture of traditional Mexican 

dance forms. This fusion was meant to act as an access point for audiences who were 

familiar with Mexican social dances.  

Blending aesthetics allowed them to define a style by layering the choreographic 

counts of salsa dancing to produce steps that physicalized more of the sway that was 

already inherently part of quebradita. Memo explained, “El básico... mmm… o sea, los 

pasos surgen de una mezcla de folklórico, zapateado, el caballito, y banda…nosotros lo 

formulamos a base de cómo se bailaba la salsa, o sea, tres tiempos pa’delante, y tres 

pa’tras. Pero lo hicimos en cuatro, con brinquitos pa’delante y brinquitos pa’tras. 

Entonces cada vez que nos invitaban a bailar lo hacíamos y de repente parejas por todas 

partes tomaron eso y lo utilizaban también” (“The basic ... mmm ... the steps arise from a 

mixture of folklórico, zapateado, the caballito, and banda... we formulated it based on 

how salsa was danced; three counts forward, and three backward. But we did it in four, 

with little bounces forward and little bounces back. So every time they invited us to 

dance we did that and suddenly couples everywhere took that and used it too”) (Castro). 

Their words pointed to a mixture of transnational aesthetics that was then physically 
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incorporated into a back-and-forth basic footwork combination. Their television 

appearances allowed for a circulation of their back-and-forth basic amongst enthusiasts 

who made habit of practicing them in clubs and academias54 and a practice of teaching 

them to others in the U.S. Memo added, “Creo que muchos inmigrantes llevaron estos 

pasos a los Estados Unidos… y de ahí se fue formulando un entendimiento de cómo se 

bailaba la quebradita, porque de repente hubo gente allá que también bailaba igual” (““I 

think many immigrants took these steps to the United States ... and from there an 

understanding of how the quebradita was danced was formulated, because suddenly there 

were people there [in the U.S.]  who also danced the same”) (Castro). His words 

expressed a history of transnational transmission via migrant trajectories, crediting this 

process as a foundation for quebradita’s establishment and success.  

The virtual and migrational dissemination of footwork technique led to a 

commonality that dancers could embody on both sides of the border, physically sharing 

in a movement pattern that moved back-and-forth. Learning and sharing of these basic 

steps, through mimicry, television, or from a teacher, has been necessary to embracing 

the binational community forged by the genre, particularly because the embodied 

aesthetic becomes a physical way of connecting to these transnational flows, knowledges, 

and experiences. These timed back-and-forth steps, (re)fashioned from traditional 

Mexican repertoires of movement and other transnational influences, offer dancers the 

ability to embody the histories embedded in the dance step’s construction. Dancers, I 

                                                
54 Clubs and academias were groups of quebradita dancers who joined together to organize themselves into 
smaller communities. While “clubs” was the word used to describe these formations in the U.S., Mexican 
participants called theirs “academias.” Both operated in similar ways, teaching dancers and competing.  
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argue, literally and viscerally trace the migration patterns and transnational flows of 

migrant, brown bodies when oscillating back-and-forth in their movement.  

The back-and-forth basic steps situate dancers within and beyond both nations, 

forming a basis for a transnational consciousness where quebradores/as/xs literally and 

figuratively move back-and-forth through spaces, temporalities, and connections. 

Quebradita’s basic back-and-forth is used by bodies to oscillate through internalized 

archives of memories, sharings, and ideas that maintain roots to their places of origin and 

influence quebradores/as/xs perspectives, realizing themselves as transnationally-situated 

people connected to each other. The brisk bouncing of feet, sandwiched between each 

other, traveling to and fro, materialize the migrant connections of brown bodies who have 

contributed to the creative formation of kinship and aesthetics in the past, present, and 

future of quebradita dancing. Like Memo and Marta suggested, the dissemination of steps 

followed the physical movement of Mexican migrants relocating and carrying quebradita 

information across the border. At the same time, the appearance of dancers on television 

fostered a virtual circulation of this basic back-and-forth footwork. Mike Bouchan, a 

House dancer based in Mexico City who is currently researching urban dance forms in 

Mexico, likened this development of quebradita footwork to a river, explaining the back-

and-forth basic as a flow of ideas where references from bodies in Mexico made their 

way upstream/downstream to bodies in the U.S. and vice versa.  

As dancers use the basic as a form of connection between different movements in 

the form, the back-and-forth pattern positions dancers as subjects who can negotiate 

trans-temporal access to memories and community. Frine Garrey, a Mexico-City based 
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quebradora, further explained to me that within the context of new school quebradita 

dancing, “tu básico se usa para bailar entre acrobacias, entre cargadas…” (“your basic 

is used to dance between acrobatics, in-betweeen lifts…”) (Garrey) That is, the basic 

back-and-forth movement of quebradita is used by partners as a source of common 

ground and movement between tricks, baile suelto, and lifts. But the commonality of 

dancing back-and-forth across space also manifests an embodied and affective transition 

between time zones and localities. The basic pattern of footwork dances past, present, and 

future as quebradores/as/xs exit and enter different repertoires and spaces of movement, 

oscillating back-and-forth between the U.S. and Mexico.  

Quebradita dancers’ contextualization of the genre’s back-and-forth steps position 

the construction and embodiment of basic footwork as the amalgamation of ideas rooting 

and uprooting to new localities while still maintaining traces (large or small) from its 

original sites. These traces are then carried and employed by dancers through the 

powerful pendulum-like tug and pull that allows them to sift through the various ideas, 

knowledges, and sites that form the basic step. The oscillation of quebradores/as/xs 

highlights the unfixed process of transborder cultural expressions, practices, and 

relocations. It reminds us that although bodies situate themselves in their localities, their 

creativity, expression, and knowledge continue to circulate well beyond where they 

dance. The back-and-forth basic step exemplifies the mixing practices and transborder 

journeys that quebradores/as/xs of the 90s and today utilize in their effort to innovatively 

stylize their movements and share knowledge across borders. These basic steps, I posit, 

are also a link through which the body manifests and materializes nostalgia for a sense of 
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mexicanidad (real, imagined, and new) as a connective tissue. Dancers use a shared 

understanding of dancing to tecnonbada music in order to remember and re-member 

themselves as part of a transnational community affectively rooted in crafting notions of 

mexicanidades that are pertinent and unique to each dancer. 

In defining nostalgia, I work with American Studies Theorist, Albert Sergio 

Laguna’s, definition of the term “not just as a look backward at an idealized past but as a 

product of the needs of the present and future” (Laguna 92). In his examination of the 

Cuban American diaspora through the lens of “diversión” (fun/leisure), he articulates the 

role of nostalgia as a “glue” that was used amongst many Cuban Americans to “find 

common ground” within diasporic transplantations (Laguna 95). In the case of 

quebradores/as/xs who execute the basic back-and-forth as a form of transit between 

corporeal, affective, memory archives, and U.S.-Mexican affiliations, their footwork 

mediates nostalgia as a byproduct of imaginative formation. In accessing multiple 

nostalgic archives, dancers vary between affectively negotiating the dance floor they 

move on and navigating the precarity of their environments as working-class, brown 

peoples. Nostalgia as an affective connectivity, rooted in an imagined sense of 

mexicanidades, allows us to rethink the ways in which Mexican, Mexican immigrant, and 

Mexican American quebradores/as/xs navigate multicultural archives to make sense of 

their (dis)position as transnationally-connected working-class, brown dancers whose 

creative affiliations span across borders and temporalities. That is, a collective 

consciousness is produced by dancers who use quebradita’s movement vocabularies to 
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access connection to unique forms of mexicanidades as ways of finding pleasure, being, 

and surviving in the world.  

 Thus, as Laguna suggests, nostalgia, produced out of leisure, insists on more than 

just a desire for affiliations in the past, but rather, as a commonality, or in this case a 

characteristic form of mobility that dancers use to access different states of belonging. 

The basic back-and-forth foot pattern of quebradores/as/xs past and present maintains the 

binational community afloat, and participates in the affective formation of 

transnationalism. The experience of nostalgia, accessed through the pleasure of dancing, 

produces a felt understanding of connecting to and (re-)membering culture as a common 

practice and technique. Transnational consciousness is, thus, embedded in how dancers 

use the basic back-and-forth step to oscillate between temporalities, while dancing 

affectively across nations. This habitual use of the body as a tool for the transnational 

building of community also finds awareness through recognition. Dancers come to 

acknowledge the translocal styles that exist in basic back-and-forth footwork in ways that 

highlight the configuration of transnational consciousness.  

In July 2018, I attended the first-ever quebradita dance congress, ‘Mi Legado,’ 

held in Mexico City, MX where the convergence of different localities allowed me to 

understand more about variances in basic styles and practices of recognition. There, a 

plethora of dancers gathered: people from Chiapas, Guadalajara, Oaxaca, CDMX, 

Chicago, and the Bay Area. At the event, I had the pleasure of taking Ana Cordova and 

Ricardo Mera’s “Quebradita en Tiempo” (“Quebradita Timing”) class where we were 

taught to find timing in our basic steps to tecnobanda classics. The codified steps we 
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learned from the KBRADITA TOTAL instructors were deeply rooted in the bounce and 

caballito footwork that I remember dancing in the 1990s. In witnessing and pairing up 

with different dancers throughout the night at the event, I felt and saw distinctions in 

dancers’ footwork. The basic step in the millennium, while universally known, is locally 

re-defined by quebradita dancers in (dis)similar ways across the U.S. and Mexico. For 

instance, Ana and Ricardo taught our class an eight-count bounce that found a quebrada 

(break) on count one and eight. However, when I paired up with my friend, and Bay Area 

dancer, Chango Mac, his steps were grouped as an eight-count with an added four counts 

to accommodate a bouncing turn. He dipped me into a quebrada (break) on counts two 

and twelve, which was different from the timing that was taught by Ana and Ricardo. 

 The differences in the placement of quebradita’s quebrada and footwork are 

demonstrative of the genre’s local constructions. Quebradita dancers can tell you that 

simply watching another quebrador/a/x move allows them to know their locality. Frine, 

who spent a great deal of time connecting me with dancers on both sides of the border, 

explained that while everyone revels in the bounce, the unique stylings of how people 

enact their back-and-forth steps are telling to the time period and location they learned to 

dance. Chicago dancers, for instance, don’t bounce as high in their footwork, while 

Oakland quebradores/as/xs add a turn. Mexico City dancers who consider themselves 

“new school” incorporate higher-leg trotting, while old school dancers55 stick to 

improvisational or simple bounces of the feet that sway back-and-forth.  

                                                
55 Quebradita dancers who danced prior to the millennium are considered “old school” or “vieja escuela,” 
while dancers who started and continue to groove in the millennium are labeled “new school” or “nueva 
escuela.”			
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These variances in basic step combinations signal dancer’s localities, but the 

recognition of their styles between all participants in the community points to their 

transnational consciousness. Dancers understand themselves as members of a greater 

transnational community through the identification of others’ ways of moving, who 

ground themselves in a common back-and-forth movement but develop distinctive local 

styles. This collective consciousness of transnationally-situated knowledges, aesthetics, 

and peoples is produced by how dancers can locate others and themselves in a larger 

network of belonging, acknowledging the bounds of their community’s reach across 

borders. To these ends, the basic back-and-forth, as part of quebradita’s foundational 

repertoire, exists as an affective and tangible resource for the construction of recognized 

and felt transnational community. Yet as I embodied these distinct styles, I grew aware of 

how bouncing, as action needed to travel back-and-forth, was another site of 

commonality in dancer’s transnational constructions.  

The convening of different styles in Mexico City’s ‘Mi Legado’ demonstrated 

bounce as a driving force behind musicality and rhythm. While accessing my own back-

and-forth basic, Alvaro Sanchez, Ana and Ricardo’s assistant, asked me, “¿Qué hacen los 

caballos?” (“what do horses do?”) His inquiry was not so much a question but a reminder 

to not forget the bouncing quality necessary to traverse back-and-forth across space. It 

was a nudge to not disremember that this dance was inspired by 90’s brinquito/caballito. 

In this next section I jump into the intricacies and affective potential that lies within 

quebradita feet rebounding, theorizing the role that tecnobanda bounce has for forming 

connections across time and space.  
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“El bounce:” Rhythmically Pulsating Transnational Community  

 In a 1995 article entitled, “Dance Crazy Uniting Latinos,” Chicago Tribune 

author, Teresa Puente, details bounce as a distinctive feature of quebradores/as/xs 

dancing at Captain’s Seafood House lounge in Chicago. The author notes, “the dance is 

characterized by dipping the woman close to the ground and small jumps, akin to a horse 

kick, called caballito” (Puente). My own upbringing and participation in quebradita 

festivals, classes, and social gatherings demonstrated these “small jumps,” and buoyancy 

as a necessary and basal component of quebradita dancing (and its back-and-forth basic). 

The bounce manifested the lasting effects of caballito and brinquito movements that 

ground quebradores/as/xs to quebradita’s dance and musical lineage. The “jumping,” 

“hopping,” and “bouncing”56 of the genre is a unique action that instills within dancers a 

felt articulation of deftness and ease to manage their back-and-forth movements. The 

body bounces in place, side-to-side, or back-and-forth across space, to pursue new sites 

and directions for couples and individuals. As a technique within quebradita’s formation 

of transnational consciousness, the bouncing also teaches dancers that mobility in 

quebradita dance is rhythmically connected to bodies across the border.  

Reflecting on childhood parties, I clearly remember my tías gleefully commenting 

“brincale mi’jo” (“jump, mi’jo”) as I tried to find cadence in my boots entering and 

exiting the floor. Learning to dance to tecnobanda was about hitting beats correctly with 

every strike of the alligator-skin botas my parents had bought me when I was a young 

                                                
56 Puente, Teresa. “Dance Craze Uniting Latinos.” Chicago Tribune. 1995 
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boy growing up in California. Fast-forward to a virtual quebradita “shines”57 class I took 

in June 2020, I was again reminded of the bounce’s importance to dancing quebradita. 

The instructors, Frine Garrey and Aris Hurtado, two well-known female quebradoras, 

partnered up to teach a series of phrases dedicated to bouncy footwork in tandem to 

Banda Soñadoras’ “Mueve la Cadera” (“Move Your Hip”). Halfway through class, Frine 

explained, “mantén flexión para poder cambiar de posición suavemente y fluir. La flexión 

te ayuda a navegar el cambio de peso rapidamente y poder seguir el bounce de la 

canción” (“maintain a bend to be able to switch positions easefully and fluidly. The 

bending and flexion will help you to navigate the change of weight rapidly and continue 

the bounce of the song”).  

Frine was explaining to us that, in keeping our knees bent, we find more ease in 

moving from one part of the phrase to another, while keeping up with the “bounce” of the 

song. Flat feet and rigid legs would cause immobility and tardiness with the timing of the 

tecnobanda mix. By keeping the bounce, we could move to the music’s rhythm, and thus, 

move together as a group even though we were all taking the online class in different 

locations (I was in California, and other participants were from Guadalajara, Mexico 

City, and Chicago). In reiterating the technique behind quebradita’s bounce, Frine and 

Aris were framing it as a strategy of and for the body to attune to how dancers 

communally move to tecnobanda. They shouted energetically each time we did the 

movement combination, “Bien! ¡Todos juntos!” (“Good! All together!”) Engaging the 

                                                
57 “Shines” are used to denote solo footwork in quebradita dancing post 2006. The term comes from salsa 
competitions and congresses where couples split apart from one another to “shine” on their own and show 
their best, choreographed footwork.		
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bounce in accordance with the music enabled us to feel together as we danced on the 

same transnational dance floor.  

Quebradores/as/xs’ bounced basic produces a consciousness that, to borrow from 

sociologist Muniz Sodré, is “not as an abstraction but as a physical force affecting all 

organs of the body.” Sodré argues, “rhythm as a way of structuring time is also a way of 

seeing and experiencing reality—it is a constitutive consciousness” (qtd in Muñoz 15). 

The formation of a consciousness is grounded in the felt commonality of rhythms that are 

materialized within dancer’s connected bodies across geographical borders. Dancers learn 

to see themselves as connected transnational travelers navigating cultural milieus and 

repertoires of movement through the practice of quebradita bouncing. This happens 

because of taught and learned ways of feeling and dancing to the inherently-mixed 

tecnobanda rhythms of the genre. Individuals and couples embody the hybridity of the 

music, bouncing their bodies together to fast-paced combinations of sounds that point to 

tecnobanda’s own migrational journey. The adrenaline of bounced syncopations creates 

an awareness of and for each other not only in the immediacy of the space around them, 

but also for the binationally imagined community that has generated the very beats and 

movements that dancers employ. This understanding of tecnobanda timing, felt within 

the pulsating bodies that catch the half-step tempo of the music, unites dancers to 

affectively understand and construct togetherness.  

Adan Ramos, owner and director of the studio/company “Cache con Banda” in 

Nuevo Vallejo, MX who started dancing in the late 90s, further explained this deep link 

between feeling, music, and bouncing in quebradita. He articulated, “El cuerpo…pues la 
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música viaja por medio de vibraciones, y nuestro corazón trabaja por medio de 

vibraciones. Entonces es la conexión que hay cuando escuchas una canción o ves algún 

ritmo. Tu corazón empieza a aceptar esas vibraciones y empiezas a moverte con tu 

pareja, a tomar tus pasos…y sientes pues, pura adrenalina” (“The body ...well, music 

travels through vibrations, and our heart works through vibrations. So, it’s the connection 

that exists when you listen to a song or see a rhythm. Your heart begins to accept these 

vibrations and you begin to move with your partner, to take your steps ... and you feel, 

then, pure adrenaline”) (Ramos). Adan’s analysis of the relationship and trajectory of 

music, to heart, to body, defines an affective link between rhythm, emotion, and 

corporeal potentialities. The response that occurs when a body learns to bounce 

tecnobanda’s polyrhythms forms a bond between dancers, their community, and their 

embodied understanding of the music’s transborder history. In Adan’s experience, the 

body is drawn into the beats through a sense of familiarity as the dancer connects 

rhythmically to sounds that remember and attach to a sense of place, to understanding 

themselves as always, already transnational. On and off the dancefloor, bodies “accept” 

the vibrations of the rhythms offered, collectively tuning into a consciousness that 

connects them through the same wavelength; the heart emotionally feels interpellated into 

quebradita’s transnational realm.  

   Ramos’s usage of the word “aceptar” (accept) denotes the learning praxis 

necessary to embody quebradita repertoires of movement and sounds, as well as the 

practice required to come to know the transnational potentials of quebradita bouncing. 

His vivid imagery of how music moves the body is demonstrative of the imaginative 
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impetus and emotional importance that revels within dancers’ bodies and “hearts.” 

Adan’s phrasing highlights an awakening of corporeal senses that shift the dancer to 

rearticulate their present state of being and belonging. Feeling transnationalism and 

connecting with other bodies who do the same comes about learning to bounce to the 

rhythms of tecnobanda. The body, but most importantly the heart, must affectively 

“accept” timing, histories, peoples, and places by strategically learning to bounce a beat 

back-and-forth through space. Bouncing allows the body to feel its humanity. The 

quebrador/a/x palpably feels who they are as they move to recognize the larger 

community that they are a part of with every pulsating beat of their bodies, veins, and 

movement. Quebradita bouncing is a sensibility that Adan theorizes for us as the heart of 

the movement, thumping an awareness of and for dancers’ existence as well as their 

learned attachment to transnationally-situated cultural archives. As a result, the bounce is 

another component not only used to define quebradita’s movement vocabulary, but also a 

device used to feel the power of migrational and diasporic forces converging within a 

network of bodies.  Noteworthy in Adan’s response was also his contextualization of 

adrenaline as a corporeal response stemming from the multifaceted journey that occurs 

when “el corazón” learns to (re)connect with affiliations new, old, and not yet made.  

Like Adan, other quebradores/as/xs had used the word “adrenalina” 

(“adrenaline”) to describe the felt sensations that emerge within quebradita dancing. It 

often came about asking questions in regards to the basic step, footwork, bounce, and 

what is produced from learning and performing quebradita rhythms. Quebradores/as/xs 

theorized that the energetic bouncing of the feet, maintaining a constant rhythm, and 
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using such traveled trots to execute cargadas (lifts), tricks, and stylizations developed a 

sense of elation that could not quite be defined. The necessary energy, strength, stamina, 

and connection to finish a song, or two, or five, somehow manifested itself within a 

dancer’s amplified state. This physically-felt heightened response, accompanied by an 

affective bond with others, results from the adrenaline flowing through quebradita 

dancing bodies. I was intrigued with how bodies used adrenaline as an affective shift to 

navigate both dance floors and their environments as brown, working-class dancers.  

In Adrenaline by Brian B. Hoffman, the author explains some of the many 

intricacies of adrenaline release as a “fight or flight” response that has “cultural 

significance” (Hoffman 1). Hoffman describes the important physiological change within 

the body citing faster and harder heartbeats, an opening of the lungs, and stimulation of 

the liver as mechanisms the body uses to negotiate the threat/pleasure of its surroundings 

(72). These shifts denote a history of survival, as the author describes how adrenaline 

provided “ancestors…a survival advantage in dangerous confrontations” (1). Thus, 

adrenaline is how the body procures a response to the immediacy of a situation. While the 

affectivity produced by the bouncing quebradita body cannot be fully fixed as one sense, 

I was intrigued by how quebradita dancers used this specific word to describe the 

affective shifts in their bodies while dancing. The adrenaline produced by quebradita 

dancers’ bodies demonstrated the potential for brown, working class dancers to use their 

movement as a tool to respond to the realities of the world around them. 

Quebradores/as/xs could shift through multicultural archives of movement in ways that 

allowed them to negotiate environments off the dance floor.   
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Using quebradita techniques to embody vibrations and sensations that actively 

react to their surroundings teaches quebradores/as/xs ways of feeling and finding 

themselves in the world.  From Mexican American dancers attempting to understand their 

belonging in the confines of a U.S. mainstream culture based on whiteness, to Mexican 

immigrants re-homing their bodies as a response to volatile economies post-NAFTA (see 

Introduction), the affectivity of adrenaline is an important attribute that dancers use to 

navigate their quotidian experiences as brown, working class bodies. The significance of 

the bounce, as a technique used to find togetherness and as a product of brown bodies re-

imagining the movement of caballito dancing, demonstrates quebradita techniques as a 

tool for reaction. They use mobility and imagination to disrupt and adjust their local 

(dis)positions by accessing transnational consciousness, i.e. dancing that fights/flies. 

Particularly, within the lives of Mexican immigrants, embodying quebradita’s affective 

bounce and movement provided the opportunity to make home after migrating to a new 

landscape. Dancers like, Fidel Delgado, a Chicago-based quebradita dancer and Mexican 

immigrant, had explained to me that dancing quebradita allowed him to connect with 

other quebradita enthusiasts when he first crossed the border. 

 When I interviewed Fidel in October 2018, he shared the importance that 

recognizing rhythm and bounce played in the making of transnational community. He 

told me that his earliest memory of quebradita was attached to ferias (festivals/fairs) that 

would feature touring bandas in his home state of Morelos, Cuernavaca, MX. “Llegaban 

las bandas… Banda Machos, Banda Maguey, a los pueblos… y andaban bailando, pues 

ya se decía quebradita, pero yo recuerdo bailaban la quebradita no abrazados, si 
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no….este… de brinquito separado, y luego juntitos… Me acuerdo, se prendía, Yo tendría 

como unos… ah, doce años, catorce años. Y pos ahí aprendí del brinquito, o sea, los 

primeros pasos de la quebradita, ahi mirando, y me atraía, oh… saludos a Guerrero 

también” (“The bandas would arrive ... Banda Machos, Banda Maguey to the towns ... 

and they [the people] were dancing what was already being called ‘quebradita.’ But I 

remember them dancing quebradita unembraced, individually bouncing, and then tight 

together.... I remember it [the town] would get packed, I was about… ah, twelve years, 

fourteen years old. And well, it was there that I learned from brinquito [dancing], that is, 

the first steps of quebradita… there, watching, and it appealed to me… greetings to 

Guerrero too”) (Delgado). He gestured with his hands, mimicking the bounce-like 

trotting of caballito dancing, that would eventually be implemented into quebradita. 

During our interview, Fidel leans in, grins, and throws up a peace sign while sending a 

shout out to Guerrero, Mexico. The very trots and bouncing quality he had witnessed in 

Mexico, would later be incorporated to the basic step he had formed when he began 

dancing in Chicago, IL.  

“De ahí viene mi primer conocimiento… luego aca ponían la música me 

acordaba de esos tiempos… se ponían a bailar en los antros…. y sabía que era 

quebradita” “My first knowledge comes from there [Guerrero, MX]…later they would 

play music over here [in Chicago] and I would remember those times…. The people at 

the club would get to dancing… and I knew it was quebradita”) (Delgado). Fidel’s 

connection to quebradita was reignited through his familiarity of tecnobanda and 

watching others groove to the music. Fidel recalled seeing couples dancing in Chicago 
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nightclubs and instantly recognizing the bounce, using its movement to connect with 

memories from his hometown in Mexico. Although he was new to the U.S., Fidel 

explained how he was able to make new friendships in Chicago by connecting with 

people who attuned to similar desires, pleasures, and memories, accessing community 

through his previous experience with quebradita dancing. His story echoes Adan’s 

sentiments that the embodiment and recognition of quebradita’s pulsating bounce are 

knowledges used to enter and realize quebradita’s transnational community. As a 

Mexican immigrant, Fidel used bouncing as a point of access to activate hometown 

memories that could be used to construct a home for himself in the U.S. Undergirded by 

his recognition of quebradita’s bounce, he was able to enact a transnational bridge for 

himself, building a sense of place between the U.S. and Mexico after he had migrated to 

the U.S. in hopes of finding economic stability.  

Migrating to the U.S. had meant that he had to leave friends and family behind, 

but dancing became a way to develop a sense of community after relocating in ‘90s. 

Although he came to Chicago through associations from family members and friends 

who knew someone in the city, the presence of quebradita would become a process 

through which Fidel expanded home, using the bounce he grew up with in Guerrero, MX 

to do so. Guerrero ferias could exist simultaneously within Chicago nightclubs and home 

could be transnationally-situated. Embodying quebradita was a literal response to his 

surroundings as Fidel used his recognition to create connections and develop a belonging 

necessary to cope with challenges posed by his migration. He found his transnational 

“flight” in his movement to “fight” the precarity of Mexico’s economic hardships by 
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connecting with other enthusiasts, eventually leading him to found one of Chicago’s 

largest quebradita clubs, Club Quebradores. His journey reminds us of the importance 

behind Adan’s words, situating the bounce as an affective tool for imagining connections 

to places and people. Creating a home in different geographical places is possible for 

quebradores/as/xs because of the transnational consciousness embodied in the dance 

form.  

 “¿Y que sientes o sentías cuando bailabas?” (“And what do you feel, or what did 

you feel when you danced?”) I ask him.  

“Adrenalina. Pura adrenalina” (“Adrenaline. Pure Adrenaline.”) he responds.  

“Yeah. Adrenaline” added his girlfriend and dance partner, Victoria “Flaka” 

Martinez, who by now had pacified their baby and joined in on the conversation. After a 

brief talk about exciting things to do in Chicago, we pause for a moment while Flaka took 

out her phone. She showed me a video of her and Fidel dancing quebradita in a local 

competition. The two, decked out in fringe, pound pavement and execute death-defying 

tricks that audibly garner applause from the onlookers in the video. In analyzing the 

footage, I realized that I was not only amazed by their dancing, but also the fluidity in 

their embraced movements; the ways in which their bodies flailed ferociously and 

undulated by continuing the bounce in their feet, the swivel of her hips, and the 

oscillation of their torsos that are persistently pulling and dragging forward and back. 

Their tight, yet malleable embrace demonstrated for me a physical tool for transnational 

connections. It was then that I thought about the potential for quebradita’s abrazo 

(embrace) to bring people together. While I end the discussion surrounding the form’s 
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connection to adrenaline here, I transition to analyzing quebradita’s embrace as another 

movement vocabulary used by dancers to affectively construct quebradita consciousness 

between bodies across the border.  

El Abrazo (The Embrace): Grasping and Connecting Through Transnational 

Consciousness 

The grasp between couples seeking a closer connection, both physically and 

emotionally, is also central to partnering in quebradita. Although dance genre began 

through a combination of what many call “baile suelto,” or loose dancing that allowed for 

the emergence of hat tricks typically done by men,58 a mutually-guided embrace has and 

continues to be a key feature in quebradita dancing. In the abrazo, leaders utilize their left 

arm to maneuver and guide their companion’s right limb by carrying their hand in theirs. 

Both dancers freely shift their arms toward and away from the direction of their travel. 

The leader’s opposite arm clings just above the waist of their partner while the following 

companion locates their left arm over the leader’s shoulders. Dancers clasp onto each 

other as the leading dancer clutches their partner’s upper torso in an attempt to swing and 

cradle their weight. In doing so, both quebradores/as/xs allocate a sense of trust through 

clasped arms that wrap, adapt, and adopt togetherness within the space of the dance, 

using their torsos and limbs to signal and direct their journey on the dance floor.  

                                                
58 Quebradores/as/xs refer to this as “baile de sombrero” (“hat dance”). The dance, typically performed by 
male leaders, would engage sombreros (hats) as objects for play. Men would take their hats off their head 
and spin them around their body, flick/flip them around, and spin these sombreros on the tip of their 
fingers.  
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American Studies scholar, George Lipsitz, briefly analyzes the embrace in 

quebradita dancing as a new movement convention within Mexican American social 

dancing. He writes, “The close dancing encouraged by the quebradita and the tight outfits 

favored by banda dancers displayed desires for pleasure more openly than many 

traditional Mexican Americans deemed acceptable.”59 Lipsitz notes a departure from 

previous, “traditional” techniques of social dancing, detailing a closer connection 

between bodies. This proximity in embrace is due to a shared and necessary skill in 

physically sensing each other’s movements, desires, and directions. Both partners 

produce a tightness between their torsos in order to fasten a hold that can quickly release 

into a break, then mutually thrust into a flip, before diving back into a closeness that 

accommodates a bouncing back-and-forth journey across space. The act of embraced 

listening produces a deeply-rooted and reciprocated connection amongst dancers as they 

learn to guide one another, using el abrazo to communicate directionality, desire, and 

pleasure. 

 The technique of corporeally gesturing an exchange of information elucidates 

quebradita’s embrace as the mechanism through which bodies palpably link to one 

another’s embodied histories, desires, styles, and cultural archives. As dancers physically 

and affectively make affiliation and relations between members in the community, the 

embrace is used as a literal connection to a transnational network. Quebradores/as/xs 

explained to me that connecting with others in an embrace meant learning what their style 

                                                
59 Lipsitz, George. “World Cities and World Beat: Low Wage Labor and Transnational Culture.” The 
Pacific Historical Review, Vol. 68, No. 2, Orange Empires (May, 1999) 
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of dancing was like, situating el abrazo as another practice of recognition used within the 

quebradita community. “Puedes saber si son profesionales, si apenas van empezando, si 

son de...ummm. Chiapas, o si son de… tal cual lugar, depende en la manera como te 

agarren y te muevan,” (“You can come to know if they are professionals, if they’re 

barely starting out, if they’re from here, or there. It depends on the way in which you they 

hold you and move,”) Sary Cache, a Mexico-City based dancer and performer explained. 

Her articulation points to bodies feeling their way through knowledges, using an 

embraced tightness to make sense of other dancers’ corporeal topographies and 

sensibilities.  Quebradita’s common embrace, thus, is a mechanism for physicalizing a 

transnational consciousness amongst participants despite their regional differences. The 

fast-paced wrapping of arms and torsos, entwining, pulling, pushing, and joining to 

shared rhythms and each other’s histories, becomes a way of tangibly locating and 

linking to bodies in quebradores/as/xs’ binationally imagined community. El abrazo 

between a couple is also the embrace of a diverse extended community whose members 

share common embodied histories.  

These ways of embracing differences and sharing values within a larger 

community were present amongst dancers who had attended Cache con Banda’s ‘Mi 

Legado’ Congress in 2018. At a party in celebration of the event’s opening ceremony, I 

found myself dancing with a young woman, Maria, who taught me more about the value 

of the embrace. While dancing, I realized more about how much information the abrazo 

and other movements relayed to my dancing partner. The woman, petite in frame, paused 

me for a momentary during our embraced bounce and asked, “¿Eres de Guadalajara?” 
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(“Are you from Guadalajara?”). I giggled and replied, “No, pero mis padres sí son” (“No, 

but my parents are”). She laughed back and explained, “Ah, es que bailas como los de 

ahí” (“Ah, it’s because you dance like ones from there”).  

Our quick dance caught my attention, not only because I felt her giggles were 

aimed at our initially awkward attempt to link together, but because her body could read 

my body and in doing so connected my style of moving to my parents’ home city of 

Guadalajara. The transmission of my parents teaching me tecnobanda rhythms and 

quebradita stylings as a young boy resonated within my own manner of moving. My 

body carried the ability to receive and provide information, transporting my female 

partner to the sensorial experience of Guadalajara’s style of moving. Our encounter 

further demonstrated her bodily intelligence to transport me to other localities and 

connect me with her ways of moving as well.  

As I held her torso in my arms, while she adjusted her hands around me, I better 

understood the role of the embrace as a way of connecting strangers while bouncing 

back-and-forth to the rhythms of tecnobanda. That is, in sharing movement vocabulary 

and corporeal information with each other we could activate an affectivity that was 

related to a core source: mexicanidad as a shared yet diverse form of identity. In that one 

rola (song), I would come to know a little bit more about her style and history and she 

would come to know a little bit more about mine, as we both danced to imagine ourselves 

as part of a larger space than the one we stood on. In embracing our styles, and 

negotiating them, we could feel our way to different sites, while building a kinship 

connection in the present. Our embrace, our coming together, was rife with potential to 
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transform futures through our own creative negotiation of the dance by allowing us to 

link to sites beyond ourselves, learning to enter and exit one another’s multi-

cultural/situated archives. We continued to dance a little longer before I quickly dipped 

her into a small quebrada and thanked her for dancing with me.   

In a moment’s notice, dancers use their embrace to literally break the flow of their 

bounced traveling, bending their torsos horizontally towards the floor and reshaping their 

relationship to the space around them. The performance of a quebrada is meant to catch 

your eye by rerouting the gaze, as bodies lower, bend, and collapse closer to the floor. 

These quebradas, or corporeal breaks, have been important to the foundation of 

quebradita as a social movement in their ability to creatively reimagine the potentiality of 

engaging with another body. Dancers play with and shift the verticality of upright 

movement characteristic of most social dance forms. Quebradita turned this movement 

convention on its head by using daring imagination to explore the horizontal plane, 

defining a spectacular difference for brown bodies on both sides of the border. In this 

final section, I analyze the role of quebradita’s break, conceptualizing the technique as a 

tool for carving new spaces and identities.  

La quebrada (The Break): Quebrando Towards New Sites 

In my personal observation of archived footage, VHS tapes, and my own 

childhood memories, the little break was a way of redirecting the verticality of the body, 

as followers clung and hinged on the nape of the leader’s neck. Relying on the embrace, 

the leader edges the dancing partner towards the floor, while straddling the following 

companion’s torso on their thigh. The follower’s legs could stay grounded, or could come 
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off the floor to strike the air so that the entire weight of their body was balanced in the 

arms and thigh of the leader. Countless images, memories, and embodiments of bodies 

dangling, flipping, and edging centimeters from the ground also framed my ethnographic 

interviews and class participation as dancers recalled and demonstrated their iconically-

risky movements. The execution of la quebrada takes strength, imagination, and 

creativity, qualities necessary for the development of aerial tricks and acrobatics that the 

genre would come to be known for in the latter half of the 1990’s and in the millennium. 

While the name “quebradita” emerged out of the bending of the female partner 

backwards towards the floor, it served as the foundation for the invention of subsequent 

spectacular movements that toyed with gravity. Inspired by the quebradita’s little break, 

participants imagined infinite positionings and ways of breaking between their bodies as 

couples developed and practiced ways to elevate themselves off the floor, eventually 

calling these “pasos” (steps) “trucos” (tricks), “acrobacias” (acrobatics), “cargadas” 

(lifts), and/or “nudos” (knots). My interviewees used “pasos”, or “steps,” to generally 

describe the creative, off-the-floor, or towards-the-floor, manipulation of bodies. 

Participants in the U.S. tended to employ “trucos” and “tricks” to define the spectacular 

movements that couples performed aerially. Participants in Mexico used the word 

“acrobacias” to contextualize above-the-shoulder twirls, tosses, and catches. 

“Acrobacias” also referred to movements inspired by European acrobatic rock n’ roll, a 

competitive dance form based on lindy hop. Many Mexican quebradores/as/xs suggested 

that acrobacias could be categorized as “baja” (low), “media” (middle) and “alta” (high) 

depending on the level of the follower’s body in relationship to the leader’s. The word 
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cargadas was primarily used by 1990’s dancers to describe the lifts they imagined during 

the inception of the form. Finally, the word “nudos” referenced tight, snake-like 

slithering of bodies where dancers generally roped around different points of the body. 

Following partners could wrap their entire physique above the shoulders of their partner 

before slithering down the leader’s chest, back, and in-between their legs until they made 

it to the floor. These movements were meant to look like the tying and untying of knots 

often performed at daringly fast speeds. Whether performing cargadas or acrobacias, 

these creative spectacularities were developed out of the inception of quebradas that 

dancers used desire to push the limits of their creativity while taking ownership of their 

bodies.  

Jason Ganimo, a Chicago-based dancer from the late 1990s and early 2000s, 

further clarified for me how dancers came to adopt a proclivity for spectacular 

movements. He described how the formation of clubs in the U.S. and academias in 

Mexico prompted the creation of small, locally-based competitions60 and events where 

groups would congregate to compete against one another. Jason vividly remembered 

practicing every week with friends after school in order to craft new quebradas and tricks 

that could be performed during weekend gatherings at dancehalls. He explained, “Just 

playing around, we would put names on them too…. Like umm… “el anillo”, or “el 

Charly.”61 Quebradas and tricks were named by those who taught them to you or they 

                                                
60 I expand on the role of competitions in chapter 3.  
61 These naming practices point to individualities within quebradita’s binationally imagined community that 
I explore within chapters 2, 3, and 4.  
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would be given their apodos (nicknames) once the trick/lift was mastered.62 Participants 

often felt the need to imagine grander gravity-defying lifts and steps that could outshine 

their competitors’ to win money, trophies, and recognition. Dancers’ decisions to push 

the bounds of their bodies situated la quebrada as a physical manifestation of brown 

creativity.  

Quebradores/as/xs explained to me that the formation of quebradas also 

developed out of fanciful embodiment; from dreams, from ‘ideas locas’ (crazy ideas), 

and risky failures. The reconfiguration of partnered verticality into horizontal and upside 

down breaks work upon quebradores/as/xs’ boundless creativity to practice and produce 

ways of moving through, within, and beyond difference. From observing my own family 

members shimmying one another towards the ground in the 1990s, to the dancers 

captured “barely brushing… against the floor”63 within newspaper pages, the construction 

of quebradita’s signature move, demonstrates participants’ affinity for molding place 

through space-defying imagination. As a catalyst for improvisational lifts and danced 

experimentations, the break has been integral to the process of brown world-making and 

belonging within the quebradita community. La quebrada incited unbounded creative 

potential through the body, enabling a shift in corporeal consciousness dancers used to 

understand and experience space and time differently. 

                                                
62 This idea of “mastery” points to moments of in/formal codification and ownership practices that, as I 
examine in chapter 3, has come to develop rifts in the community during the millennium as dancers place 
value on certain technical abilities over others 
63	Quintanilla, Michael. “Que Cool!: So Long Techno, Banda music is here, and with it, hotter than a 
jalapeno is the latest dance craze: la quebradita.” LA Times. 16 June 1993. 	
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As Kelley reminds us in his analysis of Black, radical thought in Freedom 

Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination, the powerful combination of pleasure and 

imagination are forces that allow bodies to perceive new realities for themselves (Kelley 

2002). To borrow from Kelley’s theorizations, I argue that the break in quebradita 

dancing imagines new possibilities for dancing bodies by enacting a fissure, a process of 

slippage where brown bodies touch upon a third site of belonging. It is here, within a 

third space of togetherness, where a reciprocal process of imagining through difference 

and using the practice of la quebrada to imagine differently is used by quebradores/as/xs 

to reposition themselves in the world. As the body makes sense of (un)known sites within 

the development of inversions, lingering flips, and risky weight-sharing, dancers access 

new potentials through a break with habitual understandings of timing, space, and 

corporeality, realizing the bounds of quebradita’s binationally imagined community and 

who they are within it.  

In a 1994 article written in the Chicago Tribune, author Stephen Lynch defines la 

quebrada as an affective element of the dance rife with the potential to bring people 

together. He writes, “Quebradita…looks like the dancers are breaking each other over 

shoulders and legs. It is chemistry because of the way two people can melt into one 

entity.”64 This metaphorical comparison is intriguing in its ability to capture the break as 

a process and practice for new sites of togetherness. In the break, brown working-class 

bodies interact with one another to imagine and feel differently as a way of being and 

belonging together in a third realm of togetherness beyond the border.  

                                                
64 Lynch, Stephen. “Winning Hearts and Heels.” Chicago Tribune. 21 Aug. 1994. Online. 
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The manner in which the break physically enacts new space for bodily and 

affective connections was made palpable for me during a quebradita class with 

Chicagoan couple, Mayra Solis y Peter Bahena. Mayra and Peter were names that had 

been circulated in many of my talks with quebradores/as/xs in Mexico and the U.S. I was 

frequently advised and mapped to their home, “Si vas a Chicago, buscas a Mayra y 

Peter. Viven un poquito fuera de la ciudad. Pero vas. Son bien chingones.” (“If you go to 

Chicago, find Mayra and Peter. They live a little out of the city. But go. They’re really 

badass”).  Interviewees had suggested I get to know them precisely because of the duo’s 

creative stunts. While I was not able to catch them on my first two trips to Chicago, I was 

finally able to meet them virtually through an online quebradita dance week organized by 

Mexico City’s Comisión de Quebradita.65 It was within this virtual class where Peter 

explained to us how to physicalize a quebrada trick that could not only shift our partner 

in space but breathe life into what he called, “a third dimension.”    

The duo lost no time in performing and teaching us this trick. Mayra, like a 

snapped rubber band, first outstretched her body directly in front of Peter’s before 

recoiling inward on his arm and flipping her entire torso around the circumference of his 

wrist. Her right leg punched skyward seemingly out of nowhere. The pull of her limb’s 

energy redirected the horizontality of her body which had been momentarily floating 

mid-space just in front of Peter’s chest. She landed on two feet, knees bent, no sign of 

                                                
65	Mexico City’s Quebradita Commission is an organization that works directly with a government-
appointed dance federation. The committee is in charge of organizing events related to quebradita dancing 
and provides dancers’ with certifications, trainings, and classes. As of March 2021, the organization is led 
by Frine Garcia Reyes. 	
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exhaustion on her face. In the last second of the phrase, Peter spun her one last time 

before catching her centimeters from the paint-splattered floor of their garage. Through 

breathy words, Peter reminded us that this movement would come from the initial 

breaking of our following partner, milliseconds after finishing a basic step combination. 

The sequence would go: basic step, break, and finally into the truco that Mayra and Peter 

so boldly demonstrated three times in a row.  

Before me, on the screen, was the reminder, memory, and futurity of working-

class bodies using their corporeality to define a spectacular pleasure that was all their 

own. Amidst questions, giggles, and comments from other student’s taking the class, a 

dancer from Mexico City asked about the logistics behind the positioning of the 

following partner’s right leg and its role in the trick. Peter answered, “La pierna tiene que 

empezar el nudo y salir por el aire. Al hacerlo, ponle ganas para que el truco respire una 

tercera dimensión” (“The leg has to start the nudo and come out through the air. When it 

is done, give it energy so that the trick can breathe a third dimension”) (Bahena). I also 

had a question about that specific part, but Peter’s contextualization helped me to 

understand the importance of the movement and mindset in this trick. His response 

elucidated the point in space where the leg would need to tuck in and emerge from while 

the follower was hovering at a mid-torso level, holding their core to control their weight 

within the tightly wrapped arms of the leader. Due to the dimensions of online video 

transmission we could not quite see where the leg had to go so Peter’s explanation helped 

us to reframe the dynamics of our bodies in space allowing us to see a 3D version 

through his pedagogy and transmission.   
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Beyond the technical points of the movement, Peter’s phrasing theorized the 

surfacing of a new perspective/location/site/quality taking place within quebradita’s 

quebrada trick. His words gestured to the idea that our bodies were literally and 

figuratively breathing a “third dimension” through our movement; a new space of 

belonging by embodying the praxis of brown working-class imagination. Peter’s 

transmission and teaching are pertinent to understanding the affective/physical 

formations brought forth by the break and its subsequent creations. The couple’s class 

pointed to how radical corporeal imagination reframes how bodies can move in space 

together while breathing life into new realities.  

 By framing quebradas and tricks as new dimensions that re-articulate spatiality, 

quebradores/as/xs essentially theorize their embodiment as processes and practices for 

new ways of existing in the world. I relate Peter’s concept of a third dimension to 

Chicana feminist theorist Gloria Anzaldúa’s extensive and foundational scholarship on 

borderlands. She describes a third space of liminality as a “shift” through an in-

betweeness into a state of nepantla66 (Anzaldúa 1987). Anzaldúa argues, “transformations 

occur in this in-between space [nepantla], an unstable, unpredictable, precarious, always-

in-transition space lacking clear boundaries… Most of us dwell in nepantla so much of 

the time it’s become a sort of ‘home.’” (Anzaldúa 237). Nepantla serves as a liminal site 

that offers bodies the opportunity to transcend into new spaces and construct new 

identities. I posit that Anzaldúa’s contextualization of nepantla as a “shift” and “in-

                                                
66 Anzaldúa, Gloria. Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza. San Francisco: Aunt Lute Books, 1999. 
Print. 
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transit” experience offers us a look at how movement creates a space of liminality, or in 

our case, how the practice, embodiment and performance of the quebrada creates a third 

space. As a fissure, the break, and its subsequent manifestations as tricks and acrobatics, 

lingers in the (un)known through continual motion, informed by multi-sited localities 

while dancing towards a sense of home and new belonging. Although the bounce, basic 

step, and embrace transfer dancers into the site of the break through imagination and 

affectivity, the fissure itself becomes a moment of re-imagining alternatives to real world 

situations and futures.  

The connection of two bodies “melting into one” that Lynch suggests speaks 

volumes of the break’s transformative process. The break teaches endurance, creativity, 

strategies, and potentialities that quebradores/as/xs use to literally re-imagine the ways in 

which bodies interact beyond nation and beyond transnational processes. As dancers toy 

with the odds of gravitational pull and the physical sensations of the give-and-take 

between partners, they configure a site of embodied strength, perseverance, and potential. 

Much like Anzaldúa’s nepantla subjecthood that positions the Chicana subject in charge 

of herself, dancers dare to embody a literal break that uproots the verticality of social 

dancing into a horizontal/upside down/incongruous place of being. As I analyze in other 

chapters, the idea of breaking in quebradita dancing is used in multifaceted ways by 

different dancers. Dancers collectively imagine in the break to construct unique senses of 

mexicanidades and belonging. La quebrada becomes a process of experimentation for the 

quebradita dancer to continuously practice new modes of identification, mobility, feeling, 
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and resourcefulness. In doing so, dancers affectively come to connect beyond borders 

while politicizing the bounds of their creative formations.  

The space of liminality developed by quebradita dancing is marked by the 

experience of pleasure. In Pleasure Activism: The Politics of Feeling Good, author 

Adrienne Maree Brown explains the powerful potential of joy, defining pleasure as “a 

feeling of happy satisfaction and enjoyment” and nuancing the possibilities for affect to 

do a different type of work. She argues, “Pleasure activism is the work we do to claim 

our whole, happy, and satisfiable selves from the impacts, delusions, and limitations of 

oppression and/or supremacy” (10). Brown’s definition of pleasure as activism helps to 

delineate the resistance found within corporeal affect as a tool for situating bodies in 

control of themselves through themselves. Quebradita dancer’s formation of pleasure, 

outside of the toll of everyday life, politicizes happiness as a way to circumvent the 

immobility produced by borders and the hegemonic control of their labor. That is, 

quebradores/as/xs become owners of their own leisure and, thus, manage to redefine their 

corporeal labor. Chicago quebrador, Jason Ganimo, reminded me of this as he explained 

that dancing quebradita was also about “kids getting to be kids” and adults finding a new 

hobby in the dance form. Jason’s comment about quebradita defining youth culture was 

particularly powerful as he explained how some U.S. quebradores/as/xs used the form as 

an alternative option to joining gangs.67 Dancing was a way of finding community and 

                                                
67 See Mariangela Rodriguez’s “La Nueva Onda Musical: De Cholos a Cowboys” and Sydney 
Hutchinson’s From Quebradita to Duranguense: Dance in Mexican American Youth Culture for more 
information on the crossover between cholos/as and quebradores/as/xs in the U.S. I also touch upon this 
topic in Chapter 3.  
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creative practice outside of work or gang life. By tapping into the possibilities of 

pleasure, brown bodies re-envisioned what options for mobility and belonging they had 

within the confines of working-class life on both sides of the border and amidst 

xenophobic environments in the U.S. As I continue analyzing the formation of a 

transnational quebradita consciousness, I aim to politicize the pleasure of quebradita 

techniques, including la quebrada, by examining their relationship to a transnational 

labor market that brown bodies on both sides of the border had to contend with.  

Taking a Break: Redefining Brown, Working-Class Labor Through 

Quebradita Dancing 

 The growing presence of spaces that catered to quebradita enthusiasts in the 1990s 

are fully contextualized within newspapers and television shows depicting the plethora of 

cowboy hats, bandanas, and glistening bodies filling nightclubs, arenas, jaripeos, and 

backyards. A pertinent aspect of these images was the contrast that they provided to the 

Mexican immigrant narrative taking place during the time. The 1990’s Proposition 187, 

which had focused efforts to deny basic rights and deport undocumented immigrants in 

California, had been passed after concerns that too many Latinos/as/xs, particularly 

Mexicans, were taking jobs and resources from U.S. citizens (Hutchinson). The post-

NAFTA environment in the U.S. had also underhandedly provided space for large 

corporations and agriculturists to hire Latin immigrants as cheap labor, paying them well 

below the legal minimum wage.68 In Mexico, the privatization of companies and 

                                                
68 Greene, David and Robbins, Ted. “Wave of Illegal Immigrants Gains Speed After NAFTA.” Morning 
Edition, interviewed by Ted Robbins, hosted by David Greene, National Public Radio. 26 December 2013. 
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outsourcing of labor had depleted local businesses leaving many without jobs. The 

picture of the sweaty, laboring brown body who had bleak prospects in Mexico and  

infiltrated U.S. land for work could simultaneously be contrasted with moments of joyful 

Mexicans, Mexican Americans, and Mexican immigrants dancing on screen and within 

the black and white pages of popular newspapers. In doing so, the appearance of 

quebradita dancing manifested a new lived reality; working-class dancers could now use 

quebradita as a literal little break from the harsh realities of making and finding livable 

wages. Quebradores/as/xs expanded the imaginative potential for brown bodies to labor 

differently, prompting new avenues for transnational emancipation. This agency 

effectively procured alternative existences for the quebradita dancer who had been 

criminalized, marginalized, and displaced by global economic operations (see 

Introduction).   

In my conversation with Fidel, the dancer I interviewed in Chicago, he 

contextualized the meaning of quebradita as a catalyst for brown, transnational coping by 

explaining, “En ese entonces, el Mexicano trabajaba y se iba a casa. Era puro trabajar. 

Cuando llegó la quebradita, todo cambió,” (“Back then [in the 1990s], the Mexican 

worked and went home. It was all work. When quebradita came, everything changed,”) 

Fidel, who migrated to Illinois from Guerrero, MX in the ‘90s, explained this to me as he 

tapped his fingers delicately emphasizing the distinct break from wage labor that 

quebradita dancing provided Mexicans. I asked him if he meant Mexicans in Mexico or 

                                                
Transcript, https://www.npr.org/2013/12/26/257255787/wave-of-illegal-immigrants-gains-speed-after-
nafta. Accessed 6 September 2019.  
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ones here in the U.S. He added, “pos aquí…. y también allá, pero lo digo por mi 

experiencia” (“well here… and over there too, but I’m speaking out of my own 

experience”). Fidel went on to relay how he worked odd jobs in the U.S. before settling 

with family in the suburbs just outside of Chicago. Fidel described how he used 

quebradita as a hobby to distract from the pressures of his jobs. His statements placed 

quebradita dancing as a way for brown bodies to claim their labor through leisure by 

taking a break from their daily work schedules.  

The idea that quebradita literally provided a little break for workers like Fidel 

demonstrates the possibilities of dancer’s pleasure to contest an exploitative labor market. 

The creative and imaginative capacities of bodies using dance for something other than 

work embodied new understandings of who they were and who they could be. As José 

Esteban Muñoz and Celeste Fraser Delgado argue in Everynight Life: Culture and Dance 

in Latin/o America, “The dancing body not only writes counter-histories but the dance 

resists and reconfigures the subjugating history written on the enslaved or laboring body” 

(Muñoz, Delgado 17). While reconfiguring his own reality as a laboring body, Fidel took 

dancing as a pleasurable break from daily work, while simultaneously building his own 

quebradita community. This sense of affective togetherness, pleasure, and respite, 

enabled by separating the body from wage labor, catalyzes the body’s potential to be and 

belong outside of national labor practices that depict migrant bodies as labor, for labor, 

and dispensable labor.  

Other quebradores/as/xs I interviewed also articulated this distinct departure from 

quotidian forms of labor through quebradita. Chucho “Uni Versal” from Chicago, IL 
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stated how he would imagine new tricks to implement into his dancing while at work. His 

fiancé, Yasmine Acevedo, recalled his repeated phone calls to her where he would 

explain the intricacies of what his mind had just come up with. “All the time… it was, 

‘Oh my gosh babe, I just came up with somethin’, we gotta try it’” (Acevedo). Dancing 

quebradita, for Chucho, became an intentional interruption in his work schedule, offering 

instead what Thorstein Veblen denotes as “non-productive consumption of time” (Veblen 

31). Veblen, in his The Theory of the Leisure Class, aligns the idea of non-productivity 

with leisure and upper-class status. In doing so, he describes how leisure is not generally 

reserved for working-class peoples. Yet, as Chucho’s experiences detail for us, the 

body’s ability to imagine on company time, crafting quebradas while working, redefines 

leisure for the brown working-class laborer. Chucho’s “non-productive consumption of 

time” did not align with productivity at work but it was certainly productive for his own 

purposes, exercising the power of his innovative quebradita creativity and consciousness. 

Quebradores/as/xs’ imagination enacts a politically-charged site of affectivity where the 

potential of the body and its ability to belong transnationally (re)acts against hegemonic 

understandings of the working-class brown body. Fidel and Chucho’s embodiment of 

quebradita’s creativity catalyzed new ways of seeing themselves beyond their work 

schedules by dancing in a third space of knowing, being, and dreaming.  

The labor of these bodies in the 1990s and new millennium forged a network that 

understood quebradita dancing as an affective form of resistance to the monotony of 

everyday life. In imagining and then physicalizing basic back-and-forth steps, bouncing, 

embracing, and breaking, quebradores/as/xs constructed techniques that developed a 
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sense of transborder connection. My ethnographic investigations were routed by these 

very movements, as interviewees bounced me back-and-forth from person to person, 

naming friends and family whose knowledges I could embrace to better understand the 

history, present, and future of quebradita dancing. From wage labor to quebradita’s labor, 

the labor of dancing while building a transnational community and sensing a shared 

consciousness provided ways of moving that built community across borders.  

While all my instances with quebradita have been filled with the presence of 

community, I particularly remember a trip to Chicago, IL where dancers gathered 

together to reminisce. As quebradores/as/xs packed into a tiny living room to share 

moves, stories, and shout-outs, I witnessed the profound, ongoing presence of 

quebradita’s transnational consciousness. I end this chapter with a brief focus on a 

community of quebradores/as/xs in the millennium who manifested the effects of a 

binationally imagined community first started by dancers’ travels, exchanges, techniques, 

and sensations in the 1990s.  

It was in February of 2019 when I arrived for a second time to the outskirts of 

Chicago for an ethnographic research trip. Chicago quebradora, Aracely Ruiz, who had 

been my tour guide during my first encounter with the city, was busy that weekend but 

connected me with her groups of friends. I was immediately thrust into a WhatsApp 

texting group filled with a long list of Chicago quebradita dancers. Jennifer Perez, who I 

had not met before was first to respond, warmly inviting me to visit her home in Cicero, a 

neighborhood just outside of Chicago. She and her husband, Carlos Ramirez, were 

planning a small gathering of dancers at her apartment and insisted I join them for a 
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chance to eat, chill, and get to know more about Chicago’s Angelitos Club. People who 

danced quebradita between 2006-2016 would be present and I knew this would be an 

opportunity I could not miss. The following is my account of our night together, made up 

of memories, field notes, and transcripts: 

  We sit around in Carlos Ramirez and Jennifer Perez’s living room. The sounds of 

chalupitas frying in the kitchen, babies bouncing, and Coronas clanking fill the room. A 

flurry of bodies pace the small apartment where Jennifer, Carlos, and their two babies 

live.  

“¿Cuántas chalupitas quieres?” (“How many chalupitas do you want?”) Jennifer asks. 

“Cuatro… para empezar,” (“Four… to start off”) I laugh.  

 Throughout the night I had the pleasure of meeting a continual flow of quebradita 

dancers entering and exiting the apartment. By 1:00am, the remaining dancers all sat 

around the big screen T.V. that dominated half of the living room. Muñekita, Guapo, 

Jennifer, Carlos, Yoni, Rene, Chuche, Brenda, and their babies lined the space. Their 

bodies were half-illuminated by the technicolor stream of lights mirroring the quebradita 

images silently looping on the screen. 

Carlos interjects, “pero fíjate, a pesar de que él se salió, y hizo su propio club, o 

equis cosa… siempre sigue the bond… you know.. the bond…. Si me entiendes?... there is 

a connection… a big connection…. Todos aquí… a los que conozco en México…  

significan algo para mi… como la quebradita quedan en mi corazón” (“look, even 

though he [a quebrador who was a part of Angelitos Club] left, and made is own club, for 

whatever reason… the bond always follows… you know… the bond. Do you get it? 
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There is a connection… a big connection… everyone here…. And those I know in 

Mexico, mean something to me, like quebradita, they remain in my heart”) (Ramos).  

His voice resonates with the communal significance that quebradita has for many 

of its participants. What is striking to me in the moment is the amplified kinship built 

within the room, a bond that spans across years and places. There is a tangible sense of 

cross-temporalities existing within the exchanges of memories, videos, and memorabilia 

that the group of quebradores/as/xs share with me. They were all dancers who met their 

wives/husbands and significant others in clubs; some Mexican American, others 

originally immigrants from Mexico. Each person present, aside from Yoni, had babies 

and toddlers running around, or what many of the adults half-jokingly referred to as 

“future quebradores.” The sense of transnational kinship is present in the room as they all 

nod in agreement to Carlos’ words and name their closest quebradita friends in the U.S. 

and Mexico. Carlos makes sure to throw acknowledgement to his friends across the 

border, “Yo, mis respetos a Raul Cardoso en México, a Frine, a Chucho y Aris… chulada 

de gente que hicieron la quebradita lo que es hoy.” (“My respects to Raul Cardoso in 

Mexico, to Frine, to Chucho and Aris, a group of beautiful people who made quebradita 

what it is today”) (Ramos). Quebradita dancers in Mexico had also occasionally provided 

shout outs to their friends in the U.S. giving each other props for their contributions to the 

form.  

The Chicagoan quebradores/as/xs’ words transport me from here to there and 

everywhere. Their memories, guidance, and advice are like quebradita’s characteristic 

movements, bouncing me back-and-forth and flipping me across times and spaces. The 
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dancers’ stories hold and remember bodies, places, smells, and memories, tightly 

weaving them together like the dance form’s abrazo. The presence of past, present, and 

future within the room reminds me of quebradores/as/xs’ ability to sway across 

temporalities and localities of belonging. Between and through their explanations, the 

dancers in the room respond with their body. Yoni touches his leg frequently as he talks 

through injuries he’s had in the past. Muñekita jumps up and down from her seat to show 

me how she was tossed around. And many of them get up to show me their favorite 

moves. They take turns performing Chicago style aesthetics in their phrases and their 

habitual movements. Right in front of me is the individual and collective body as an 

archive in motion.  

Carlos’ esteemed understanding of quebradita as a local and transnational bond is 

exemplary of how kinship formulations have been carried by dancers in quebradita 

dancing. Built out of a sense of interconnected intimacy, the kinship connections between 

quebradores/as/xs situate a transnational network across borders. This binationally 

imagined community has provided the necessary flow of information between bodies in 

the U.S. and Mexico to develop, inspire, and pursue formations that break with the harsh 

realities brown, working-class dancers face in transnational processes.  

I fumble my way around four or five more chalupitas and realize how I got to 

sitting in this very room. Quebradita dancers mapped my journey, each tossing me from 

one name to another, bouncing me back-and-forth across the U.S. and Mexico before 

landing me at Jennifer and Carlos’ apartment in Cicero, IL. A variety of “You should talk 

to so-and-so” and “si vas a aquí, tienes que hablar con…” (“if you go to here, you need 
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to speak with…”) had transnationally connected and charted my study. I was carried to 

these sites by dancers’ words, references, memories, and feelings.  

To be precise, I had arrived in Jennifer and Carlos’ home by way of Aracely Ruiz 

who lives in Chicago’s Pilsen neighborhood. I reached her Pilsen home in 2018 a couple 

of months prior by reference from Ricardo Mera and Ana Cordova, owners of Estudio 

Total Danza in Nezahualcoytl, Mexico. My interview and class with Ricardo and Ana 

was prompted by our meeting at “Mi Legado,” the first quebradita congress in Mexico 

City where I took the duo’s “quebradita en tiempo” class. Adan Ramos, who produced 

the congress, was introduced to me by Frine Garrey, a Mexico City-based quebradora 

and president of quebradita’s commission on dance. I had met Frine by browsing through 

comments on an online post written by a California quebradita dancer, Roger Gomez, 

who I interacted with through Facebook in 2016. Ultimately, I had arrived to this 

introduction out of my own passion for the genre, a joy first instilled within me in the 

‘90s through my own family who had migrated from Mexico decades earlier. These very 

memories and movement, like cartography, outline the transnational dancefloor, 

binational community, and kinship formations provided by quebradita’s crossings.  

Conclusion 

Quebradita dancing is made up of four key elements: basic back-and-forth steps, 

the bounce, el abrazo, and la quebrada. These techniques are used as common ground by 

quebradita participants to feel their way to transnational consciousness. Quebradita’s 

basal techniques are guides for quebradores/ax/xs’ everyday migrations. Dancers employ 

them as affective roadmaps to situate themselves within and beyond a transnational 
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dancefloor, accessing the transborder flows of information to stimulate creative ways of 

moving that can be used to renegotiate their lived realities by recognizing themselves as 

individuals within a larger collective. Quebradores/as/xs’ imagination is a radical process 

used as a world-making strategy for brown bodies who dance transnationalism on their 

own terms and re-signify the use-value of their bodies. The transborder formation of 

quebradita’s foundational movements exposes a site where corporeal creativity mediates 

how dancers engage memories, connections, affinities, desires, futures, and pleasures 

together across borders. It is in these physical articulations, practices, and manifestations 

that quebradores/as/xs, to borrow from Muñoz, “sense” their brownness and make sense 

of it.69  

As I analyze in the next chapter, the mixture of Mexican and U.S. American 

aesthetics that provide foundation for quebradita’s characteristics is a process used by 

dancers to create a sense of identification as they navigate transnational belonging. Yet 

the different routes and practices used by dancers remind us that not everyone travels the 

same, and thus, not everyone affectively embodies transnational consciousness the same 

way. These differences in mobility and affect result in the formation of distinctively 

sensed membership and identities, showcasing how aspects of race, location, and 

citizenship status enact diverse ways of being within quebradita’s binationally imagined 

community.  

 
 

                                                
69 Muñoz, José Esteban. The Sense of Brown. Duke University Press, 24 August 2020.  
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Chapter 2 

Rasquache Mestizaje: Re-membering Brownness, Cultural Citizenship, and 

Mexicanidades  

  

In a 1994 article, written by LA Times author Ruben Martinez, the question 

“When will the old (Anglo) L.A. join the new (Latino) L.A., and learn to dance 

quebradita?” boldly beckons readers to confront the changing landscape of Los Angeles, 

California. He details a myriad of snakeskin boots and cowboy hats twirling about Mi 

Hacienda,70 painting the night in the colors of Tejano (Texan), cholo/a71, and vaquero 

(cowboy) style. Martinez captures brown bodies at play on the dance floor, prideful and 

bouncing a “cultural revolution.”72 This social dance form, known as quebradita, is 

described by the author as a genre that started south of the border and as a force 

responsible for the unique transformation of U.S. culture in the 1990s. 

 Martinez claims that this “new” Los Angeles, marked by the presence of growing 

quebradita clubs, is “not fearful… It is the new LA” (Martinez). According to the author, 

                                                
70 Popular L.A. nightclub in Pico Rivera known for playing banda music.  
71 Cholo culture is used to denote a Latin/o/a/x and/or Chicano/a/x subculture/gangs that uses fashion, 
aesthetics, lingo, and lifestyle as a way of defining themselves through Mexican and Pachuco influences. 
These communities primarily exist in the U.S., but also are present in places such as Mexico and Japan. 
Here, Adan uses it to mark people who dressed like cholos, using baggy pants, airbrushed tee’s, and gold 
chains that mimicked the styles of many U.S. cholos/as/xs. In fact, there was much crossover between 
cholo culture and quebradita dancing in the U.S. See Mariangela Rodriguez’s Mito, Identidad, y Rito: 
Mexicanos y Chicanos en California. 
72 Martinez, Ruben. “The Shock of the New: Anti-immigration fever is at a fever pitch, but the real issue is 
this: When will the old (Anglo) L.A. join the new (Latino) L.A., and learn to dance quebradita?” LA Times. 30 
Jan 1994. Online.  
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the old L.A., what Martinez hints as mainstream Anglo/white communities, had been 

gradually growing anxious over the emerging presence of brown bodies and transborder 

culture in the city. His words encapsulate a shift towards a negative attitude in response 

to the surge of migrational flow and spatial transformation led by quebradita dancers 

within brown, immigrant enclaves in the United States. The ever-growing popularity of a 

social dance form, developed binationally between Mexicans in Mexico, as well as 

Mexican Americans and Mexican immigrants in the U.S., visibilized a new movement 

and sound that corporeally rearticulated the (dis)position of brown, working-class bodies 

across borders. At the same time, the increased spread of tecnobanda, airbrushed tee’s, 

leather boots, and affinity for dipping dancers towards the floor, allowed 

quebradores/as/xs the opportunity to re-contextualize their lived experiences by creating 

Mexican and Mexican American sites of belonging; building home through transnational 

hybridity in movement, creativity, and exchange.73 The conjuring of pleasure between 

bodies creatively twisting, knotting, and interlacing limbs, as a response to fused banda 

beats, procured “alegría Mexicana” (“Mexican joy”)74 for them. Old Anglo fear was 

unsettled by brown, transborder creativity that affectively indulged in the possibility of 

making place through bonds of kinship and an inclination for daring dance practices.  

 Mexican performance artist Guillermo Gomez Peña, in his essay “The 90’s 

Culture of Xenophobia: Beyond the Tortilla Curtain,” detailed this transformative 

response of the U.S. American scene, writing that, “America shrinks day by day, as the 

                                                
73 See chapter 1 
74 Many quebradita participants in my interviews defined the emotion of dancing quebradita in this manner.  
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pungent smell of enchiladas and the volume of quebradita music rises” (Gomez-Peña 67). 

Gomez-Peña and Martinez’s texts contextualize a metamorphosis of culture marked by 

the transmissions of transnational mexicanidades (that which has Mexican associations, 

lineage, and/or heritage). These transborder identities embodied “Alegría Mexicana,” a 

state of joyfulness that brown quebradita dancers employed as an affective, political tool 

to transform landscapes through brown resourcefulness. These emerging dancing bodies 

appeared in newspapers, magazines, television, and radio as a result of their eye-catching 

style and movements.75 Dancing would be a way of marking presence across borders, 

unapologetically. The palpable joy and increased cultural shifts, manifested by the very 

bodies that Martinez captures in his writing and that Gomez Peña alludes to, speaks to 

quebradita’s powerful ability to unite people beyond borders. As such, quebradita 

dancing would, and continues to, re-contour the ability for enthusiasts to construct 

different forms of membership, belonging, and home.  

To cultivate this communal sense of brown joy, quebradores/as/xs have relied on 

the flow of aesthetics, knowledge, and movement inspirations to transnationally cultivate 

community amongst themselves. The transborder mixture of influences used to build 

techniques, styles, tastes, and mobility is central to how the quebradita dancers developed 

a dance form that could mark their difference in the 90s and present day. This chapter, 

thus, analyzes the practices of combining Mexican and U.S.-based aesthetics as a 

methodology that quebradores/as/xs use to forge and build connections that can represent 

and cope with their lived experiences. As quebradores/as/xs dance transnationalism, 

                                                
75 See Sydney Hutchinson’s From Quebradita to Duranguense: Dance in Mexican American Youth Culture	
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embodying transborder influences that are used to shape the many stylizations, footwork, 

and tricks in the genre (see chapter 1), they construct diverse identities that are used to 

respond affectively to local needs and transnational desires. Quebradores/as/xs enact 

imaginative constructions to reassign new use-values and meaning to the materials 

exchanged within the form, situating their creativity as a strategy of/for belonging.  

In examining these strategies for transborder belonging, I formulate the concept of 

“rasquache mestizaje” to analyze dancers’ resourceful practices. I bridge the terms 

“rasquache,” and “mestizaje,” to consider how specific practices and sensibilities 

employed by quebradita dancers build affective affinities and unique senses of 

mexicanidades within the genre. Rasquache mestizaje delineates quebradores/as/xs’ 

imaginative constructions as transnationally-connected experiences whose formation 

fosters kinship between others who do the same. Through their migrations and 

transmissions, dancers develop an embodiment that not only contextualizes a cultural 

production, but a practice of combining sensibilities, informed by class, gender, sexuality, 

and movement histories to resist, contend, and construct power in difference. While I 

opened discussion and theorized imagination as catalyst for quebradita consciousness in 

chapter 1, in this chapter I discuss rasquache mestizaje as a facet of brown creativity to 

nuance how dancers unfold the possibilities embedded in hybridization. This method of 

resistance is used to circumvent governmental policies and regulations that render bodies 

immobile and as threats to the national imaginary. 

I, thus, situate, rasquache mestizaje as a central quebradita methodology that 

dancers use to produce brownness, cultural citizenship, and mexicanidades as forms of 
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transnational affective belonging. In analyzing quebradita’s constructions and practices, I 

ask: how do cultural productions, produced by brownness, reframe understandings of 

creativity as belonging? How do cultural forms of citizenship, developed through 

transnational flows of bodies and ideas, mitigate and circumvent national imaginaries 

bent on limited sovereignty? And how do quebradores/as/xs redefine mexicanidades 

through taste, style, and movement? 

To examine these forms of belonging, produced by quebradores/as/xs’ dancing 

practices and creative brown resourcefulness, I begin by contextualizing how 

racialization and citizenship within the United States are defined through nation-state 

policies, procedures, and processes that quebradores/as/xs on both sides of the border 

contend with. I then analyze the affective nature of brownness, building on performance 

studies scholar Jose Esteban Munoz’s concept of “feeling brown”76 to define how 

working-class Mexicans, Mexican Americans, and Mexican immigrants use transborder 

inventiveness to feel and create home. I follow by demonstrating how it is that Mexican 

immigrants and Mexican/Mexican American working-class bodies have negotiated 

transborder forces in the face of U.S. anti-immigration policies and vulnerable 

citizenship, providing case studies of quebradores/as/xs who resourcefully connect across 

borders. I end with an exploration of mexicanidades in quebradita dancing to expand on 

how these ways of feeling and being relate to notions of authenticity, class, 

professional/social dancing divisions. In analyzing these affective distinctions, I seek to 

                                                
76 Muñoz, José Esteban. “Feeling Brown/Feeling Down: Latina Affect, the Performativity of Race, and the 
Depressive Position.” Signs. Vol. 31, No. 3, New Feminist Theories of Visual Culture (Spring 2006), pp. 
675-688 
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examine the frictions that underlie the genre’s transnational community as a way to 

delineate the multiple and ever-changing quality, quantity, and aesthetic of 

mexicanidades within the dance form.   

The scope of this chapter mimics the mixture of aesthetics and archives that exist 

in quebradita dancer’s body. Dancers who contributed theorizations, voice, comments, 

and opinions range from the bailadores/as/xs who started dancing during the inception of 

quebradita in the early 1990s to enthusiasts who currently practice and shape the dance 

form. Participants stem from localities such as Los Angeles, California, Oakland, 

California, Chicago, Illinois, and Mexico City, MX, providing context for the diversity in 

belongings that exist within a binationally imagined community77 that dancers have 

constructed together over the years. I continue to position the body as a tool used by 

quebradores/as/xs to define transborder togetherness by presenting specific cases where 

the development of brown identity and a sense of transnational community was created to 

survive, cope, be, and belong. In many ways, quebradita dancing’s brownness, cultural 

citizenship and mexicanidades circumvent notions of brown working-class transnational 

mobility as a menacing presence to the “sanctity” of borders.  

Abject Bodies: Mexican Americans and Mexican Immigrants in the U.S.  

Within the United States, Mexican migrants and Mexican Americans have 

historically been seen as threatening bodies. As such, they have encountered moments of 

contention with national discourses and hegemonic constructions of citizenship. The 

inclusion and exclusion of brown bodies within the U.S. national imaginary has been 

                                                
77 See chapter 1.  
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dependent upon re-territorializing, borders, racialization, and labor relations. 

Anthropology scholars Nicholas de Genova and Ana Y. Ramos-Zayas define such 

constructions of legal belonging in the U.S. as “white-based” notions of inclusion that 

were never intended for nonwhite bodies.78 De Genova and Ramos-Zayas argue that the 

conundrum surrounding the inclusion of Latinas/os/xs as citizens within the U.S. has 

always fallen upon questions of race. Whiteness has been the framework for de facto 

citizenship and has included Mexican immigrants and Mexican Americans only when 

measured by their “ability to sell their capacity to work for a wage in the marketplace” 

(de Genova & Ramos-Zaya 37). The Bracero Program of 1942, for example, introduced a 

series of laws that allowed for groups of Mexican migrants to work and live in the United 

States for compensation during an era of labor shortage in the country caused by World 

War II. Although they were granted temporary residency in exchange for their labor, 

many braceros were left with no direct “path” to citizenship or prospect of membership 

that they could aspire to. Compensation provided less-than livable wages, devaluing the 

labor of contracted migrants. The program repeated and continued a cycle of viewing and 

assessing brown bodies as less-than within the scope of U.S. labor law and membership 

practices. Although different historical periods in the U.S. have granted stay, visa, or 

citizenship rights to Mexican immigrants and Mexican peoples removed from newly-

                                                
78 de Genevo, Nicolas, and Ana Y. Ramos-Zayas. “Latino Racial Formations in the United.” In Race in an 
Era of Change: A Reader. New York: Oxford University Press. 2010. 
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conquered territories, (e.g. the Bracero Worker’s Program,79 the Treaty of Hidalgo),80 the 

brown, working-class body has also contended with policies and processes that attempted 

to exclude them from national membership.  

U.S. policies and rhetoric surrounding admittance of peoples in the 1990s and 

2000s have portrayed immigrants, their U.S-born children, and their culture as excess to 

the national imaginary. In 1998, Proposition 227 banned bilingual education in 

Californian public classrooms. This effectively worked to uphold the argument that 

bilingual students were not learning the English language quickly enough because of 

spending too much time practicing their native tongue81 (Campbell et al. 134). The 

Border Protection, Anti-Terrorism, and Illegal Immigrant Control Act of 2005 (H.R. 

4437) implemented stricter rules on border security while raising fines on undocumented 

immigrants who were forcibly moved through deportation proceedings82 (Barberena et al. 

43). The 2015 DHS Appropriations Act increased the number of for-profit detention 

centers and detainees under the leadership of U.S. President Barack Obama, who was 

given the moniker of “Deporter in Chief” among members of the immigrant community. 

                                                
79 In August 4,1942, the United States entered the Mexican Farm Labor Agreement with Mexico where it 
allowed Mexican migrants to live on U.S. land (labor camps) with 30 cents/hr. However, many of these 
workers were taken advantage of and were paid little while working harsh conditions and living in less than 
ideal situations. Segregation and discrimination of migrant workers also became a regular and ongoing 
practice within the camps where they worked.  
80 The Treaty of Hidalgo is a peace treaty that ended the Mexican-American War (1846-1848). Newly 
conquered territories by the U.S. were outlined, which left many Mexicans on U.S. land. These peoples 
were rarely granted citizenship, only some, based on being marked “white” by U.S. governments were 
allowed to stay as U.S. citizens.  
81 Campbell, Louise Andea, et al. “’Racial Threat”, Partisan, Climate, and Direct Democracy: Contextual 
Effects in Three California Initiatives.” Political Behavior. Vol. 28. 2006. Pp129-150.	
82 Barbarena, Laura, et al. “‘It Just Happened’: Telescoping Anxiety, Defiance, and Emergent Collective 
Behavior in the Student Walkouts of 2006.” Social Problems, Vol 61, Issue 1, 1 February 2014, pp 42-60. 
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And more recently in 2016 and 2020, campaigns by Donald Trump labeled Mexican 

migrants as “rapists”, “bad hombres”, and “hardened criminals” while implementing 

harsh policies that affected immigrants and their families. At the same time, Trump’s 

polemic dialogue surrounding children of migrant parents as so-called “anchor babies,” 

undeserving of U.S. citizenship, promoted a depiction of migrant families and their 

subsequent generations as unfit for U.S. belonging. This xenophobic, anti-immigrant 

rhetoric was used to seek support for a border wall project, while enforcing and justifying 

the removal of Latin American immigrants from the country and the separation of 

migrant families at the border. The Trump administration’s immigration policies enforced 

an era of traumatic separation between migrant parents and their children who were 

detained at the border. This regulation was used to deter the number of people who came 

from Latin America to seek asylum in the U.S.83 As of December 2020, there are still an 

approximated 628 migrant children who have not been reunited with their families due to 

the lack of kinship records that exist for people detained at the border.84  

In this regard, American sociologist Margaret R. Somers reminds us that 

membership is fundamental to citizenship.85 Membership, she argues, is defined by an 

inclusion within a society and recognition by this political group as a moral equal. Within 

an age of neoliberalism, or what Somers prefers to contextualize as an era of market 

                                                
83 Ataiants, Janna, et al. “Unaccompanied Children at the United States Border, a Human Rights Crisis that 
can be Addressed with Policy Change.” Journal of Immigrant and Minority Health. Aug 2018. Doi: 
10.1007/s10903-017-0577-5 
84 Alvarez, Priscilla. “Parents of 628 Children separated at border still have not been found.” CNN Politics. 
2 Dec 2020.  
85 Somers, Margaret R. Genealogies of Citizenship: Markets, Statelessness, and the Right to Have Rights. 
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2008. Print. 
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fundamentalism, citizenship rights are afforded to bodies who are “legally” allowed to 

work. That is, membership results in people’s “right to have rights,” or the right to stake 

claim of benefits and policies that humanize individuals. These rights are not always 

granted to everyone. As anti-immigrant policies and xenophobic discourse against brown 

bodies have historically demonstrated, when denied membership, according to Somers, 

bodies can be considered stateless (within a nation-state) and thus vulnerable to different 

forms of de-humanization. 

 The policing, monitoring, removal, and rhetorical construction of brown bodies 

in the U.S. by people at state and local levels have participated in the perception of 

mexicanidades as an overabundant, alien threat to normative U.S. citizenship. Somers, in 

her examination of contractual citizenship, argues that exclusionary practices reveal who 

is socially included within the bounds of a nation and who is not. Particularly the concept 

of “conversion narratives” are used as “fear-inducing predictions intended to convert a 

culture’s dominant narratives from social to market precepts by foretelling the dire moral 

and economic implications of continuing on the present policy course” (Somers 5). The 

cultivation of fear against Mexican and other Latin American immigrants amongst U.S. 

citizens is a tool meant to support policy making by those in power. From the inability to 

attend school, to the negation of driver’s licenses, work, and health resources, the 

historical manipulation of public policy has produced situational and lasting effects that 

directly impacted the lives of Mexican immigrants and Mexican Americans in the 

country while propelling policymakers’ interests in money and their desires for exclusive 

access to public benefits (see Introduction). These recurrent national projects of 
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contingent inclusion and rejection of brown bodies in the U.S. is the reality that 

quebradores/as/xs on both sides of the border have had to negotiate.  

The creation and maintenance of discriminative systems against brown bodies 

have also affected how Mexican immigrants and Mexican Americans move and connect 

across borders. Mexican working-class quebradita dancers with dreams of dancing and 

visiting the U.S. have also been denied access due to a lack of visa or finances to do so. 

In the face of these il/legalities, quebradores/as/xs in the U.S. find ways to construct a 

transnational community with their friends, family, and fellow dancers to navigate 

racialization, national membership, and transnational processes. Particularly within the 

onset of NAFTA in the 1990s and the era of Trump in the millennium, quebradores/as/xs 

grooved towards shared influences and knowledges that developed an epistemological 

awareness of themselves as more than just local beings. Through affective connections, 

they have built an expanded space of belonging that encompasses diverse geographical 

and temporal scopes across physical and virtual borders. Whether or not dancers hold 

paper privileges,86 contractual citizenship, visas, or money to afford travel/passports, they 

all have worked to form a transnational network that ignites corporeally-felt 

understandings of membership and identity.  

Exchanges of information—creative, legal, and even chisme (gossip)—between 

quebradores/as/xs has provided the necessary form of movement needed to feel beyond 

borders in order to connect with people, places, stories, and influences. The transnational 

                                                
86 I use “paper privilege” here to contextualize dancers who may hold single/dual citizenship, visas and 
documents to travel between borders.  
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formulation of mexicanidades, as ways of being and feeling, allows for a binationally 

imagined community to cope with the realities of not being able to obtain U.S. 

citizenship, travel back home, or navigate between the U.S. and Mexico. Because the 

racialization of brown bodies in the U.S. has been pertinent to the formation of 

citizenship, I posit that, at the level of the body, the quebradita community has not only 

used imagination to creatively play with dance, but also to resourcefully re-create and 

position their identities as transnational. Dancers cultivate quebradita from disparate 

elements, using various sources to define ways of moving that could respond to musical 

tecnobanda rhythms and sociopolitical realities, while making sense of and rearticulating 

their brownness. Before diving into the complex layers that brown belonging feels and 

entails within quebradita, I delineate quebradores/as/xs’ formative practices to define 

rasquache mestizaje as an affective methodology.   

Dancing lo rasquache: Quebradita Resourcefulness and the Production of 

Mexican Sensibilities 

My quebradita interviews and investigations (re)routed me to various parts of 

Mexico and the U.S., both physically and through the stories, memorabilia, and videos 

that participants shared with me in our discussions. I was fascinated with 

quebradores/as/xs’ experiences that detailed a propensity for fusion and hybridity in their 

creative practices, as many recounted and explained how inspirations for their dancing, 

choreographies, tricks, and acrobatics ranged from something as small as images of 

luchadores (Mexican wrestlers) mid-battle to performances of Olympic figure skaters. 

The amalgamation of different aesthetics in quebradita dancing, oftentimes was described 
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as a process that led to the development of “alegría Mexicana,” joy and pleasure, as a 

product of imagination. Dancing quebradita developed a way of feeling pride for lo 

mexicano by positioning dancers as bodies in charge of directing and shaping how they 

could move and who they could be through whatever means they could. “Me siento bien 

Mexicano/a” (“I feel real Mexican”), were responses that theorized how the body-in-

motion produced attachment to Mexican cultural identity as a felt, transnationally-

informed venture. Quebradores/as/xs use these ways of being and feeling to connect to a 

community of others who creatively sought the same resourcefulness and sense of 

affiliation across the U.S.-Mexico border.   

Participants I interviewed in Los Angeles, CA, Oakland, CA, Chicago, IL, and 

Mexico City, MX, who danced in the 1990s and in present day, distinctly remember 

sourcing from different aesthetics as a practice of developing unique movement 

formations. Quebradores/as/xs noted that in the 1990s, before the advent of social media, 

dancers had to rely more on VHS tapes, television, and pop culture references to pad their 

repertoire of movement. Dancers from the millennium, what many call “la nueva 

escuela” (“new school”) used similar resources, but also had the advantage of the 

Internet, using YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and other social media sites as potential 

outlets for creativity. These online platforms became tools for faster and wider 

communication and exchanges. Adan Ramos, owner of Cache con Banda a dance 

company and studio in Mexico City (CDMX), and a quebrador who started in the late 

90s, remembers going to Neza (Nezahualcoytl) a city just outside of CDMX, and 

shopping in the callejones (street shops) for inspiration. There, he bought pirated VHS 
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tapes containing footage of quebradita events, luchadores wrestling, and ice skating as 

frames of reference to build cargadas (lifts). Jason Ganimo, a Chicago-based quebrador 

who danced in the 90s and through the millennium, recalled watching cheerleading stunt 

videos, studying hip hop dancers and wrestlers to develop what many in the quebradita 

community call nudos, or “knots” that are a series of body loops performed between 

dancing partners.   

Angela Marquez, who danced quebradita as part of different clubs in Los 

Angeles, CA during the ‘90s, attributes the development of her quebradita knowledge to 

her observation of dancers in spaces such as “Leonardo’s, Pico Rivera Sports Arena, and 

a swap meet called Pico Swap Meet” (Marquez). She mentioned that many Mexican 

immigrants and Mexican Americans gathered at swap meets to dance at tardeadas, 

daytime dance events at swap meets/flea markets where music promoters would set up an 

open space to play tunes and sell casettes/CDs. In fact, it was there that she met her 

husband, Alvaro Marquez, who became the first person to introduce her to the genre. “Él 

vino de Jalisco y me enseñó como bailaban allá,” (“He came from Jalisco and taught me 

how they danced over there”) she explained. For dancers like Ramos, Ganimo, and 

Marquez, the unpredictable mixture of aesthetics and repertoires, weaving, rising, 

breaking, torceando (twisting), uniendo (uniting), y arriesgando (risking) have become 

foundational practices. Quebradores/as/xs engage these practices to construct belonging 

and identify themselves, aesthetically and affectively, with members of quebradita’s 

binationally imagined community. 
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 Hutchinson has associated quebradita’s multicultural constructions to Tomás 

Ybarra Frausto’s concept of rasquachismo, a Chicano/a/x sensibility and attitude that is 

informed by an “underdog” epistemology and built through bicultural amalgamations.87 

This is to say that Chicana/o/x rasquache perspectives (and by extension, art) is 

fashioned through disparate parts coming together to yield new artistic creations that defy 

and re-accommodate aspects of class and race.88 Ybarra-Frausto specifies rasquachismo 

as “the aesthetic sensibility of los de abajo, of the underdog,” creating a “visceral 

response to lived reality” (Ybarra-Frausto 4). At its core then, rasquachismo, as an 

“aesthetic sensibility”, is always ready to respond emotionally, aesthetically, and 

physically to the everyday experiences of Mexicans, Mexican immigrants, and Mexican 

Americans. The concept points to a hybridized cultural, social, and political inventiveness 

necessary to make place, identity, and, more importantly, to survive, through the process 

of crafting and customizing. Hutchinson pinpoints the significance of rasquachismo’s 

relationship to quebradita, citing its ability to inform identity for Mexican American 

youth (Hutchinson, 81).  She argues that rasquache aesthetics in quebradita surged out of 

dancers building their steps (tricks) out of whatever means they could. In doing so, they 

formed a youth culture founded on their parent’s Mexican traditions while adding their 

own twist and flavor to the mix.  

Hutchinson examines this hybridization as a process for building movement 

amongst quebradores/as/xs which can be used to build new forms of mestizaje. I argue 

                                                
87 See From Quebradita to Duranguense: Dance in Mexican American Youth Culture 
88 See Tomás Ybarra-Frausto’s “Rasquachismo: A Chicano Sensibility”		
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that rasquachismo functions not only to describe the movement formations in quebradita 

dancing, but also as a common practice of belonging and as a method to formulate ways 

of being that connect past geographical and temporal borders. I build on the idea of 

rasquachismo by examining its relationship to quebradita practices beyond a reference to 

the invention of movement aesthetics, by emphasizing the embodied affective affinities 

and ‘sensibilities’ (to use Frausto’s term) that connect people across the border and that 

produce a multiplicity of mexicanidades. Rasquachismo becomes a praxis for pursuing 

difference as transnational identity in order to claim belonging and membership within 

and beyond borders, while locating brownness as an affective experience. By examining 

the possibilities of rasquachismo we can outline how quebradores/as/xs use their 

transborder affiliations to navigate class and national borders/landscapes by formulating 

their brownness individually and communally.   

In theorizing brownness, Muñoz describes it as a “feeling [of] difference”89 that is 

already in existence within the world. He argues that brownness is defined by a 

commonality amongst people who are and have been made brown both through their 

“suffering” and by “striving” together. In contextualizing brownness as a “brown 

commons,” Muñoz further explains how it is “made of feelings, sounds, buildings, 

neighborhoods, environments, and the nonhuman organic life that might circulate in an 

environment alongside humans” (Muñoz 2020).  For Muñoz, brownness is the 

commonality of knowing difference.90  

                                                
89 See Jose Esteban Munoz’s The Sense of Brown.  
90 Ibid. 	
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Similarly, I argue that rasquache quebradita formations, as an aesthetic and ways 

of being and feeling, exists as a common practice of and for brownness, a conscious 

methodology that is used by participants to recognize belonging and realize alternative 

modes of existing. Quebradores/as/xs feel difference in order to tactfully construct and 

hold onto connections that cross temporal, class, and national lines. Feeling and 

“sensing” brownness within quebradita dancing, stems from common practices of using 

imagination to connect an array of archives through the body in order to access emotions, 

memories, and motions. However, quebradores/as/xs’ shared practices of fusing 

transborder aesthetics not only highlight their employment of a transnational kinship 

network, but also showcase a process necessary to affectively embody and construct a 

transnationally connected tenacity that can re-shape the course of brownness. As I 

analyze later, quebradita dancers’ brownness is also used to construct identifications that 

misalign with national categorizations and its exclusive imaginaries. In doing so, this 

political project, founded on the potent affective aspects of migrations, is used by dancers 

to mobilize notions of race, transnationalism, and home, accessing the opportunities 

embedded in rasquache mestizaje. 

The transborder development of quebradita, as an affective rasquache sensibility, 

has been articulated through its practitioners’ mestizo/a identities. Historically, the 

ideology of mestizaje has been defined, cultivated, and activated in disparate ways, 

signaling hybridity while allocating diverging proximities to whiteness, indigeneity, and 

Blackness. Mestizaje, as Rafael Pérez-Torres, denotes in his book Mestizaje: Critical 

Uses of Race in Chicano Culture, was configured in Mexico as a way for Mexicans to 
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view themselves as a ‘cosmic race’91 after the Mexican Revolution (2006). Mexican 

Philosopher José Vasconcelos offered the notion of a cosmic race as the “conjoining of 

all human races into a cosmic family”92 as a symbol for racial and national unity in 

Mexico. The concept of a ‘cosmic race’ was meant to introduce a fifth identity that 

expressed a nation made up of heterogeneous peoples. While some bodies celebrate 

mestizaje as a way of embracing a marginalized difference, the philosophy of this 

racialization has also been used to homogenize peoples in Mexico as one race, 

marginalizing the existence of black and indigenous peoples and their experiences. 

Mestizaje, as a source of unification through invisibilization, continues to play a role in 

the systemic and ideological oppression of those not included within its bounds. The 

distancing that mestizaje enacts upon Others points to the complex construction of its 

bounds, but also of mexicanidades in general.      

Chicana/o Studies and Mexican American Studies have built various 

understandings of cultural mestizaje, stemming from analyses of peoples in the U.S. and 

different parts of Latin America. Authors, such as Edward E. Telles and Denia Garcia, 

have theorized mestizaje as an identity that underscores a racial mixture of white 

European and indigenous descent employed by Latin American nation-states as a way to 

unify its diverse peoples,93 often forgetting to include Afro-Latin peoples (2013). Pérez-

                                                
91 José Vasconcelos, in his essay “La Raza Cósmica,” defined the “cosmic race” as the possible 
development of a fully mixed race that was engendered out of the stronger, persistent qualities of all races.  
92 Leverette, Tru. “New Americans: Race, Mixture, and Nation in the Work of Jean Toomer and José 
Vasconcelos.” South Atlantic Review. Vol 73, No. 3. Summer 2008. PP 61-85.		
93 Telles, Edward E. and Denia Garcia. “Mestizaje and Public Opinion in Latin America.” Latin American 
Research Review 48(3): 130-152. 2013  
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Torres has also offered understandings of mestizaje as a way for Chicana/o and Mexican 

American individuals to identify as multicultural beings embracing Mayan, Aztec, and 

other indigenous identities that resist both whiteness as cultural purity and full 

assimilation to a homogenous “American” culture. Hutchinson’s theorization of “new 

mestizaje” takes into account how quebradita dancers use cross-cultural mixing to define 

new forms of identifications. These diverse definitions of mestizo/a identities structure 

the concept of mestizaje as a form of racial blend and cultural exchanges with different 

purposes and outcomes.  

It is no wonder Hutchinson’s From Quebradita to Duranguense begs a closer 

look at mestizaje, calling for a continued dialogue and expansion of its definition and 

parameters. I, thus, define rasquache mestizaje as an affective strategy that brown bodies 

on both sides of the border use to construct belonging by combining elements from 

different geographical spaces, cultural sources, and historical times. The role of the 

quebradita body, as a consolidation of varying influences, temporalities, and localities, 

affectively aligns dancers with other creators who do the same. In doing so, 

quebradores/as/xs formulate identities that are always, already transnational, thus staking 

claim of a borderless membership that subverts the limited imaginary of their respective 

nation-states.  For Mexican Americans, it allows them to maintain connection to 

(un)known sites beyond their locality, embodying an affinity for “el otro lado” (the other 

side). For the Mexican working-class dancer and Mexican immigrant, rasquache 

mestizaje exists as the opportunity to belong and dance back-and-forth between nations94 

                                                
94 See chapter 1.  
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without being able to actually travel and/or despite a lack of legal documentation to do 

so. For dancers who travel, live, and dance in Mexico, rasquache mestizaje defines 

community and commonality while satisfying desires to belong transnationally. And for 

quebradores/as/xs all over the world, the embodiment and practice of imaginative 

hybridization is used for the cultural production of mexicanidades. Many participants’ 

histories elucidated these ways of being and feeling as they described a mixture of 

cultural journeys and practices that were used to inform a sense of transnationally 

connected identity. Their process of belonging is informed by creative responses that 

(un)consciously subvert a status quo, commonality held together by communally 

informed movidas.95 

Angela Marquez, who I mentioned earlier, is a first-generation, self-described 

Mexican American whose quebradita dancing experience highlighted these brown 

creative practices. She recalled crafting and embodying cargadas that her husband had 

learned in his native state of Jalisco as a force behind her affective sense of identity. In an 

interview, she explained to me the process of mixing that contributed to her quebradita 

participation during the 1990s. “Dije, quebradita me quieres dar tú con esas cargadas” 

(“I said, a little break is what you will give me with those lifts”), she laughed, “pero poco 

a poco fui aprendiendo, y luego… ah…  se combinaban con estilos que aprendíamos de 

otras parejas” (“but little-by-little I learned and later… uh… they were combined with 

other styles that we learned from other couples”). Angela further described how the 

                                                
95 Tomás Ybarra-Frausto defines movidas as “coping strategies you use to gain time, to make options to 
retain hope.” (Ybarra-Frausto 86).  
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cargadas that her husband practiced with her were ones he had learned in Mexico prior to 

his migration to the U.S.  

In our interview, Angela detailed moments of transmission between bodies who 

learned from one another within Pico Rivera’s crowded swap meet. She explained how 

she would keenly observe others’ creativity to borrow inspiration for her next moment on 

the dance floor. Angela listed her influences/influencers, stating “I also got a lot of 

information from dance groups, clubs. Habían muchísimos (there were many). Unos 

nombres eran (some names [of the clubs] were) “Huerfanitos”, “Mousser”, “Vaqueros 

Musical” y “Invasión Musical”. At the same time, the duo would learn from watching 

other dancers in movies and at tardeadas. As Angela recounted, “También había un 

muchacho que siempre andaba en los bailes (There was also a guy that was always at the 

dances) and he even came out in quebradita movies, low budget movies. Le decían "El 

Califas" era un gordito, bien bailador (They called him “El Califas,” he was a chubby, 

good dancer). They all showed up and danced some of the best cargadas and tricks. We 

would take little things from them and then me and my husband would make our own 

moves de lo que mirabamos (from what we saw). But many people liked my husband’s 

cargadas” (Marquez). Places, like the Pico Swap Meet in California, came alive with the 

sounds of “Banda el Mexicano, Banda Machos…. Todas las buenas,” (“… all the good 

ones,”). Her memories demonstrated the powerful potential for quebradita movidas to 

transform participants’ surrounding landscapes. Bodies bounced, intertwined, sought, and 

traded creativity within the open gravel, mixing to produce a brown sociality that was all 

their own. 
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Angela’s stories provided a routed, rasquache mestizaje, a transnational journey, 

tracking the points of creativity and emotions that led to her own identification as 

Mexican American. The cargada took on various migrations. Her husband, Alvaro, had 

clarified for me that his knowledge of these crafted lifts came from rodeos he attended 

while living in Jalisco; watching, practicing, and giving it his own “tocadita” (touch). 

The pathway of inventive corporeal productions began in rodeos in Jalisco, Mexico 

where Alvaro learned to dance before passing it to Angela, whose own creative labor 

registered those moves in her body. At the same time, the routine of learning from 

dancers that Angela and her husband encountered at clubs and at the Pico Rivera swap 

meet added to the mixture of influences the two used in their movements. This back-and-

forth mode of transmission, across geographies and temporalities, from body-to-body in 

person and virtually informs dancing bodies who construct transnational identities 

through quebradita. For Angela, learning and piecing these techniques developed a 

palpable connection to her own version of mexicanidad, adopting her identity as Mexican 

American while simultaneously shaping the world around it. She explained, “I remember 

having so much fun dancing it. Me and my husband, we would put all these ideas 

together… Sentía mi sangre de Zacatecas, pero que felicidad bailar música Mexicana… I 

was born in the U.S., pero tengo sangre Zacatecana.” (…I felt my blood from Zacatecas, 

what happiness it was to dance to Mexican music… I was born in the U.S., but I have 

Zacatecan blood) (Marquez).	The practice of transborder embodiment constructed 

pleasure that could be used to craft transnational belonging.	 
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Angela’s words hit me faster than the speedy, circular motions of a “helicoptero” 

(helicopter)96 leg striking the ground beneath it. By dancing quebradita she cultivated a 

felt connection to her parent’s home state of Zacatecas, MX. Her understanding of these 

experiences as ways of being and feeling, described as “sangre Zacatecana,” had been 

awakened and deeply felt as felicidad, or alegría Mexicana. Angela admits that 

quebradita became the vehicle with which she came to appreciate her Mexican roots. Her 

memories theorize quebradita as a tool for linking affective cultural repertoires both 

nationally and transnationally in order to feel attached to sites (un)known. She could link 

and situate herself in more than one space by feeling like a part of Mexico was in her 

blood, grooving back-and-forth between nations by embodying multi-sited histories and 

aesthetics. 	

Ethnic affinity as a formulation of identity can be considered an affective 

connection with a “homeland”97 (Jean-Paul Baldacchino, 81). Angela’s felt relation to her 

parent’s hometown of Zacatecas reveals quebradores/as/xs’ ability to incorporate 

external sites into their affective repertoires of movement. Dancing an embodied array of 

multi-sited influence allowed her to make a mark on the Pico Rivera swap meet and to 

develop a practice of feeling and defining her mexicanidad as a transnationally-situated 

sensation. Despite the very real geographical location she grooved on (Pico Rivera, CA), 

Angela could dance into Zacatecas, oscillating back-and-forth between embodied 

                                                
96 El helicoptero is a quebradita dance move. It is a windmill action done with the leg, where the dancer 
strikes the floor beneath them with each revolution, usually in a fast pace.   
97 Baldacchino, John Paul. “The Eidetic of Belonging: Towards a phenomenological psychology of affect 
and ethno-national identity.” Ethnicities. Vol 11. Sage Publications. 2011. Pp 80-106. 
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archives of information. The incorporation of a transnationally-built resourcefulness, 

used to build Mexican American identity, is demonstrative of the re-signification 

processes present within quebradita fusions. Dancers use a transnational flow of 

corporeal codes to define an affective sense of belonging, rooting themselves in localities 

while simultaneously uprooting towards topographies beyond the border. The body 

defines its sensibility by designing quebradita. Rasquache mestizaje highlights how it is 

that external influences are fashioned to inscribe a sense of transnational identity and 

place for quebradores/as/xs.  

In accessing these felt connections, Angela prides herself in feeling her 

complexity as a woman born in the U.S. with roots in Mexico. She is Mexican American 

while feeling transnational through the construction of makeshift mexicanidades, working 

upon rasquache mestizaje to affectively make a shift within her body. This practice, as a 

felt transnational belonging, underscores what historian Benedict Anderson terms as 

“long-distance” nationalism, or a sense of connection and attachment that someone feels 

for their parent’s country of origin.98 Within the social transmission of transnational flows 

of information, quebradores/as/xs learn to embody, share, and mix as a common practice 

to claim cultural connections. In my research, I had come across other dancers who used 

quebradita dancing to feel associated to el otro lado, some without ever having left their 

countries of residence. The embodiment of transborder archives of information was used 

by dancers to fashion ways of being and feeling that could connect them to sites beyond 

                                                
98 Anderson, Benedict. Long-Distance Nationalism: World Capitalism and the Rise of Identity Politics. 
Amsterdam. CASA, 1992.  
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the border. They came to know and feel mexicanidad by articulating these sensibilities 

with their bodies. Angela reminded me that dancing quebradita in Pico Rivera was about 

getting to feel pride in her Mexican American identity as a citizen within the U.S. I 

contend that the transnational situation of brown belonging that quebradores/as/xs’ 

rasquache mestizaje practices generate offers the interconnected sense of information, 

people, and histories that are used to define transborder identities. Angela’s dancing 

could produce a way of understanding herself beyond the “limits” and “sovereignty” of a 

nation,99 using a transnationally situated affectivity to unsettle its bounds.  

Through their dance and affective connections to peoples and places in different 

geographical locations, quebradita dancers, like Angela and Alvaro, create a third space 

that is simultaneously here and there (see chapter 1). Their transnational, mestizo/a 

identities theorize the potential for bodies to oscillate between countries in ways that 

produce new spaces. Undergirded by a common consciousness, or a common practice of 

mixing, dancers’ identifications are transnationally produced to construct and enter sites 

(un)known.   

As I mentioned in chapter 1, quebradores/as/xs charge and ignite a third site of 

belonging, an imaginative playing field and community that is born out of the resourceful 

creativity and affective affiliations. They use their bodies to define an aesthetic of high-

                                                
99 Benedict Anderson describes nationalism as “an imagined political community…both inherently limited 
and sovereign.” (Anderson, 6). Key to this formation is its limited imaginary, as the nation learns to 
encompass what it is, and by default, what it is not. The nation-state’s sovereign understanding is built 
around imagining itself as “free” and staking claim of its territorial stretch and boundaries. This “imagined 
community,” as Anderson defines it, works upon maintaining a sense of belonging together among its 
citizens who have never necessarily encountered one another.  
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affect ingenuity that moves them towards a new site where they make sense of their 

connections, create transborder identities, and develop kinship. As such, their rasquache 

mestizaje also underscores what anthropologist and cultural theorist Mary Douglas calls 

“matter out of place.”100 Douglas argues that departure from cultural notions of belonging 

performs a state of extraction. For quebradita dancers, the process of rasquache mestizaje 

is used to position themselves in a matter out place, extracted from nation-states that are 

delineated by geographical borders and the legal parameters that regulate mobility. They 

dance in a site that exists everywhere and nowhere as they transcend and momentarily 

touch upon a transnational third site of belonging. In temporarily touching these third 

spaces, quebradores/as/xs awaken identifications that they use to navigate the realities of 

their daily life experiences. Angela’s constructed identity, informed by the embodiment 

of cargadas, allows us to consider how bodies, particularly working-class dancers, dance 

a corporeal composition of home that is not immediately connected to one nation, one 

city, and/or one locality. In constructing and feeling transnational belonging, 

quebradores/as/xs defy the constraints of nationally-defined categorizations and 

membership requirements used to include/exclude bodies.        

Quebradita, as an alternative way of seeing and forming brown, transnational 

sociality, circumvents U.S. systems of classification that attempt to maintain control of 

citizens and noncitizens. Cultural theorist Stuart Hall, in his examination of race and 

identity as cultural signifiers, argues that “races [is] one of the principal forms of human 

                                                
100 Douglas, Mary. Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo. Routledge and 
Keegan Paul. 1966. Print.  
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classification…Classification is a very generative thing, once you are classified, a whole 

range of other things fall into place as a result of it. But another important point about 

classification is that it awakens. It is a way of maintaining the order of any system, and 

what is most disturbing… is anything that breaks that classification.”101 (Hall 3). While 

Hall’s theorization explains the concept of race as a factor in the production of 

classification systems that control citizenry, I argue that the transnational formation of 

brownness amongst quebradores/as/xs is affectively experienced in contrast to racial 

organization that limits their mobility. Their sensibilities awaken a new way of feeling 

brown and inform the transnational development of new belongings.  

Rasquache mestizaje, as a quebradita methodology, constructs transborder 

difference while defying ways in which brown bodies are told to be, act, and behave. 

Quebradita dancers’ ability to transmit knowledge to another body and to perform that 

knowledge in their bodies cultivates a felt bodily experience of crossing borders. This 

affective embodiment in motion disrupts nation-state systems that fix and police bodies 

through borders and il/legalities. It is in these processes of transmission where the flow of 

bodies, knowledges, and affects across geographical areas shape different forms of 

belonging that are used to cope with dancers’ localities while catalyzing transnational 

desires. Dancers recover and re-member the residue found in transborder materials to 

cultivate something new, something that reconsiders transnational connectivity in order 

to discover new ways of being and feeling brown. As they dance, Mexican Americans, 

                                                
101 Hall, Stuart. “Race, The Floating Signifier”. In Conversation with Sut Jhally. Media Education 
Foundation. 1997.  
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Mexican immigrants in the U.S., as well as Mexicans in Mexico, create and move to re-

articulate a sense of who they are, sparking new cultural identities that are shaped by and 

re-shape brownness.  

It was during my visit to the first-ever Quebradita Congress in Mexico City where 

I learned more about the transborder influences between quebradores/as/xs and the 

expansion of mexicanidades beyond localities. Particularly, I encountered Mexican 

dancers, like Adan Ramos, who were pulled into the dance through its connection to 

cholo/a culture and swing dance in the U.S. The account that follows elucidates how 

Mexican participants’ transnational desires inform identities and belonging that crosses 

borders:   

We sit in Adan and Sara’s apartment; the humid heat of Mexico City’s July 

humidity pours through the open window. We’re in Lindavista, a sector just outside of 

Mexico City. I think to myself how los ruidos de los camiones afuera penetran y brincan 

por el piso de losetas blancas. Mientras Sara cierra la ventana para balancear los 

niveles de sonidos dentro del departamento, Adan interposes, “Nadie sabía eso de ‘éste 

es mi paso’ y no se puede tocar; o de venderlo….se fueron retroalimentando los 

bailardores con eso… con eso de...de…crear, y pues aceptaban los trucos, los 

movimientos, y las ideas de todos…y pues se iba creando un buen bailador.” (I think to 

myself how the sounds of the trucks outside penetrate and jump on the white tile floor. 

While Sary closes the window to balance the sound levels within the apartment, Adan 

interposes: “No one knew that 'this is my step' and you can't touch it; or about selling it… 

the dancers were fed by… with the…the ... ability to create, everybody accepted 
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everyone’s tricks, movements, and ideas ... and [with these] a good dancer was created”) 

(Ramos).  

This is Adan’s response as I asked him more explicitly about the ways in which 

quebradita dancers constructed movement in the early 1990’s. He responded that it was 

during this time that dancers were feeding off one another. Particularly, in Mexico City, 

“El Rodeo Santa Fe”, a local site for banda performances, dancing, and rodeo shows, had 

become a haven for intermixing crowds and the transmission of quebradita stylings. 

“Tenías a los cholos, a los gokus,102 los vaqueros… todos ahí bailando, mirando…. y 

pues… así… así se aprendía” (“You had the cholos, the gokus, the vaqueros… everyone 

dancing there, watching… and well… that’s how you learned”) (Ramos). 	

Adan had also suggested that a talented quebrador/a/x goes beyond the basics to 

learn from everything, everyone, and anything possible. In doing so, quebradores/as/xs 

could develop a “chingón” (“badass”)103 way of moving. He added “Tienes tanta 

información…y necesitas juntar tanta información, de este bailarín, de ese bailarín, del 

estilo de allá, del estilo de acá, del ritmo d’este…” (“You have so much information… 

and you need to obtain so much information from this dancer, from that dancer, from the 

style over there, from the style over here, from this rhythm”), in order to explain how a 

quebradita dancer learns from various bodies and resources.  

                                                
102 Adan stated that many people referred to men with spiked, gelled hair as “gokus.” Goku is a character in 
Dragon Ball Z, a Japanese anime cartoon show, who had long spiked hair.  
103 Chingón is a Mexican colloquial word that denotes a variety of meanings. It can be used as a curse word 
to express disdain, or in a more positive use, it refers to someone as “badass,” “cool,” “great,” or 
“amazing”.		
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I pet his dog for a quick second and asked him how he first started dancing.  

 “En realidad, fueron los cholos...mmm… lo que me atrajo a bailar,” (“In reality, it was 

the cholos that first attracted me to dance,”) Adan states, grinning, eyes staring upward 

vividly as if sorting through a plethora of files. “Me gustaba el estilo…Me gustaban 

mucho los cholos…como se movían los cholos. Y en ese tiempo, pues, estaban de moda 

aquí los cholos de esas películas que vienen allá de California, de ‘Sangre por Sangre’ y 

esas cosas. Como que andaban esas ondas… pues la información que viene de los 

Estados Unidos a México. Quería lucir bien cholo” (“I liked the style ... I really liked 

cholos…. how cholos moved. And at that time, well, the cholos of those movies that 

come from California, like from 'Blood for Blood' and those things ... Those modes and 

fashions were in style, well the information that comes from the United States. I wanted 

to look real cholo”) (Ramos).   

 For Adan, the attraction to U.S. culture had drawn him to those dancers who were 

sporting “cholo” attire in El Rodeo Santa Fe, a hotspot for quebradita dancing since the 

1990’s. Dancing quebradita became a way for him to link closer to a culture that he felt 

had originated in the U.S. and one that was primarily associated with working-class 

Mexican immigrants and Mexican Americans. His fascination with imported cultural 

aesthetics catalyzed his interest in dancing quebradita. The dance form, for Adan, had 

seemed like a foreign movement, discernible as having Mexican aesthetics, but also 

somewhat U.S. American. Adan could use quebradita to feel transnational by corporeally 

affiliating with U.S. landscapes and cultural identities. In this same vein, the quebrador 
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went on to discuss how the genre’s other “gringo”104 aesthetics had also caught his 

attention.  

He described swing and country western dancing as big sources of information for 

Mexican quebradores/as/xs. Adan acknowledged the influence of swing dance to his 

style of moving, citing videos of white, American dancers as inspiration. A swing revival 

in the late 1980’s within the U.S. primarily had invisibilized a lot of the Black bodies 

who built the genre.  This new era of swing was predominantly made up of white 

bodies.105 It was these dancers that quebradores/as/xs remembered seeing on television or 

VHS tapes. 

Quebradita dancing had come into Adan’s life and produced a new way of 

experiencing mexicanidad, one that had migrated back-and-forth between gringo/cholo 

culture in the U.S. and the sawdust floors of Rodeo Santa Fe in Mexico. His intrigue and 

desire to move “como se movían los cholos” (“how cholos moved”), contextualized 

quebradita as a process to incorporate transnational movement, while re-membering a 

different understanding of mexicanidad for himself. While he affirmed quebradita as a 

Mexican genre, Adan admitted that “sabes, pues es…es...  de los dos lados” (“you know, 

well, it’s from both sides) (Ramos), reminding us that quebradita dancing is a form of 

rasquache mestizaje.  

                                                
104 Adan, and many Spanish-speaking peoples, use this term to refer to white people, particularly ones from 
the United States.	
105 Unruh, Kendra. “May We Have this Dance?: Cultural Ownership of the Lindy Hop from the Swing Era 
to Today.” Atlantic Studies: Global Currents. Vol 17. 21 Jan 2020. Pp. 40-64.  
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Adan’s story reinforced the transnational space that quebradita dancing creates. It 

was during our conversation surrounding his yearn to return to the U.S. to visit that I 

learned more about how bodies physically travel and affectively connect beyond borders, 

or how quebradita dances transnational belonging. As he remembered his first visit to 

Chicago years earlier, he explained, “yo, mi primera vez cuando fui a los Estado 

Unidos… cuando llegamos… nos trataron como familia. Sin saber habia quebradita, y ya 

nos conocían. Fue impactante… de hecho allí agarré mi tatuaje de la ciudad…. Nos 

dijeron, ‘Aquí ustedes suenan por todos lados’…yo quería llorar, al saber que ya.. pues, 

habia llegado allá con gente de todos lados (de los Estados Unidos).  Ellos ya habían 

juntado información de nosotros” (“My first time, when I went to the United States, ... 

when we arrived ... they treated us like family. Without even knowing there was 

quebradita there (in Chicago), they already knew us. It was shocking ... In fact, it was 

there that I got my tattoo of the city. They told us, ‘here you are known everywhere’ ... I 

wanted to cry, knowing that already ... well, I had already been there with people from 

many parts (in the U.S.). They had already gathered information about us”) (Ramos).   

For Adan, to feel as if he had already been in Chicago, prior to his ability to 

obtain a visa to physically visit the city, had meant that his cultural knowledge produced 

a means of traveling affectively beyond borders. Adan’s creativity, in transnational 

motion, allowed him to be in Chicago teaching via virtual space, despite the il/legalities 

outlined by U.S. traveling policies for foreigners. His embodied knowledge was already 

migrating through participants who had looked him up on YouTube and knew him from 

television appearances. When Adan arrived in Chicago physically, it was as if he and the 
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Chicagoan quebradita dancers had already known each other intimately due to the 

affective connections enabled by quebradita’s transborder repertoires. These processes, of 

course, are developed through the constant back-and-forth exchange of cultural capital, or 

what quebradita dancers consider highly-sensitive and important material/aesthetics for 

the cultivation of the genre. Quebradores/as/xs could make home by bridging 

transnational flows of information through the body. Yes, they could construct an image 

of themselves that represented their lived reality by aesthetically employing transborder 

styles, but the ability to feel transnationally brown on their own terms marks rasquache 

mestizaje as an affective aesthetic of difference that has been used to defy national 

imaginaries and their limits.  

As we finish our interview, I realize that on Adan’s shoulder is a tattoo of 

Chicago, an inscribed piece of memorabilia representing his extended family and his visit 

to teach there. He rolls up his sleeve so I can get a closer look and explains that he is 

reminded of his trip there every time he sees it; a whole experience literally ingrained 

within the black ink sitting on his left shoulder, a binationally imagined community 

becoming flesh. He rolls his sleeve back down, leans back on the couch, arms fully 

splayed, with a smile that encompasses the mosaic of information that marks and fills his 

body. His multi-sited knowledge, connections, and sense of home demonstrated how 

quebradita dancing activates affective affinities and sensibilities to re-imagine 

membership.   
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At the same time, quebradita movement, marked by its roots, its travel, and its 

trans/national106 negotiations, also elucidates how participants use the form to redefine 

their understandings of citizenship. As dancers learn to dance on, between, and beyond 

two nations, they devise strategies that circumvent institutional border il/legalities. These 

lessons of belonging, informed by rasquache mestizaje, are also part of what Hall 

describes as the ‘journey to citizenship’ or, ‘the story of how migrant people come to 

know themselves and others through proud experiences of solidarity, contest, and 

conditions as they move across different’ institutions” (qtd. in Moreno 51). At the same 

time, national citizenship practices have very real repercussions on vulnerable bodies 

who are denied membership. To reiterate Somers’ argument: citizenship recognizes 

human rights and those who are denied any form of it are dehumanized. In these 

instances, immigrants are often left to establish safe spaces for themselves. By fusing 

movements that awaken their sensibilities, undocumented, working-class, quebradita 

dancers build new avenues for homemaking. In what follows, I explore the concept of 

rasquache mestizaje as a quebradita methodology for the construction of alternative 

citizenship to analyze how undocumented movers reformulate membership to procure 

their own forms of protection and transnational travel. 

Renato Rosaldo’s framework of cultural citizenship posits that bodies stake claim 

to the public sphere by defining their power in difference. The U.S. monosubject 

                                                
106 I use trans/national here to mark the experiences that dancers go through within their respective nations 
and also across borders.  
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citizen,107 which has historically been based on whiteness, is subverted by bodies who 

perform an alterity to the status quo, asserting their status as first-class citizens by 

claiming space on their own accord. Brown, working-class quebradores/as/xs, who 

contend with a dominant culture that perceives and positions them as inferior and/or alien 

within the U.S. and/or Mexico, use difference to inspire alternative ways of building 

community across borders. From vaquero boots that unapologetically stomp to the same 

transborder beat, to the shared tips and tricks online that spectacularly draw attention to 

unique abilities, quebradores/as/xs mark practices that pursue unique forms of belonging 

in the face of laws, regulations, and rhetoric that deny them moral equality and 

membership. 

As a form of fashion, for instance, quebradita dancing mobilized a political 

intervention through its ability to break from assimilationist narratives and bleak working 

conditions for dancers. In a similar vein, Catherine S. Ramirez’s “Crimes of Fashion,” 

explores Pachuca fashion in the 1950’s as a subversive style used to claim identities that 

went against U.S. assimilation and white-based understandings of citizenship. Pachuca 

style, she argues, became a way for Mexican American women to depart from ideas 

surrounding the “ideal national subject” through the construction of a rebellious fashion 

that publicly went against imposed notions of how they were perceived to be. Ramirez 

explains how the Pachuca re-signified the intended use of mainstream fashion and 

makeup, creatively wearing “short skirt[s], high hair, and loud makeup” that “embodied 

                                                
107 Renato Rosaldo defines the monosubject citizen as a person who speaks English only and lives 
exclusively in relation to an "Anglo" heritage. See “Cultural Citizenship, Inequality, and Multiculturalism.” 
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wartime fears of juvenile delinquency and unbridled female sexuality” (14). The “ideal 

national subject,” based on white mainstream bodies (Ramirez uses the example of clean-

cut white servicemen during wartime efforts) lies in direct contrast to styles and people 

who threaten or subvert the sanctity of these nationally recognized and upheld images. At 

the same time, this national imaginary is defined by degrading and dehumanizing the 

Other, branding these bodies as foreigners and criminals by employing rhetoric, policies, 

and images to do so. In toying with the intended use-value of commodities/fashion, 

Pachucas could also destabilize the imposed rhetoric and stereotypes placed on racialized 

subjects.  

Similarly, the embodiment of rasquache mestizaje as fashion, a mixture of 

vaquero, cholo, and transnational textiles and aesthetics, reflects a fashion politics used to 

subvert national rhetoric that demeaned the brown, working-class body. In constructing 

and re-defining the intended use-value of transborder exchanges and information, 

quebradita dancers could re-imagine their corporealities by confronting hegemonic 

images that depicted them as unauthorized aliens who were threats to the economy, 

embracing lo vaquero to reframe their position in the U.S.108 The blend of cholo, Tejano, 

and vaquero aesthetics were used to mark a proud and joyful brownness. U.S. 

quebradores/as/xs sported sombreros, boots, and brass belt buckles that signaled a 

connection to Mexican ranch life109 while sporting oversized airbrushed t-shirts with 

                                                
108 see Sydney Hutchinson’s From Quebradita to Duranguense: Dance in Mexican American Youth Culture 
109 Rodríguez, Mariángela. Mito, Identidad, y Rito. Mexicanos y Chicanos en California. Mexico DF: 
Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social, 2005.  
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designs of the Mexican flag and printed names of their parents’ Mexican hometowns. 

These styles boldly proclaimed difference in the U.S. while constructing a spectacular 

fashion that could reclaim dancers’ sense of transnational identity. Brown dancing 

bodies, thus, creatively enacted new depictions of mexicanidades and brown labor in the 

public domain.  

Yet, while quebradores/as/xs in the U.S. confronted xenophobic backlash by 

mixing vaquero and cholo stylizations, some dancers on both sides of the border 

contended with the inability to physically travel back-and-forth between the U.S.-Mexico 

border. Many undocumented dancers in the U.S. and working-class participants in 

Mexico explained that traveling between countries was difficult. Those who did not have 

“papeles” (legal documents) could not return to Mexico to visit or dance, and often, 

Mexican participants did not have funds or means to obtain travel visas. In these 

circumstances, the governmental constructions/restrictions of citizenship, and the 

subsequent formation of il/legalities around traveling between countries, have historically 

fashioned transnational membership and travel policies that privilege upper-class peoples 

and those who can access passports.110 In the neoliberal age of globalization, economic 

operations between countries have created an era where business elites can easily flow 

between countries and access multiple forms of citizenship. It is often that travel visas are 

                                                
110 Aihwa Ong, for example, in Flexible Citizenship: The Cultural Logics of Transnationality, explains how 
an elite class of Chinese businessmen, during Hong Kong’s imminent return to China, obtained multiple 
passports and citizenship in order to find flexibility in the face late capitalism. In doing so, they could enact 
a “confidence” for themselves to navigate economic uncertainty and possibility.   
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required to access these capitalistic opportunities, constructing transnational citizenship 

as a form of power that is not always available to lower-class, migrant bodies.  

I was fascinated, however, by quebradita dancers who used their resourcefulness 

to reconsider their (dis)positions within back-and-forth exchanges, essentially 

manifesting new routes, networks, and strategies that could be used to transnationally 

move their creativity. These processes became ways of shaping their own forms of 

transnational mobility, ultimately defining subjugated formulations of membership and 

protections in the process. The ways in which bodies dismantle and re-negotiate the 

policies, restrictions, and bureaucracy around transborder travel are demonstrative of how 

rasquache mestizaje is used to resist by creating alternative forms of travel that are 

founded on cultural citizenship. Dancers use both real and imagined spaces to redefine 

and subvert aspects of membership as they strategically dance to belong across borders. 

After coming to know Angela and Adan’s journeys with quebradita and their 

transnational formulations, I was enthralled with the possibilities that the genre had to 

subvert and tactfully work through borders. I had witnessed and listened to stories that 

theorized how Mexican immigrants used their bodies as transnational tools for the 

cultivation of home and belonging in the U.S. whether they held “legal” citizenship status 

or not. In listening to these narratives, I was struck by how quebradores/as/xs found ways 

of linking beyond their locality without never physically leaving.   

In one of my trips to Chicago for research, for instance, I visited with Carlos 

Ramirez, a 29-year-old, working-class U.S. resident who had been one of three presidents 

of Club Angelitos, a group of quebradores/as/xs that amassed over 100 participants, 
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during the millennium. As he reminisced about the importance that the club had to him 

and the back-and-forth exchanges between quebradita clubs in the U.S. and academias in 

Mexico, I inquired about the possibility for dancers to travel for events. He reiterated 

what many other quebradores/as/xs had explained to me, that it was tough for Mexican 

immigrant dancers who did not have U.S. passports to attend competitions in Mexico. 

They risked not being able to return to the U.S. Others, who did have the possibility of 

acquiring credentials, did not have enough money to make the trip or could not take time 

out of work to do so. When it came time to send performers from Chicago to 

competitions in Mexico City, Carlos stated that many of them would go in small groups 

or would send someone on their behalf to compete. Specifically, he remembered a time in 

2010 when Club Angelitos wanted to participate in “Así Se Baila Banda”, a Mexico City-

based competition. The quebrador recounted that a group of his friends strategized by 

working together with their best dancer, who had legal documentation to travel, to build a 

competitor who was “bien chingón.” (Ramos). Carlos delighted in telling me, “Bro, le 

pusimos un poco de mi, un poco de él…. un poco del Chuche, enseñándole nuestros 

trucos… y amonos, se fue este camarada como una representación de nosotros.” (“Bro, 

we added a little of me, a little of him, a little of Chuche… teaching him our tricks, and 

we sent our friend as a representation of us.”) He explained that the “chingón” mover 

could represent everyone in Club Angelitos by performing transnationally and building a 

reputation for them across borders.  

This experience of constructing a dancer locally to compete transnationally 

exemplifies an emergent strategy that arises out of rasquache mestizaje to define 
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transnational travel through cultural citizenship. In building a communal body, founded 

on conjoined aesthetics of difference and the transmission of multi-sited creativity, 

dancers could bypass border restrictions that deny admittance and mobility to bodies 

without citizenship, visas, or proper “legal” documentation. Carlos’ resourcefulness 

catalyzed a different type of mobility where he could expand his creative knowledge 

beyond the U.S.-Mexico border and define togetherness outside of his locality. The 

dancer’s performance in Mexico City enacted a space where the bodies of Carlos, 

Chuche, and other participants could engage and maintain networks of belonging by 

building a body that could act and move as a repository for their club. They could cross 

borders without having to worry for finances or their status as working-class and/or 

undocumented peoples. The possibility of transborder mobility and transnational home-

building is enabled by redefining how information can flow and be embodied across 

national lines. Carlos’ rasquache mestizaje recognized bodies as tools for belonging and 

transborder mobility while highlighting the survivalist attitude that rasquachismo 

entails.111 In doing so, Carlos and all others whose corporeal knowledge contributed to 

create the communal body defined their right to be and belong across borders through a 

formative cultural citizenship. 

At the same time, the varying impetus for quebradores/as/xs’ transnational 

desires and navigations is pertinent to understanding the multiplicity of mexicanidades. I 

explore mexicanidades as modes of affective identification that signal fluidity, friction, 

                                                
111 Artist Amalia Besa-Bains explains that rasquachismo, as an inventive combination, sparks a survivalist 
attitude (qtd in Anderson, Smithsonian Insider). 
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points of convergences and departures for dancers who stake claim of Mexican culture to 

identify, correspond to, and create communities in the face of the il/legalities that define 

nation-state inclusion. My pluralization of mexicanidades marks the various formations 

that are unique to quebradita dancers’ personal experiences, highlighting the many 

desires that emerge amidst participants negotiating a back-and-forth travel between 

multiple temporalities and localities. Contrary to ideas that center a monolithic 

understanding of a sole “mexicanidad” as a fixed, stable identity based on an ostensible 

Mexican essence, I contend that multiple forms of mexicanidades are created, perceived, 

formulated, and questioned differently by the diverse bodies that exist within quebradita 

dancing. In creating mexicanidades, quebradita dancers position themselves differently in 

the world and simultaneously renegotiate the bounds of mexicanidad into something 

transnationally connected. While these forms of identification and feeling are often 

constructed by nation-states, they are also produced by people at micro-levels of society. 

The development of diverse mexicanidades allows dancers to creatively imagine how 

Mexican brownness can be sensed through danced ingenuity.  

Within the stories that Angela, Carlos, and Adan shared with me, we can come to 

understand the different stakes at play in feeling/being brown while feeling transnational. 

That is, rasquache mestizaje as a minoritarian112 methodology, is about defining and 

constructing how brown bodies survive together differently. While common techniques 

and aesthetics link dancers across the border, the re-membering of these signifiers are 

fraught with different desires. For some, it is about making sense and taking pride in their 

                                                
112 See Jose Esteban Munoz’s Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics.	
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hybridity within the U.S. For others, it is about circumventing the regulation of borders. 

The construction of mexicanidades, thus, is never fully similar for anyone in quebradita 

because each dancer seeks to belong in distinctly personal ways even within the 

transnational consciousness they share. In what follows, I examine in more depth a few 

forms of mexicanidades that exist within quebradita dancing while positioning 

differences and frictions amongst quebradores/as/xs who enter the binationally imagined 

community through (dis)similar outlets, propensities, and abilities. 

When fashioning mexicanidades, quebradores/as/xs debate notions of cultural 

authenticity; how “real,” how “traditional,” and how “Mexican” something is. 

Hutchinson has examined debates about authenticity in her analysis of quebradita 

dancing in virtual space,113 specifically on comments found within quebradita YouTube 

videos. The ethnomusicologist analyzes how enthusiasts argue with each other online 

over the aesthetics, movement, and people they see dancing quebradita online. For some, 

baggy pants and sneakers are not true to the “soul” of quebradita dancing, while other 

participants antagonize millennial acrobatic quebradores/as/xs for losing sight of the 

original dance practices of the 90s. What Hutchinson’s analysis uncovers is some of 

many conflicts that exist within the binationally imagined community of dancers. I 

theorize these conflicts as the manifested frictions between diverging forms of 

mexicanidades.  

The negotiation of remembering cultural “tradition” and re-membering cultural 

productions in quebradita dancing highlights mexicanidades as fluid, reflecting 

                                                
113 See Sydney Hutchinson’s “Breaking Borders/Quebrando Fronteras: Dancing in the Borderscape.” 
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authenticity as a socially/culturally constructed concept.  Quebradores/as/xs, who hold 

onto a perception of “authentic” quebradita as a fixed image, come into conflict with 

dancers who argue that newer styles and versions of the form are equally as “Mexican” as 

their counterparts. Most notably, these tensions lie in the divisions between aesthetics and 

potentials. In these instances, dancers reify policing and exclusionary practices that create 

different forms of belonging inside of quebradita’s imagined community. Participants 

imagine diverse notions of mexicanidad(es) in ways that shape their sense of connection 

but simultaneously exclude Others in the process.  

For example, generational changes in the millennium developed an old school and 

new school divide after 2006 that greatly affected how dancers perceived quebradita as a 

genre, and what its ‘mexicanidad’ entailed. I remember sitting in a quebradita dance 

panel in Mexico City, organized by a local dance federation, the Metropolitan 

Association for Dancesport and Social Dances, where this specific issue was brought up. 

At the meeting, participants had gathered to talk about cultural shifts in the dance form. 

The discussion became tense when it came to differences between new school dancers, 

(quebradores/as/xs who started dancing after 2006 and who employed aerial acrobatics in 

their dancing), and 90’s participants who ardently held onto the styles and values 

associated with the early years of quebradita dancing. Specifically, the topic of how 

quebradores/as/xs danced was at the forefront of the debate, as new school dancers 

argued for the validity of aerial tricks as representational aesthetics within the form, while 

old school participants defended the need for elements of zapateado (rhythmic stomping 

and sweeping of the feet) and baile de piso (intricate footwork used by solo dancers) as 
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essential markers of the dance. These conflicting attitudes were not only about 

quebradita’s changing aesthetics, but also about what makes up mexicanidades within the 

form. Many old school dancers felt that quebradita’s Mexican “traditions” and “essence” 

had been erased in the 2000s. At the heart of this conversation surrounding authenticity 

and the valid quality of aesthetics was a conflict surrounding who and how someone 

belonged to the genre. Old school dancers felt like they could not participate within the 

high-flying acrobatics of new school dancers. Instead, they proclaimed quebradita had 

died in the 90s, attempting to define what could and could not be called quebradita 

dancing. The conversation elucidated old school and new school as different types of 

mexicanidades within the binationally-imagined community. 

While quebradores/as/xs are mainly made up of brown, working class dancers 

seeking to thrive in/through creativity, dancers in the new millennium have shifted 

visions in favor of pursuing upper-class tastes by developing spectacular aesthetics that 

are more appealing to mainstream audiences. These desires contrast with old school 

dancers of the 90s who had defined belonging through mexicanidades that embraced 

banda culture, which had been typically associated with “poor Mexicans.”114 Old school 

participants found links to one another through a connected sensibility attached to ranch 

life and cholo culture. However, the circulation of highly spectacular acrobatics on screen 

prompted an era where a new generation of dancers sought to redefine quebradita by 

distancing themselves from aesthetics that were considered too “naco,” (“tacky”) for 

                                                
114 Frine Garrey, quebradita dancer from Mexico City, expressed that banda music is usually stereotyped as 
“música para Mexicanos pobres” (“music for poor Mexicans”) 
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mainstream consumption. The new millennium would promote an era where divisions 

between those who wanted to dance professionally desired to disassociate themselves 

from those who danced quebradita as a hobby.  

As such, new mexicanidades were created as dancers developed categories that 

could determine their status as dancers. “Bailarines” became a word used to refer to 

professionally-trained dancers while “bailadores” was created to stand for non-

professional quebradores/as/xs. The two groups are separated by distinct visions on 

money and taste. Bailarines/as/xs tend to focus on financial opportunities and dance 

careers while disassociating from what they perceive as low-brow quebradita aesthetics. 

Bailadores/as/xs, however, focus on quebradita as a hobby. While I discuss the unique 

formations between these two groups at length in Chapter 3, I mention them here as 

examples of quebradita’s mexicanidades to pinpoint different class relations and 

aspirations that can be found amongst participants within the genre.  

Differences between these two groups include disagreements surrounding dance 

technique, as bailarines/as/xs build ways of moving that are bent on “clean” aesthetic 

combinations in order to distance themselves from the “sucio” (“dirty”) dancing of 

bailadores/as/xs. Bailarines/as/xs produce a different mexicanidad by training in 

professional dance studios and by embodying a multitude of dance genres to 

professionalize quebradita for mainstream market acceptance. For bailarines/as/xs, 

“cleaning” up quebradita is about accessing the economic and upper-class potential found 

in a version of the dance form that could be more “eye-catching,” “spectacular,” “global”, 

and “professional.” At the same time, they fashion their social identities as refined 
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dancers, bodies, and people in order to raise the status of their financial and cultural 

capital. Bailarines/as/xs remove zapateado and replace it with high-flying acrobatics. 

Their bodies are adorned in bedazzled and sequined, skin-tight outfits. They incorporate 

mainstreamed Latin American dance aesthetics and embody classical dance training.  

As such, bailarines/as/xs work to shed any sense of “naco” sensibilities in order 

to professionalize the form for financial profit and recognition. In changing the way 

quebradita moved and looked, they could make money from television appearances and 

paid performances. Mainstreaming quebradita would allow them to climb the social 

ladder, effectively changing their class positionality. Many bailarines/as/xs came to 

explain how professionalization offered them the ability to live off the form and edge 

away from their low-class upbringing. Those not successful in shifting their economic 

status were able to use their skills as bailarines/as/xs to acquire transnational respect 

within the quebradita community. They could be invited as guest judges and performers 

to competition circuits in ways that offered fame and well-known status within the genre. 

These professional dancers have created their own state of belonging by connecting with 

other participants and newcomers to quebradita who wish to pursue similar ventures of 

television, fame, and money. Bailadores/as/xs, on the other hand, often did not have the 

means or desire to train like bailarines/as/xs. Their interest in dancing was not always 

financial, but rather, about practicing a hobby and about preserving a sense of culture for 

themselves. These dancers were more invested in the social aspects of building 

community. 
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In drawing lines around the aestheticization of the form, including the policing 

practices that dancers conduct in regards to the genre’s re-articulation and representation, 

mexicanidades are identities that quebradores/as/xs use to define their sense of 

belonging. While all dancers have access to the potentials in rasquache mestizaje, they 

each formulate a different process as a way of moving towards their own desired form of 

connection. The tensions found in the genre demonstrate a community that is at odds with 

the bounds of its reach and direction, as members use the commonality of re-membering 

and fusing to feel connected and construct identities in disparate ways. Mexicanidades, as 

a form of belonging in quebradita dancing, define different attitudes and sensibilities that 

reify exclusionary practices in ways that have not always favored all bodies interested in 

dancing the form. Dancers who identify as LGBTQIA+ and/or who have performed as 

same-sex couples in competitions and festivals, as well as non-brown dancers I came 

across, have re-contextualized the formation of mexicanidades in quebradita dancing 

amidst homophobic, racist, and heteropatriarchal notions of the form.  

 Joe “Chango Mac” Rolls, an African American quebradxr based in Oakland, CA, 

had mentioned to me that dancing quebradita was not something many people expected 

from him but was a passion he found early on in high school. He attended a 

predominantly-Latino/a/x school where he encountered banda and quebradita in his 

teens. Chango Mac explained how he quickly became well-versed in the music and 

movements for each genre and was often invited to dance different types of Latin 

American dance forms by his friends. “I am the most Mexican, Black person you can 
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find. Selena,115 Los Tigres del Norte,116 I know it all,” he explained as he prided himself 

in knowing just as much about Mexican culture as his friends while recounting how 

famous Mexican celebrities inspired his own movement style. He embodied aesthetics 

and movements used by the figures he heard on the radio and saw on T.V., fusing them 

into his own quebradita formations. Dancing quebradita allowed him to better acquaint 

himself with tecnobanda and the craze that moved many of his Mexican American 

friends to its bouncing beats. As a dancer, Chango Mac was well-known in the 

community for his acrobatic abilities, but also because he is the only Black dancer 

presently in the genre.117 

  In our interview, I was curious about his nickname, as “chango” in Spanish 

translates to monkey and is oftentimes used as racist rhetoric to refer to Black peoples 

within Mexican/Mexican American culture. Chango Mac, however, did explain that it 

was a name he had chosen for himself. It was this name and his skills as a quebradxr that 

eventually led him to compete on a well-known Spanish television program, Tengo 

Talento Mucho Talento (I Have Talent, A Lot of Talent) and within transnational 

competitions where his presence was initially polarizing. He recounted how 

Mexican/Mexican Americans were surprised to learn he was a quebradita dancer, 

tellingly demonstrating a disbelief in his ability to partake in the form. 

                                                
115 Selena Quintanilla, a famous Mexican American singer from Texas. 
116 Los Tigres del Norte are a group of Mexican, regional music makers and performers.		
117 Chango Mac was the only active quebradita dancer I interviewed. Other Black quebradita dancers had 
appeared in online posts, but were no longer dancing the form.  
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 As a queer, Black person who is not of Latin/o/a/x American descent, Chango 

Mac admits that many dancers and audiences on both sides of the border did not have 

confidence in his quebradita abilities. He recounted how many dismissed him quickly 

because he was Black.  It was not until they could see that he moved like them and 

witnessed him out-performing well-known quebradores/as/xs in the U.S. and Mexico, 

that he felt better appreciated and accepted by the quebradita community. Chango Mac’s 

experience was striking because it also revealed more exclusionary practices found 

within the constructions of mexicanidad. His story elucidated how quebradita dancers do 

not always incorporate other bodies of color.118 It was only until Chango Mac could 

perform mexicanidad through his skillful dancing—approved by members of the 

community—that he was accepted as a quebradita dancer.  However, his presence, 

competing on a well-known Spanish television program, came with backlash from 

Mexican viewers who critiqued his Blackness and his sexuality. Chango Mac described a 

plethora of online comments that disparaged him for dancing on the show, especially 

with another man. He dismissed these sentiments, choosing to feel special, instead, 

because he was the first Black man dancing same-sex quebradita on such an international 

scale. Chango Mac’s presence within the genre, however, reveals interesting dynamics 

surrounding quebradita’s mexicanidades: the anti-Black and homophobic attitudes that 

permeate Mexican and Mexican American culture, the marginalization of Blackness that 

undergirds some critiques of mestizaje, and the exclusionary practices that are used to 

                                                
118 Telling of how Mexico has often forgotten and marginalized many of its Afro-Mexican citizens.  
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define quebradita belonging that oftentimes exclude non-heterosexual and non-brown 

bodies.  

Despite the racism and homophobia, Chango Mac felt like he was contributing a 

new style to the form, one informed by his Black, queer identity and his love for Mexican 

culture. His own admiration for Mexican/Mexican American celebrities informed his 

spectacularly playful dance style. His cultivation as a skilled, acrobatic quebradxr would 

reshape the quebradita scene, offering new sights for dancers who wanted to move like 

him. Chango Mac’s acceptance in the community presents the ability for quebradita 

dancing to create affective connections between bodies and Mexican cultural identity. His 

story highlights dance as a vehicle for feeling and shifting the bounds of mexicanidades, 

simultaneously demonstrating how bodies from all backgrounds internalize the elements 

of the genre to affectively reposition themselves in ways that procure belonging and 

desire with/for mexicanidades.  

 Chango Mac explained, “That I’m Black and I’m gay, meant I faced a lot of looks 

within the community, but the majority of them quickly accepted me…My lifelong 

friends are quebradita dancers.” His statement, again, depicts how mexicanidades are a 

performative identity that can be built and felt differently through the bodies that enter 

and exit the binationally imagined community. Chango Mac’s experience also highlights 

how LGBTQIA+ members re-shape the machismo that pervades concepts of 

mexicanidad within quebradita, as dancers face criticism from some participants for 

queering a dance form that has been traditionally seen as heterosexual.119 The 

                                                
119 I examine LGBTQIA+ dancers and same-sex couples in Chapter 4 at length.  
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contributions of non-Mexican participants who queer and build onto the mexicanidades at 

play within quebradita, theorizes the multifaceted construction of culture and belonging 

in the genre. These distinctions demonstrate how belonging and togetherness can, at 

times, be a double-edged sword. That is, while dancers define their sense and vision of 

community they can simultaneously limit the capacity of bodies who participate within 

its bounds. However, as practices and lessons for belonging, the potentials that exist 

within rasquache mestizaje, leaves boundless opportunities for bodies to enter, exit, and 

re-articulate their sense of home. Dancers have and continue to insert themselves through 

their own unique visions that are informed by the imaginative constructions of 

mexicanidades.  

 The diverse bodies and dance approaches amongst quebradores/as/xs delineate 

the power of rasquache mestizaje to re-imagine their identities and community on and off 

the dance floor. As Chicana theorist, Norma Alarcón, argues in “Conjugating Subjects in 

the Age of Multiculturalism,” “The paradoxes and contradictions between subject 

positions move the subject to recognize, reorganize, reconstruct, and exploit difference 

through political resistance and cultural productions in order to reflect the subject-in-

process” (Alarcón 163). Quebradores/as/xs have habitually found alternate transnational 

mobilities in dancing differently, using quebradita to break with dominant notions of 

brown, working-class bodies. While differing mexicanidades exist, fraught with 

complicated layers of belonging, the quebrador/a/x creatively and resourcefully imagines 

their power in difference. They dance change through their lived experiences, using the 

transnationally-shared influences that bodies carry back-and-forth across the U.S.-Mexico 
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border to define their subjectivity. By harnessing the potential in building difference 

transnationally, dancers feel beyond. At times, this level of recognized difference 

mobilizes dancers towards new arenas of togetherness, and at others, it reifies the very 

tropes that catalyzed difference in the first place. Ultimately, quebradores/as/xs grooving 

together in shared, imagined, and transnational spaces promotes the opportunity to 

(re)define mexicanidades as potential sites for utopic belonging while powerfully 

transforming the landscapes around them.   

Conclusion  

For many dancers on both sides of the border, quebradita dancing came to signify 

a space of belonging through the very process of constructing its aesthetics. The body’s 

ability to embody an understanding of connection, transnationalism, mestizaje, and 

mexicanidades stems from (re)constructed signifiers, or the flow of resources and 

information exchanged by dancers from different geographical locations that are 

creatively re-imagined to connect across borders. Quebradores/as/xs fashion movement 

that link them to transborder affinities, satisfying desires to exist, travel, feel, and be 

transnational. Rasquache mestizaje, as a creative practice to connect across borders, 

allows dancers to transform public and private spaces while affectively routing their 

corporeal creativity beyond the immediacy of the nation-state towards a binationally 

imagined community.  

As an attitude and sensibility, rasquache mestizaje is used by dancers to produce 

transnational selves, unique membership, and diverse mexicanidades. The fusion of 

quebradita aesthetics promotes dancers’ distinctive understandings of themselves and the 
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manners in which they sense their relationship to a binationally imagined community, 

transnationalism, and the world. While Angela’s formation of rasquache mestizaje 

prompts an understanding of herself as both Mexican and American, Carlos’ strategy of 

belonging was a way of circumventing U.S. policies that restrict his transnational 

mobility. Each of their desires is shaped by affective and materialized responses for 

transnational existence. Quebradores/as/xs dance a mobile connection that stays in 

constant flux to feel like it belongs in more than one space. The liminal space of 

transmitted, fused, remembered, and (re)formulated aesthetic signifiers is a playing field 

where quebradores/as/xs can imagine new possibilities and ways of traveling. Quebradita 

ignites the “visceral response”120 used to formulate socialities that reshape the dynamics 

of both Mexican and U.S. American geopolitical landscapes while revealing new sites 

and ways of belonging.  

However, as I began to examine here and elaborate on in my next chapters, these 

spaces, as much as they promote the feeling of togetherness beyond borders, can also 

inadvertently reify the same dominant notions of nation, peoplehood, and traveling. 

While quebradita has continued to develop bonds of kinship, neoliberal economies and 

desires for the acquisition of capital have played a heavy role in the heightened 

spectacularity of quebradita’s aesthetics and new tricks in the 2000s. These changes have 

increasingly affected aspects of class, gender, and sexuality, within the quebradita 

community. Desires for new altitudes and incorporation into the mainstream oftentimes 

marginalize bodies whose skills, taste, or desires are not palatable for mass consumption. 

                                                
120 To borrow from Tomás Ybarra-Frausto’s definition of rasquachismo.  
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In Chapter 3, I examine how it is that quebradita dancers, in attempts to enter new spaces 

and craft innovative mobilities in the new millennium, shifted cultural perspectives, 

defining a new age of mexicanidades.  
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Chapter 3 

 El Cuerpo Espectacular (The Spectacular Body): New Quebradita Mexicanidades in 

an Era of Globalization  

 

On January 16, 2016, I eagerly made my way to the front doors of the salón de 

fiestas (event hall), a large venue where Cache con Banda, 121 a company name that 

translates to “Prestige with Banda,” hosted a massive turn out and competition in 

celebration of their tenth-anniversary as a dance company and academy. The company, 

owned by quebradita dancers, Adan and Sary Ramos, is a well-known site for quebradita 

training and competitions in Lindavista, a neighborhood in the peripheries of Mexico 

City. As I approached the entrance, the rocky, uneven concrete beneath me slowed my 

steps as I reached into my pocket to check the number of pesos that I had brought with 

me for the night. I quickly verified the cover fee on Cache con Banda’s Facebook event 

page, knowing that I could not slow down the rhythm of pesos-to-ticket exchanges taking 

place at the door. After paying 240 pesos (about $11 U.S.) to enter the venue, my friend, 

Frine, and I were immediately pulled into a quebradita sensory overload. 

Inside, a spectrum of blue, green, red, and yellow neon lights ricocheted from the 

stage, haphazardly clashing against the white, fluorescent beams overhead. It had felt like 

a larger version of a quinceañera, with white tables set up to organize people in the 

middle, bottles of tequila shuffling around, and the mosaic smell of perfume, cologne, 

                                                
121	“Caché” in Spanish can be translated as “prestige.” The studio’s intention is to use the word within the 
context of prestige, but they do not use an accent mark. The name of the studio implies adding “prestige” to 
banda dancing. 	
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and leather swirling around in the hall. A giant stage stood out, raised to showcase 

performances and competitions for the night, drawing attention to the center of the space. 

Chairs were neatly stationed in rows directly in front of the platform, along with a smaller 

table that warned, “RESERVADO PARA JUECES” (“RESERVED FOR JUDGES”). 

Food sellers had also set up inside the salón, mounting a decorative tessellation of 

papitas, dulces, sodas, aguas, tostilocos, chamoy, salsa Valentina (chips, candies, sodas, 

waters, tostilocos, [a savory Mexican snack], chamoy, Valentina salsa), and of course, 

Tapatio, all neatly arranged to catch your eye and pique your appetite. The gleam of the 

snacks’ shiny bags and aluminum wrapping mimicked the embellished garments of 

bodies bailando, practicando, comiendo, bebiendo (dancing, practicing, eating, drinking), 

and cotorreando (chatting). 

A plethora of glitter and shine, originating from the crowd of dancers sporting 

flashy spandex dancewear and echoing the likes of Latin ballroom attire, heavily 

contrasted with the simple, pastel aprons of the women selling snacks on the periphery of 

the dancehall. The mix of neon heels, sneakers, and vivid, bright makeup that adorned 

these competitors overwhelmingly outnumbered the cowboy hats and the complimenting 

boots that peeked through different parts of the warehouse. It was evident that the 

shimmering, glitter-stained suits of dancers who were preparing to showcase that night 

differed from the vaquero (cowboy)-heavy style of 90s quebradita parties I remembered 

from my youth growing up in Southern California. Perhaps this more glamorous aesthetic 

in the event was due in part to the fact that, as Frine had informed me, not all the 

performers were quebradita dancers. The anniversary event incorporated salsa, cumbia, 
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and bachata competitions, a combination of dance forms that characterized the emerging 

Pan-Latinidad of the quebradita community.122 Frine explained that program organizers 

had started to invite dancers of different genres to participate in competitions in order to 

reach and expand to different audiences while also accommodating dancers who were 

trained in multiple styles. At the same time, local studios used these competitions to 

showcase the diverse dance forms that could be learned within their academias (dance 

schools, groups, and studios). I realized then that the costumes, typical and original to 

salsa competitions and bachata congresses, were now being integrated into the quebradita 

aesthetic in the millennium. 

Between the sparkling suits catching the reflections of the stage lights and the 

exchange of pesos at the door, dancers practiced flips and aerial tosses, readying their 

routines for the night. These spectacular tricks were staple markers of a new generation 

of dancers who had picked up where 1990s quebradita had left off. Before me was an 

abundance of shiny-sequined bodies that had cultivated a nueva escuela (new school) 

after the slow decline of quebradita dancing in the late 90s to the early 21st century.123 

Millennial dancers used quebradita lifts, tricks, and quebradas, a partnered movement 

where the leader holds their partner’s back and torso while lowering them closely to the 

floor, swaying their weight before pulling them back up, to inspire more death-defying 

stunts. They created high-risk movements that propelled dancers way above the shoulder-

                                                
122 After 2006, quebradita began incorporating more influences from dance styles such as salsa and bachata 
as a way to appeal to a larger demographic of peoples. I analyze this later in the chapter as an expansion of 
mexicanidad that reifies neoliberal ideals to access cultural and economic capital for quebradita dancers.  
123 Many quebradores/as/xs attributed this decline to the emergence of duranguense, a Mexican/Mexican 
American social dance form and musical genre, and to aging quebradita dancers. As time went on, 90s 
quebradores/as/xs had chosen to focus their spare time on family or other hobbies. 
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level tricks of previous quebradores/as/xs. These eye-catching spectacular corporealities 

were the new face of quebradita and represented the characteristics needed to try and win 

first place in competitions like the one organized by Cache con Banda. 

The night’s events would not only reveal how much quebradita had shifted since 

the 1990s, but also contextualize the growing separation between professionals and 

nonprofessionals of the form. Nueva escuela quebradores/as/xs had developed 

professionalization interests that gradually created divisions between social dancers and 

professionals who used multigenre training to seek new economic opportunities for 

themselves. The frantic, beautiful site of Cache con Banda’s anniversary event, was 

exactly what their company name implied—an attempt to “refine” banda aesthetics and 

to explore new sites of and for quebradita dancing in the millennium. As Frine’s friend, 

Francisco, who had tagged along to the event, had put it, “ésta no es la quebradita de tu 

mamá” (“This is not your mother’s quebradita”). Indeed, the salón de fiestas was a 

testament to a new age of quebradita. 

This chapter looks at quebradita dancing between 2006 and 2020 to examine 

notions of transnational economic mobility and belonging within the neoliberal landscape 

produced after the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). I argue that 

commonalities and frictions between quebradores/as/xs in the millennium produced new 

mexicanidades, articulated as new school dancers, distinguished as bailarines and 

bailadores. These new identities resulted from competing desires, tactics, and strategies 
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reflected in the spectacular dance techniques resonant with dance trends in a global 

context.124  

The millennium marks a new era of quebradita dancing that has been heavily 

influenced by the ongoing effects of neoliberalism on Mexican, Mexican American, and 

Mexican immigrant working-class dancers in the U.S. and Mexico. Marxist theorist 

David Harvey explains that the uneven development of neoliberal economies around the 

world “has entailed much destruction, not only of prior institutional frameworks and 

powers but also of divisions of labor, social relations, welfare provisions, technological 

mixes, ways of life, attachments to the land, habits of the heart, ways of thought, and the 

like” (Harvey 23). Amidst these landscapes, working-class brown bodies found 

themselves having to negotiate their position within unstable economies that often 

hindered their ability to make money, but simultaneously produced new ways of forming 

bonds with one another. Particularly, the ascension of neoliberalism led to the 

development of economies bent on the expansion of technologies that effectively 

changed the ways in which bodies come to interact with one another (Harvey 20). The 

increased, rapid connections between peoples around the world have created an age of 

globalization that shapes the changing dynamics of quebradita aesthetics and community. 

Experiments in neoliberalism not only affect the formation of market capitalism 

and economic endeavors, but also infiltrate and permeate the bounds of the social. Lara 

D. Nielsen and Patricia Ybarra, in Neoliberalism and Global Theatres: Performance and 

                                                
124 My analysis explores what dance scholar Imani Kai Johnson calls the “global context.” She defines this 
as situating “the multi-dimensionality of performance” within “the various connected forces that are at once 
economic, political, social, and cultural” (Johnson 174). 
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Permutations, contend that, “worlds are lost and forged in new social spaces defined by 

economic instability and ideological variability” in the neoliberal age (Nielsen and 

Ybarra 1). Neoliberal processes, marked by the pursuit of privatization and what David 

Harvey denotes as individualized freedoms within open markets, provoke similar effects 

within dance. Nielsen explains, “whereas ‘abstraction’, ‘appropriation’, and 

‘privatization’ indicate the languages of capital and financialization, they also speak 

another, rhizomatic language in the visual and performing arts indexing the real and its 

others to locate the social and/as work performance” (Nielsen 16). Dance, then, enacts 

similar parallels within the embodiment of capitalistic factors and processes as movers 

negotiate their work, their bodies, and their identities within the flow of neoliberal 

processes. For quebradores/as/xs, who grew up and practiced the genre in the 

millennium, dancing quebradita means generating new practices, aesthetics, and identities 

that can help dancers cope with economically volatile climates. 

In order to contextualize quebradita’s changing aesthetics and emerging 

mexicanidades, I begin by analyzing quebradita dancing’s nueva escuela that emerged 

after the start of the millennium during an age of expanded virtual terrain, i.e., the 

Internet. The new generation focused on the idea of “evolving”125 quebradita through an 

increased risk in their acrobatic tricks, building a different sense of spectacularity in the 

process. I examine these high-flying acrobatics as techniques that quebradores/as/xs use 

to affectively and economically redefine their class position and belonging, theorizing 

                                                
125 I put the word “evolving” in quotations here to contextualize how new school participants use the word 
to denote the changing aesthetics in the dance form.  
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this practice as “upward mobility.” I then look at how processes of outsourcing creativity 

and defining ownership in aesthetics reifies neoliberal ideals in quebradita’s nueva 

escuela. Finally, I pinpoint to the (dis)similarities between bailarines/as/xs and 

bailadores/as/xs of the dance form.  

 This analysis considers how dancers reflect, challenge, and navigate neoliberal 

factors that often marginalize brown, working-class bodies. The ways in which 

quebradores/as/xs move, learn to move, and desire to move position dancing as a tool to 

mitigate neoliberalism. That is, dancers are able to cultivate sensibilities that allow them 

to feel and shape identities, manifesting their own economic opportunities and strategies 

of resistance in doing so. What I saw at Cache con Banda’s event was no longer just mi 

mamá’s quebradita, it was millennial mexicanidades who danced quebradita to cope with 

the instability of an ongoing neoliberal landscape.  

Out with the Viejo, in with the Nuevo: Old School vs. New School Divisions in 

Quebradita  

My curiosity to research quebradita had grown after encountering a video of a 

quebradita couple online in 2015. The dancers in the footage intricately and rapidly 

moved across the screen, executing aerial acrobatics with tremendous speed. I knew then 

that I had to get in contact with quebradita dancers in the millennium to see how the form 

had changed since my first exposure to it as a child. While quebradita had been integral 

to my social upbringing growing up in Southern California in the 1990s, I did not know 

of anyone who was presently dancing the genre. Internet searches and newspaper 

archives had seemed to relegate quebradita to the status of a relic, with black and white 
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newspaper images of quebradores/as/xs in the 1990s as the only results of my inquiries. 

It was not until I traced dancers’ names published in newspaper articles that I found an 

Internet community of avid quebradita fans. I quickly realized that social media platforms 

such as YouTube and Facebook, where I had encountered the video of the acrobatic 

couple, had begun to act as archives, with date-stamped postings by quebradita 

enthusiasts and dancers who were seeking to connect, represent, and share their identities 

as quebradores/as/xs online. The large presence of dancers in the virtual space of the web 

elucidated the sense of place that social media had granted participants. Their digitizing 

of transnational affectivity126 (see chapter 1) and kinship connections offered me a unique 

exploration of membership within the extended space of the Internet. As an expansion of 

the physical realm, this online community produces a space where participants can 

reconnect, remember, and re-member quebradita.  

Online, quebradita dancers claim virtual topographies of being and belonging.127 

They connect to disparate locations on the web and share their imaginative creations, 

opinions, histories, and ideas with one another. Through the combination of physical and 

virtual creativity, dancers expand their quebradita consciousness and the reach of their 

                                                
126 The cultivation of digital affectivity is particularly relevant as I write this dissertation during the 
COVID-19 2020 pandemic where peoples increasingly depend on the Internet and platforms like Zoom to 
connect with each other online. Moreover, the increased anxiety amongst dance institutions who feared for 
the future of their dance programs seemed to have forgotten that dance forms, like quebradita, have 
historically and continuously rely on the space of the Internet to build connections and dance. That is, while 
ballet departments in academia worry about how students will be able to learn online, quebradores/as/xs 
used the Internet in the new millennium to access affective links to one another. They shared information, 
videos, images with each other in ways that strengthened a transnational network of dancing that had been 
started offline in the early 90s.  
127 Sydney Hutchinson, in Breaking Borders/Quebrando Fronteras: Dancing in the Borderscape, suggests 
that the virtual space of quebradita dancing has become an integral component for the extension of 
quebradita’s circulation, arguing that the Internet provides a technology whereby users simply expand the 
terrain of their interaction, socially and politically (Hutchinson, 53). 
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binationally imagined community as a space for the communal exchange of information 

and the connective kinship ties that they maintain across the U.S.–Mexico border (see 

chapter 2). For quebradita dancers the space of the geographical border was re-

contextualized in the millennium, as the (il)legalities of traveling between the U.S. and 

Mexico did not pertain to dancers sharing information at expedited speeds online. After 

quebradores/as/xs of the 1990s lost touch due to quebradita’s decreased popularity in the 

early millennium, they found themselves again in the form of online groups and pages 

dedicated to sharing past videos and memories of the form. At the same time, a new era 

of enthusiasts was brewing online, acknowledging the contributions of dancers past, but 

also beginning to imagine their own ways of defining community in the 2000s. This 

virtual space became a key site for quebradores/as/xs of la nueva escuela, what dancers 

refer to as the new school of quebradita dancing after 2006.128 They began uploading their 

dancing, videos, group pages, and class/festival/event announcements, using online 

platforms to tactfully dance into an age of globalization and technology. Making virtual 

place allowed dancers in the millennium to promote a new aesthetic for quebradita 

dancing.  

The defining feature in new school dancing was spectacular, aerial acrobatics that 

had re-articulated the quebradas of 1990s dancing. While old school dancers had started 

to increasingly implement spectacular tricks towards the end of the decade, it would be 

                                                
128 2006 is the estimated year of the burgeoning emergence of quebradita’s new school. The growing speed 
of interaction and visibility between quebradores/as/xs online took off when social media platforms like 
Facebook and YouTube allowed dancers to find and grow their passion again for the form. At the same 
time, television programs disseminated acrobatic dancers who had already made their mark in the 90s but 
pursued acrobatic styles in the millennium. It would be 2010-2012 where the presence of quebradita’s new 
school peaked.  
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millennial participants who pursued this new style on a grander scale, fusing (and mainly 

focusing on) high-flying stunts into quebradita’s repertoire. Although old school dancers 

had continued to actively create new tricks in the new millennium, many 

quebradores/as/xs on both sides of the border credited Mexico City-based Raul Cardoso 

for having catalyzed this new age of high-flying tricks after he uploaded YouTube videos 

that were quickly circulated amongst aficionados online (Ramirez). The pioneer of the 

form’s new aesthetic mixed European acrobatic rock n’ roll gymnastics tosses with 

quebradita dancing.129 Although 1990’s participants had cultivated their fair share of 

tricks, cargadas (lifts), and nudos (knots),130 Cardoso’s style focused on a multitude of 

continuous lifts and tosses, each rapidly taking place one right after the other. Online 

videos showed him launching partners skyward and catching them on his shoulders 

before springing them back into the air to hook them by their necks near the floor, all of 

this with astonishingly fast speeds. Every now and then he would groove into quebradita 

basic movements (see chapter 1), bouncing back-and-forth in an embrace with his 

partner, but his choreographies remained focused on a constant stream of aerial stunts. 

This new acrobatic style quickly disseminated online, eventually reaching television 

programs and commercials. “Lo veías y decías, ‘yo quiero hacer eso’” (“You would see 

him and say, ‘I want to do that’”), stated Yoni Salgado, a new school dancer from 

                                                
129 Acrobatic Rock n’ Roll, rooted in lindy hop aesthetics, as of 2019, is recognized as a dancesport-like 
form of competition that involves acrobatic and gymnastic tricks as part of its choreographic repertoires. 
The World Rock‘n’Roll Confederation’s website cites acrobatic rock n’ roll as a sporting activity with 
“acrobatic variations” rooted in rock n’ roll movement.  
130 Cargadas are inventive lifts used in quebradita dancing. Nudos, Spanish for knots, are typically defined 
as looping that takes place between two bodies. In these human nudos, the following partner is guided 
around different ledges on the leading partner’s body.		
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Chicago. While Cardoso started dancing in the 90s, it was this airborne creativity that 

came to define and mark quebradita dancing after 2006 when a surge of 

quebradores/as/xs on both sides of the border focused on defining quebradita as an 

acrobatic dance style.   

Yet, many 1990s dancers took to sites on and offline to disagree with the new 

aesthetics, arguing that the tricks could not be considered quebradita, much less dancing. 

And while these differing perspectives have led to ongoing contention within the dance 

form, it was the space of online dancing that led to a visibility for both schools of 

thought, as old school dancers continued to promote their version of quebradita dancing 

amidst the rising aerial spectacularity of younger dancers.  

The flow of quebradita information on the Internet and the shared connections 

that quebradita dancers partake in have given rise to a digitized space where 

quebradores/as/xs communally form and contest the construction of quebradita’s 

defining features.131 At the same time, the process of exchanging ideas online and offline 

leads to conflict between participants as competing aesthetics vie for the alma (soul) of 

quebradita as a genre.132 Dancers engage in dialogues and disputes surrounding the 

form’s bounds in ways that marginalize participants, categorize difference, and mark 

hierarchies within the binationally imagined community. It was through these virtual 

interactions that I found myself more intrigued to learn about dancing that was perceived 

                                                
131 See Hutchinson, Sydney. “Breaking Borders/Quebrando Fronteras: Dancing in the Borderscape.” 
Transnational Encounters: Music and Performance at the U.S.-Mexico Border. Edited by Alejandro 
Madrid. Oxford University Press, 2011, pp. 41–66. 
132 While debating notions of authenticity, dancers often spoke to me about the soul of quebradita dancing 
as its “essence”. 
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as a continuum between vieja and nueva escuela dancers within the quebradita 

community.  

My arrival to Cache con Banda’s tenth anniversary event exposed me firsthand to 

21st-century new school quebradita dancing. I had only previously seen videos online 

that promoted this spectacular way of moving, showcasing dancers flipping, twisting, and 

contorting in the air. It was interesting to note how the latest face of quebradita dancing, 

much like its old school predecessor, hybridized transnational aesthetics by employing a 

methodology I theorized as rasquache mestizaje in chapter 2.133 Many new school 

dancers had used the immediacy of the World Wide Web to strategically re-imagine the 

height of tricks, using online exchanges, as well as local and transnational competitions 

to push their creativity. 

Competitions have always played a significant role in the continual reshaping of 

quebradita’s aesthetic. In the 1990s, quebradores/as/xs in the U.S. developed clubs while 

Mexican participants created academias. These studios, clubs, and other rehearsal 

venues, provided a sense of membership for dancers seeking to belong to a community 

and dance with one another. Such spaces were integral to the stylization of quebradita 

dancing locally and also became a site for the exchange of creativity amongst dancers. 

Quebradores/as/xs effectively produced new ways of moving grounded in a back-and-

forth, basic bounce that allowed experiments with diverse corporeal orientations in space, 

thus challenging verticality as the primary means of social-partnered dancing. Clubs and 

                                                
133 Rasquache mestizaje is a methodology that builds on Chicano scholar Tomás Ybarra Frausto’s concept 
of rasquachismo as an aesthetic sensibility that is used by quebradita participants to affectively, 
transnationally and trans-temporally construct belonging for themselves. 	
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academias fostered spaces where a generation of Mexican and Mexican American 

dancers came together to share knowledge for innovative lifts, twirls, and low-to-the-

floor quebradas.  

Prior to affordable and readily available access to the Internet, working-class 

brown bodies relied on flyers, radio stations, and word-of-mouth to advertise their events. 

Recurring battles were organized between dancers in efforts to demonstrate their latest 

moves, using their imaginative tricks to beat the creativity of opponents and win trophies. 

The incentive offered by competitions stimulated an ongoing innovation that dancers in 

the 21st century used to set their quebradita dancing apart from their predecessors. 

Years after its inception, the popular resurgence of quebradita dancing in the early 

2000s was grounded upon the desire to develop the genre’s aesthetics, using aerial 

spectacularities seen online and television. “La Quebradita Nunca Murió, Se Evolucionó” 

(“Quebradita Never Died, it Evolved”) was a widely used mantra that developed around 

the flurry of new clubs, academias, and dancers that sprang up during the new 

millennium. The slogan, printed on T-shirts and shared as post captions and hashtags on 

social media, became a way of archiving and marking the new generation of dancers 

known as “la nueva escuela.” The slogan simultaneously honored the continuities and 

discontinuities within the form. It acknowledged the foundations set by 90s dancers and 

declared that far from having died, after a period of decline, quebradita had emerged in a 

more evolved form. Vieja and nueva escuela dancers entered the millennium as members 

of a binationally imagined community while they debated old and new school aesthetics 

and formulated notions of mexicanidad.   
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In chapter 2, I theorized the transnational exchanges embodied in quebradita 

dancing between quebradores/as/xs in Mexico and the U.S., explaining how the genre 

creates different avenues and potentials for felt identities that claim roots and 

relationships to Mexican culture. Thus, “mexicanidad” can be loosely defined as a 

constructed identity based on referents to Mexican culture. Particularly, quebradita 

participants categorize quebradita’s attachment to Mexican cultural movement traditions 

and sounds as a product of and for mexicanidad. Dancers engage with the bounds of what 

mexicanidad is and can look like by shaping, stylizing, and performing quebradita in 

unique ways, using a transborder flow of information. The dissimilar routes and styles of 

the form point to continual re-articulations of mexicanidad, or what I denote in the plural 

as “mexicanidades.” Thus, the development of la nueva escuela within a period of 

growing online systems of interaction among dancers, re-contextualized the formation of 

quebradita’s mexicanidades in the new millennium to feel modern in a new age. 

Globalization in the 2000s and rapid transnational connections generated new 

understandings of mexicanidad for peoples in the U.S. and Mexico. Gender and sexuality 

scholar Anahi Russo Garrido, in “El Ambiente According to Her: Gender, Class, 

‘Mexicanidad’, and the Cosmpolitan in Queer Mexico City,” argues that the ideology of 

mexicanidad changed drastically in the 2000s. She explains that Mexico’s economy prior 

to the formation of NAFTA had “operated within closed borders, defining mexicanidad 

along with mestizaje” (Garrido 37). That is, the nation-state’s conceptualization of 

mexicanidad relied more on a local sense of mestizaje, using the bicultural affiliations 

inherent to its definition to mark its citizens’ identities before the advent of globalization. 
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However, in order to expand their economic affiliations and open trade connections in the 

new millennium, she argues that the notion of mexicanidad was expanded in multifaceted 

ways, using multiplicity in identity to appeal to a broader spectrum of international 

corporations. Garrido further notes that post-NAFTA regulations and measures, which 

opened the once “closed” borders of Mexico, led to this new embracing of national 

discourse surrounding pluri-ethnic notions of identity (Garrido 39). 

Quebradores/as/xs on both sides of the border experienced this expansion of 

possibilities in their own terms. They used the immediacy of Internet materials to view 

other dancers, other genres, and other influences that quickly led to the re-aestheticization 

of the genre and the creation of new identities within the form. While these processes and 

aspirations had started with participants in the 1990s who relied on the transborder 

migration of people, videos, and music to build rasquache formations, dancers in the new 

millennium could access the world quickly by entering the space of the Internet. I posit 

that the plethora of information and speed by which millennial enthusiasts could engage 

world connections and form affiliations promoted a new era of mexicanidades that 

departed from “traditional” notions of Mexican culture and identity in the 1990s.  

The continuously circulated phrase “la quebradita nunca murió, evolucionó” 

(“quebradita never died, it evolved”) elucidates an understanding of mexicanidades as 

shifting identities resulting from the form’s evolution within transnational and globalizing 

measures of nation-states in the millennium. The transborder encounters between dancers 

in the U.S. and Mexico grew exponentially while expanding internationally towards sites 

beyond the border. New school quebradores/as/xs changed the aesthetics that composed 
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quebradita in the 1990s, while participants of la vieja escuela fought to uphold the 

historical attributes of the form. Dancers debated quebradita’s authenticity. As 

quebradores/as/xs constructed and felt new sets of mexicanidades in the new millennium, 

they re-examined connections to tradition and modern influences.  

The evolution of quebradita took dancers physicality to new heights, literally. 

Preparations for the execution of many acrobatic tricks are quite similar within the 

choreographies of new school dancers. Each partner takes a large step back, claps in 

place, and stretches their arms out laterally to signal readiness. The following partner 

then comes in towards the leader to execute a choreographed acrobatic trick. Dancers are 

tossed skyward, where they can tuck in and spin in the air, or splay their limbs out in a 

way that mimics a flying bird, before landing back on their partner’s shoulders or arms. 

These mortales, what dancers call choreographed death-defying stunts, stem from the 

influence of European acrobatic rock n’ roll seen online and made prevalent by dancers 

like Raul Cardoso (Garrey). The name “mortal” translates to “deadly” and is used to 

reflect the advanced danger of the movement quebradores/as/xs embody to compete in a 

new age of quebradita. This new level of risk was used to daringly define quebradita’s 

“evolution” in ways that many old school dancers disagreed with.  

In 2016, I had the pleasure of speaking to Isaac Patiño Maldonado, a quebradita 

dancer highly spoken of as a pioneer of the form in Mexico City, who further explained 

to me how acrobatic aesthetics had reconfigured traditional elements from quebradita’s 

vieja escuela. The end of the competition we were attending was upon us and ruedas, or 

applauding circles that form around couples dancing in their centers, had formed in every 
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corner of the large warehouse. Standing off to the side, Isaac commented on the 

performances he had witnessed that night. He said, “es que la quebradita ya no es igual a 

la de antes. ¿Qué es eso de, acrobacia, y los brazos así,... el baile de piso, ya ni existe. La 

tradición del zapataedo se lo quitaron, ahora puros mortales” (“It’s that quebradita is no 

longer the same as before. What's this about acrobatics and arms like that? ... the 

footwork doesn't even exist anymore. The tradition of the zapataedo [syncopated and 

rhythmic footwork inherent to baile folklórico and Mexican social dance forms] was 

taken away, now only mortales are used.”) For Isaac, choosing mortales over footwork 

had meant that new school dancers were breaking with traditions that were assumed as 

quebradita’s authenticity. He firmly opined that new school quebradores/as/xs were 

forgetting and erasing the traditions of quebradita dancing by replacing rhythmic 

footwork with death-defying stunts. He went on to express that, for him, these acrobatics 

were not dancing because they did not go in tune with the music and did not incorporate 

anything that could be recognized as “dance.” Moreover, he added that the basic, bouncy 

footwork inherent to the form was not as present in nueva escuela dancers’ routines. 

Their dancing reflected bodies responding to different visions and emerging sounds in 

order to construct new mexicanidades in the millennium. 

Indeed, in my observations of new school quebradita dancing, I noted how basic 

steps were typically performed only once or twice during a routine. The footwork was 

faster and lighter, almost rushed, but still highly precise because it served as a transition 

and preparation for performing high-risk acrobatics. According to Isaac, the dancers in 

the new millennium brushed quickly through their steps in order to set up for tosses, re-
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articulating emphasis to their tricks. Dancers of the 1990s, he stated, focused on swift 

foot sweeping and floor striking in order to connect with tecnobanda beats.  New school 

dancers, however, sometimes displaced tecnobanda by using genres like rapguense,134 

banda, and cumbia sinaloense,135 with remixes and breaks in the music that could 

accommodate their acrobatic choreographies. For Isaac, this break with tecnobanda 

rhythms and the back-and-forth flow of quebradita’s footwork represented a loss of 

quebradita’s original essence. His frustration for the missing and transformed baile de 

piso (footwork) was a shared critique of many vieja escuela dancers who viewed this 

element as essential for quebradita dancing and a staple form of its mexicanidad.  

Despite also relying on a creative mixture of non-Mexican aesthetics with 

traditional Mexican culture, dancers of la vieja escuela argued that quebradita’s tradition 

was founded upon a baile de piso that held on strongly to Mexican zapateado. As 

mentioned in chapter 1, quebradores/as/xs got their start using zapateado, brinquitos, and 

vaquero style that branded quebradita as an outgrowth of Mexican dance forms. Old 

school dancers had linked tradition to these specific ways of moving and dressing, 

channeling previously used Mexican aesthetics to brand both tecnobanda music and the 

emerging dance style as “algo Mexicano” (“something Mexican”).  

                                                
134 Rapguense is a mixture of rap and duranguense music. This particular genre of music used by 
quebradores/as/xs points to the cross-pollination between Black and Brown peoples. As U.S. dancers 
explained, many of them were influenced by Black cultural productions, using aspects of Hip Hop culture 
as resources and references for the construction of their dancing. 
135 Banda is a traditional Mexican musical genre made up of wind instruments and which served a 
foundational role for quebradita’s technobanda music. Cumbia Sinaloense is a subgenre of cumbia music 
that mixes northern Mexican music sounds and is developed in the Mexican state of Sinaloa.		
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Isaac argued that new school quebradores/as/xs’ desire for new global influences 

had displaced the “essence” of 1990s quebradita culture. His comments, while 

contradictory to the reality that quebradores/as/xs have always relied on a multicultural 

transborder mixture of aesthetics, point to a contention surrounding the authenticity of 

new school quebradita. For Isaac, the abandoning of vaquero style and baile de piso 

amongst millennial dancers had felt like an abandonment of 1990’s mexicanidades. He 

had also mentioned that the hat tricks, in which men would take the sombrero (hat) off 

their head to flip, rotate, and decorate their movement with, had completely disappeared 

from quebradita’s nueva escuela. Many quebradores/as/xs I talked to in the U.S. and 

Mexico relayed that sombreros were no longer included within new school repertories 

and practices because they would get in the way of performing death-defying tricks and 

acrobatics. The botas (boots) that had adorned quebradita’s bouncy footwork and had 

marked the vaquero stylings of Mexican/Mexican American youth fashion were now 

replaced by sneakers. The sleek, smooth soles of botas that had added to the swift, 

bouncy quality of 1990s back-and-forth movement were also “too slippery” for 

quebradores/as/xs of la nueva escuela. New school quebradores/as/xs opted for more 

suitable footgear so that they could better grip the floor while executing preparations and 

aerials. Las chaparreras (vaquero chaps) had also been distinctly refashioned as 

dancesport-style costumes. The playful zapateado and codified basic step were only used 

two to three times in a routine, and cargadas were now re-imagined as mortales. The 

nueva escuela worked heavily on re-aestheticization to define their evolution by 
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replicating the spectacular corporealities of quebradita dancers shown online and on 

television. 

The dispute surrounding the evolution of the form amongst old school and new 

school quebradores/as/xs exposes a binary between the traditional and the modern in 

conversations about quebradita dance. The former was contextualized as idle, stuck, and 

unprogressive by la nueva escuela, while modernity was perceived as the ability to move 

forward and a space in which dancers could redefine quebradita in the new millennium. 

Decolonial theorist Walter Mignolo reminds us in The Darker Side of Western 

Modernity: Global Futures, Decolonial Options that there cannot be modernity without 

coloniality. Narratives of modernity have been used by Western society to maintain 

power, often using ideologies of progress and linearity to marginalize sectors of the world 

who cannot compete within this framework.  As such, colonial constructions of 

modernity are devised and upheld in order to civilize Others whose epistemologies do not 

align with aspects of linearity and progression. In this relationship, perspectives and ideas 

that are considered “traditional” often are marked as less viable in an age of neoliberal 

globalization. To these ends, the rhetoric and embodiment of modern technologies 

replace old school creativity, exiting tradition to enter the global as a marker of 

modernity.  

Néstor García Canclini, within his examination of modernisms in Latin America 

in Hybrid Cultures: Strategies for Entering and Leaving Modernity, scrutinizes how the 

dichotomy of modernity and tradition has been cultivated by Latin American states at all 

class levels. He argues that in employing modernization practices and maintaining 
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tradition, people and governments enact a process of “entering and leaving” modernity 

(Canclini 14). That is, nations and peoples find strategic ways of preserving tradition 

while embracing modernity in order to construct their identity, i.e. they enter and leave 

these ideologies when necessary. I contend that similar dynamics play out in 

(dis)agreements between vieja and nueva escuela dancers who use performance to 

negotiate tradition and modernization in order to define distinctive mexicanidades and 

form a shared quebradita consciousness (see chapter 1). Although contentions rise 

between tradition/modernity in the new age of quebradita, I argue that all 

quebradores/as/xs exit and enter temporalities and places to strategically cultivate a 

dance that can be shaped to meet their needs and desires. While Canclini details the idea 

of “entering and leaving” modernity as a tactic for negotiating the rhetoric of modernity 

and traditional cultures, I propose instead “entering and exiting” as a tactic that all 

quebradores/as/xs embody in their dancing. I employ the word “exiting” rather than 

“leaving” to denote quebradita’s continual back-and-forth flow, i.e., dancers never leave 

permanently, but simply exit deliberately before returning. These are the embodied ways 

quebradores/as/xs exercise their agency as they create diverse identities through trans-

temporal cultural repertoires of movement.  

Performing spectacularity for la nueva escuela meant entering a new era for 

quebradita by connecting its mexicanidad to modernity. Frine, who is considered a 

female pioneer in Mexico City’s nueva escuela, told me, “a veces es como que … pues … 

México tiene su folklórico, pero también se mueve en distintas maneras,” (“sometimes 

it’s like … well … Mexico has its folklórico (folk dances), but it also moves in different 
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ways”) (Garrey). By distancing the form from local traditions, she argued that quebradita 

had the opportunity to showcase Mexico as a modern nation. In attempts to modernize 

quebradita, many new school dancers focused on the fusion of Pan-Latino and European 

movements, associating success with global plurality amidst a rising neoliberal 

landscape. In doing so, quebradores/as/xs in la nueva escuela created new mexicanidades 

as they entered a dance scene where other modernized social dance practices had made 

their way to mainstream success and global consumption (e.g. international dance 

congresses and television). For Frine, as a nueva escuela participant, reveling in highly 

acrobatic stylings and world-wide inspirations could give rise to a mexicanidad that was 

more than just traditional folklore, but one that could be globally modern.  

At the same time, this nueva escuela strategically, like their predecessors, worked 

to enter and exit the bounds of the past and the present. While Isaac’s accusation that 

millennial dancers changed quebradita’s original embodied culture was partially true, 

new school dancers hold onto traditional markers of the form. They continue to use 

vaquero fringe and bouncing basic footwork to signal their uniqueness while embracing 

modern influences. These methods point to how dancers learn to exit and enter the 

bounds of tradition and modernity.  

The creative process underpinning the practices of vieja and nueva escuela 

participants is a connecting thread between both schools of thought. How they remember, 

re-member, and affectively position themselves play a major role in the construction of 

their mexicanidades and their perceptions of tradition. Dancers exit and enter the bounds 

of modernity or tradition differently to cope with diverse aspects of neoliberal demand 
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(see chapter 1). Within the new era of dancing corporeal spectacularities, 

quebradores/as/xs seek to perform a quebradita that resonates with modern landscapes. 

Thus, new school quebradores/as/xs came to break away from a dance style associated to 

“authentic” versions of mexicanidad, opting instead to pursue new ways to feel and 

experience Mexicanness.  

Within their desire to perform global modernity, quebradores/as/xs in the 

millennium aspired to follow in the footsteps of what few 90’s quebradores/as/xs could 

achieve: earning high social status as transnationally recognized and paid performers.  In 

the following pages, I examine how it is that a propensity for aerial tricks, or what 

members in the community refer to as “volando” (“flying”), defines a technique of/for 

modernity that new school dancers use to climb social and economic status. The flying I 

encountered in my ethnographic trips in the U.S. and Mexico demonstrated how 

quebradita creativity had shifted through time. The low-to-the-floor quebradas of the 90s 

were now ceiling-level, daring spectacularities.   

Frine, who is also the president of Mexico City’s quebradita association, 

explained to me this evolution of tricks in the dance form.136 She recounted that “algunas 

de las primeras acrobacias, eran como de nivel bajo, o sea, como de aquí hasta aquí,” 

(“some of the first acrobatics were done at a lower level, so like, from here to here,”) as 

she gestured with her right hand to mid-torso level and with her left hand to the floor to 

mark the space where lifts and tricks had taken place. She then pointed to her shoulder 

                                                
136 This organization is linked to Mexico City’s Asociación Metropolitana de Danza Deportivo y Bailes. In 
2018, the association invited Frine Garrey to organize a committee that could consider the possibility of 
standardizing quebradita dance to be incorporated within the main association’s competitions.  
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area and stated, “Al menos, pues. unas de las mas altas, podría ser a lo mejor la 

‘bandera’ donde te entraban tus piernas aquí, te agarraban del pantalón y te subían, y te 

bajaban, pero hasta ahí.” She concluded, “Y, supongo que de esa época eran las 

acrobacias más usadas” (“At the very least, well, some of the more higher ones, were 

probably ‘la bandera’ where your legs would go through here [she points to the area 

between her armpit and wrist], and they would grab you by your pants and raise and 

lower you, but just to there [she pointed to her shoulder area]. And I suppose that from 

that era, these were the acrobatics that were most used”). 

Frine notes that there was never a loss in connection between partners during 

cargadas or tricks prior to the introduction of acrobatic stunts in the new millennium. 

The lifted partner remained attached and never fully passed shoulder level. She went on 

to historicize, “De un punto a otro se empezaron a llamar acrobacias, y es algo que se 

debate mucho, o sea, lo que es una cargada, y lo que es una acrobacia. Pero, igual, 

mucha gente intercambia la palabra para descifrar lo que hacen y lo que se ve” (“From 

one point to another, they were called acrobatics, and that is something that is greatly 

debated, like, what a lift is versus what is something acrobatic. But, similarly, many 

people interchange the words to describe what dancers do and what is seen.”) My 

conversation with Frine mapped the transformation of bodily movements that reflected a 

desire for upward mobility. Quebradores/as/xs of all eras, it seemed, were grounded in 

the common pursuit of pushing their creativity and bodies to greater height in space.  

In pursuing modernization, however, la nueva escuela found themselves using 

aerial stunts to build cultural capital for themselves within their binationally imagined 
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community. La nueva escuela created a new spectacularity that attempted to outperform 

90s creativity. The shift to higher altitude in lifts and tricks points to an amplification of 

what quebradita in the 1990s had begun: the desire to dance and mobilize within new 

spatial planes. Old school participants imaginatively shifted the verticality of partnered 

movement common in social dancing by using quebradas that lowered their partners 

towards the floor, finding a horizontality in their torsos while toying with the proximity 

of the floor beneath them. This ‘90s danced daringness took a new form in the 

millennium as quebradores/as/xs enthusiastically redefined higher ground for 

themselves, using acrobatics to launch their bodies into untouched spaces above them.   

 “Flying” became the new technique for quebradores/as/xs looking to reach new 

levels in quebradita partnering and for entering the trope of modernity. Jennifer Perez, 

from Angelitos Club in Chicago, echoed what many quebradita dancers who have been 

trained to “fly” experienced: using the body as a technology to create a sense of cheating 

gravity momentarily. She said of the experience, “It feels like if you’re flying, like … for 

kinda a moment, you’re high in the air before you come back down.” Learning aerial 

acrobatics could imbue dancers with a sense of entering new mobility and new terrain as 

they physically and affectively constructed a modern quebradita. These flying 

quebradores/as/xs in the 2000s slowly transitioned to gymnasiums in order to develop the 

creative tricks that had lost use-value within an era of rising competition (Perez). In 

learning to adhere to the growing desire and demand for flying techniques after 2006, 

quebradita dancers could construct bodies that distanced them from the cargadas seen in 

the ‘90s. Entering a higher spatial plane could re-member the quebradas of the past in a 
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manner that defined quebradita’s evolution and its presence as a new age dance form. As 

a result, flying quebradita dancers, like Jennifer, practice alongside gymnastics coaches to 

learn techniques that allow dancers to launch each other towards greater heights as they 

embody movements that pursue modern desires attached to “advanced” technical skills. 

Dancers use bungee systems to practice aerial tosses and to learn aspects of balance, core 

strength, and correct positioning for their torso and limbs while in the air. Aside from a 

measure of precaution, the cords were also used to teach dancers a sense of flight that 

could be forcefully pushed higher with each attempt. In doing so, new school 

quebradores/as/xs used this flying spectacularity to affectively connect through new age 

mexicanidades that allowed them to pursue capitalistic opportunities. 

Because of changing competition and performance landscapes, acrobatic nueva 

escuela dancers embody a literal upward mobility that they use to climb the ladder of 

social stratification both in their localities and transnationally. Dancers on both sides of 

the border upload their creations on the Internet, like Cardoso had done, seeking to find 

fame within the binationally imagined community of quebradores/as/xs. While procuring 

cultural capital through recognition, dancers also use flying to feel chingón (badass), to 

feel at the top of their dance genre. Millennial quebradores/as/xs perform risky, height-

defying movements to obtain more likes, more reposts, and more views on their dance 

videos in efforts to expand their popularity around the globe. This cultural capital, in the 

form of high status within the form, can then be translated into paid gigs as well as 

performance and teaching opportunities. Many acrobatic trainees I met at festivals and 

congresses had explained that in advancing their aerial spectacularity, they were able to 
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get ahead in the quebradita game, often earning money and paid travel in exchange for 

their performances. In becoming well-known names and faces, quebradita voladores 

reposition themselves within quebradita hierarchies. Although constituted by a new era of 

brown body creativity, the new upward mobility I noticed in the new millennium was 

also fanned by the ideology of capitalism.  

To navigate capitalist forces and structures that surround them, nueva escuela 

quebradores/as/xs pushed their bodies to death-defying limits in order to get more 

recognition and money. Catherine Chaput and Thomas W. Benson explain in “Affect as 

Capitalist Being” that humans are pulled by “an invisible force that informs our 

ostensibly instinctual economic behaviors” by which they “are positioned as biological 

conduits who synchronize themselves to the currents of their environments by following 

the imperceptible tug of affect” (Benson and Chaput 16). As such, quebradita dancers’ 

imaginative flying techniques also become embodied responses to their economic 

situations. New school dancers who practice volando explained that in seeing other 

dancers acquire money by teaching quebradita and reaching audiences through 

performances on shows like Sabado Gigante and Cuéntamelo Ya, they realized how 

profitable acrobatic new school quebradita could be. These spectacular quebradita 

representations in the media inspired many dancers to develop aerial tricks that could 

distinguish them from other competitors on the market in hopes that they too could ‘make 

it.’ In other words, it was acrobatic dancers, able to perform physically daring upward 

mobility, who could enter new social and class levels. New age quebradores/as/xs had to 

transform and push their corporeal abilities in order to become well-known transnational 
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figures. However, this social and economic advancement, achieved through flying, came 

with costs.  

Quebradores/as/xs pushed the limits and boundaries of their bodies to navigate an 

economic era that, as dance theorist Anusha Kedhar explains, demands flexibility from 

dancing bodies. She argues, “In a neoliberal economy, the precarity of dance work and 

dancers’ flexibility to adapt to it is reframed as a distinctive advantage that dancers, as 

part of the ‘creative’ class have over other laborers” (Kedhar 3). Kedhar looks at the 

concept of flexibility both as a physical aesthetic in South Asian dance practices, but also 

metaphorically as a trope that bodies must adhere to within an age of neoliberal demands. 

Similarly, the high degree of peril that dancers incorporate in quebradita’s new school is 

seen as a desirably high standard both in their binationally imagined community and 

within the mainstream markets they seek to enter. They must push the limits of their 

bodies in order to belong to higher statuses in the community. As Chicago quebrador 

Carlos Ramirez explained to me, names for acrobatic movements like mortales and 

competition titles such as “Tirando a Matar” (“Throwing to Kill”) highlighted the level 

of risk to their bodies that new school dancers pursued in their efforts to be the best in 

local and transnational sites. Many millennium quebradita dancers told me about 

moments where dancers injured themselves breaking bones or dislocating limbs in their 

attempts to fly. Injuries were testaments to the high-risk behavior that the quebradita 

dancing body had to procure and endure in the new millennium.  

The employment of quebradita’s physical upward mobility embodies the tension 

between the ability to enter new spaces while risking dancers’ health and well-being. 
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Flying quebradores/as/xs must confront these dangers while creatively pushing their 

movement in a way that echoes what Kedhar contextualizes as an ability to “conform to 

neoliberal norms only to evade them later” (Kedhar 19). Aerial spectacularity is a double-

edged sword used to navigate the pressures of dancers’ economic and social 

environments while building a sense of creative risk that can be managed to define new 

ways of being and belonging.137 It was also through risk that dancers of la nueva escuela 

learned to use their creativity, imagination, and bodies as tools to make money and 

fashion new identities. However, as I came to learn through interviews, money also came 

about outsourcing their creativity. New school quebradores/as/xs often sell their tricks or 

are commissioned to generate acrobatics for other dancers. This growing practice 

amongst new school quebradores/as/xs who trade their creativity to make ends meet 

became another way of capitalizing off their imagination, working through neoliberal 

outsourcing processes in order to economically survive and stake claim of their creativity. 

One afternoon in July 2018, during a research trip to Mexico City, I had the 

pleasure of discussing quebradita millennial creativity and ownership with Nina Mosha 

and Oscar “Chiquilin” Gonzalez, self-described old school quebradita dancers from 

Mexico City. Our interview revealed the conflict that rises out of dancers who seek to 

claim and sell their creative choreographies in the new millennium. Over the aroma and 

taste of tacos al pastor and the welcoming punch of an excellent salsa Nina had prepared, 

Oscar outlined differences he felt between competitions in the 90s and the growing era of 

                                                
137 As I outlined in chapter 1, quebradita tricks are imaginative sites with the potential to define non-
normative ways of belonging across borders.	
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conflict over copying and notions of ownership in the 2000s. He explained, “Era 

competencia muy chida, y no pasaba a niveles personales. Y ahora todos se odian, se 

atropiezan por niveles personales.” (“It was very cool competition, and it did not go to 

personal levels. And now everyone hates each other, they trip each other over personal 

issues.”) Nina chimed in, “o porque ‘te robaste mi acrobacia’” (“or ‘because you stole 

my stunt’”). Oscar continued, “nosotros veíamos a alguien hacer un ‘guau’, y decíamos 

‘no, pues es que él hizo dos, yo tengo que hacer seis o ocho. O sea … es que éste hizo un 

‘guau’ con esto, pues vamos a meterle otro ‘guau’ con esto, meterle giro … una pasada 

por la espalda. Era muy padre en esos tiempos … cosa que ya no hay” (“We would see 

someone do a 'wow' [a wow is a specific type of quebradita trick where the following 

partner is flipped over the shoulders of the leading partner], and we would say 'no, 

because he did two, now I have to do six or eight. I mean ... it’s that he made a ‘wow’ 

with this, well now we are going to put another ‘wow’ in it, put a twist ... one pass down 

the back. It was very cool in those times ... chill competition which is no longer there”) 

(Gonzalez). 

Oscar’s critique of the new generation of quebradita dancers points to the 

individualism that competitions fueled by neoliberal economies demand and produce, 

particularly after the resurgence of quebradita in the millennium. According to him, the 

communal sociality of quebradita dancing and the creative core behind the formation of 

quebradita tricks was broken by dancers who copied what they saw online and 

quebradores/as/xs’ subsequent desires to individualize and claim ownership of their 

dancing. In Oscar’s opinion, the ability to push the imagination of quebradita’s lifts, 
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nudos, and quebradas was originally constructed through grassroots competitions and 

sharing between quebradores/as/xs. He felt that the space of the Internet meant that 

dancers could simply copy uploaded tricks without necessarily imagining them on their 

own. And although the reality of copying to create was true for both generations, for 

Oscar, the difference between exchanging and borrowing imaginative formations in the 

90s and in the new millennium fell to how each generation employed and viewed the 

exchange of creativity. Despite dancers in the millennium methodically employing the 

mixture of influences that 90s quebradores/as/xs had begun, Oscar felt that the Internet 

led to generic replication and to accusations of stealing within the community.  

Defining creativity in relation to their own practices and desires, many old school 

dancers felt that la nueva escuela’s enterprising endeavors caused a change to quebradita 

ingenuity. Adan Ramos, who started dancing in the 90s, once explained to me, 

“Bailadores de antes creaban. Ahorita ya se ha detenido mucho eso de crear, gracias al 

internet y al egoísmo … y al YouTube. Porque ya la gente no crea … copea. Tu haces 

una cosa, y yo la veía en otros. Antes los que creaban, pues … nadie sabía eso de ‘esto es 

mi paso y te lo vendo’” (“Bailadores from before used to create. Right now, creating has 

stopped a lot thanks to the internet and selfishness … and YouTube. Because people don't 

create anymore … they copy. You do one thing, and I have already seen it in others’ 

dancing. Before those who created, well … nobody knew that about ‘this is my step and I 

will sell it to you”) (Ramos). For Adan, it seemed that the days of originality had been 

exchanged for unoriginal mimicry. While dancers in the 1990s also copied in order to 

learn, Adan argued that old school quebradores/as/xs still took movements and 
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transformed them. He was unimpressed by the new era of ownership where 

quebradores/as/xs looked to the Internet to source and copy their creativity and where 

new school dancers sold their spectacular choreographies for profit. As the proliferation 

of copies sprang up, dancers, whose capital accumulation was threatened by the 

availability of the Internet, were less prone to sharing work online for fear that their 

movements could be stolen. Quebradores/as/xs like Adan, Oscar, and Nina, argued that 

ownership practices prompted a pause in the flow of exchanges and ideas that had been at 

the center of 90s quebradita dancing. While my own research pointed out that new 

desires for spectacularity prompted a plethora of new age imagination, influenced by the 

availability and affordability of the Internet, old school dancers denounced new 

millennial ownership practices as processes that stifled the communal exchange of 

creativity. For new school dancers, however, ownership meant the ability to privatize 

knowledge for cultural and economic capital.   

Dancers during the new millennium were vigorously working to build their 

signature repertoires of movement in order to achieve recognition transnationally. Their 

desire to claim movements reframed quebradita dancing as an individualized business 

venture. Nina explained how possession of acrobatics created a process where dancers 

had to purchase choreographies or hire well-known dancers to teach them specific 

acrobatics. Transnationally-recognized quebradores/as/xs like Chucho and Aris were 

hired by other dancers, both within Mexico and abroad, to create sets of stunts and 

choreographies. Creativity could be outsourced in ways that had not been previously 

done.  
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New school dancers’ inability to enforce any other form of regulation over 

ownership practices, however, leads to conflict amongst dancers in the millennium. 

Oscar’s commentary reflects how efforts to claim ownership over quebradita creativity 

leads to rifts within the community. In accusing others of stealing, new school dancers 

severed connections with each other. For instance, I came across dancers from la nueva 

escuela who spoke about how academias had barred participants from competing for 

having stolen choreographies or for being accused of it. Dance scholar Anthea Kraut 

reminds us in Choreographing Copyright, “one person’s proprietary rights in bodily 

movement can impinge on another’s mobility” (Kraut 2). Although Kraut’s analysis is in 

relation to proprietary law and copyright restrictions, I see her words highlighting how 

creative ownership practices have the possibility to place limits on corporeal access to 

movement. That is, new school dancers’ desires to police creativity within their 

community can halt the possibility of other bodies who seek to work with the back-and-

forth exchange of ideas and influences embedded in quebradita’s binational community, a 

practice that has always been inherent to the form. Yet, my research revealed how new 

school dancers also attempt to impose these boundaries to safeguard their creativity 

amidst a neoliberal climate that left dance forms like quebradita victim to mainstream 

practices of appropriation. 

Claiming ownership around spectacular choreographies became a way of 

protecting and mitigating outside forces, not only in the space of competitions and 

congresses, but also external markets who wanted to co-opt quebradita creativity. Dance 

scholar Thomas DeFrantz, within his examination of global appropriations of Black 
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social dances explains, “Global markets allow these social dances to be appropriated and 

repurposed as intellectual property to generate profit” (DeFrantz 128). The development 

of these spectacular tricks and their ensuing circulations were embraced not only by other 

quebradita enthusiasts online and offline, but also by niche markets attempting to use 

quebradita’s popularity to increase their revenues. Dance programs like Zumba began to 

incorporate quebradita aesthetics as part of their exercise repertoire without crediting 

anyone in the quebradita community (Hutchinson 49). Dancers in the U.S. spoke of 

agents who attempted to manage their clubs and sell their talent for unequal profit shares 

(Ramirez). Thus, in staking a claim on their creativity, nueva escuela participants also 

used the practice of ownership to attempt to protect their cultural capital from the reach 

of mainstream economies that could easily take it without giving them credit, space, or 

recognition. New school dancers who desired to enter and exit the bounds of mainstream 

economies wanted to be incorporated into its realm of belonging and benefit from it, not 

merely being copied, for free.  

The promise of hypervisibility through the spectacularity that mainstream media 

performances and acrobatics provided created an environment where new school dancers 

sought more opportunities of and for professionalization. The growing competition 

among quebradores/as/xs in a globalizing landscape meant redefining mexicanidades that 

could continue to permeate the world of television and stage. It also meant re-articulating 

quebradita dancing to achieve the mainstream success that other social dance forms like 

salsa and bachata had done. Along with quebradita’s increased acrobatic risk, 

professionalization would demand new, shinier, and “cleaner” aesthetics of the dance 
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form. A division grew between quebradores/as/xs dancing for pleasure and those who 

wanted to take pleasure and turn it into a professional, mainstream, and economically 

stable career.  

These aspirations to exist and survive within competitive markets shift the process 

of belonging and becoming in quebradita dancing, cultivating a division between 

bailarines/as/xs and bailadores/as/xs in la nueva escuela. Although many 90’s dancers 

had sought to professionalize the dance form at the end of the decade, their desires would 

pave the way for a future generation bent on building mainstream bodies. My research 

points out that while highly spectacular dancers existed on both sides of the border in the 

2000s, the separation between social dancers and professionals was more heavily 

experienced in Mexico, where quebradita had become a staple part of television dance 

competitions, commercials, and presentations in the millennium (Hutchinson 49). 

Although bailadores/as/xs and bailarines/as/xs had both employed acrobatics, the latter 

desired to market quebradita as a genre for popular consumption by “refining” the body 

and its performance. 

Bailarines/as/xs and Bailadores/as/xs in Quebradita’s Nueva Escuela  

In 2018 during a research trip to attend a quebradita congress in Mexico City, I 

caught up with Cache con Banda owner, Adan Ramos, to learn more about these 

divisions. Adan, who had danced in both eras of quebradita, stated, “antes, pues, todos 

eramos bailadores, no habia eso de bailarín y bailador … no te importaba si habia 

técnica o no habia técnica … antes el aplauso era tu premio, te llenaba” (“before, well, 

everyone was a bailador, there was nothing of this ‘bailarín’ and ‘bailador’ … you 
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didn’t care if there was technique or no technique … back then the applause was your 

prize; it fulfilled you”). His characterization of quebradita bailadores/as/xs in the 1990s 

was one in which ideas of “clean” technique, that were grounded in whiteness and 

racialized and classed notions of what dance spectacularity looks like on mainstream 

stages, did not yet override the communal creativity of dancers. These notions stemmed 

from dance forms like ballet, modern, jazz and dancesport ballroom.  

For Adan, bailadores/as/xs focused on dancing as a hobby, while bailarines/as/xs 

in the new millennium set their goals on financial acquisition by changing the technical 

design of the quebrador/a/x in the process. However, while both groups of 

quebradores/as/xs indeed dance for pleasure, Adan’s comment emphasizes a changing 

landscape, differences in pursuits, and, more poignantly, emerging mexicanidades created 

by new school quebradores/as/xs to differentiate themselves from social dancers. To 

professionalize quebradita, bailarines/as/xs felt that techniques had to be honed in the 

spaces of dance studios, where they could train in other dance genres. By entering these 

new sites, dancers who sought careers in dance could re-shape their bodies into 

marketable corporealities. Refining the quebradita dancing body could turn a hobby into 

a professional job. The applause and trophies of 1990’s quebradita were replaced with a 

determination to make the genre into an economically profitable venture. Bailarines/as/xs 

learn to dance to the tunes of mainstream demands in order to redefine quebradita as a 

career. In the process of doing so, they aesthetically differentiated themselves from 

bailadores/as/xs.  
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 There were notable differences in the outer appearance of bailarines/as/xs and 

bailadores/as/xs at competitions and events that I attended in Mexico. Bailarines/as/xs 

tended to wear standardized outfits: skintight suits that resembled a pastiche blend of 

Latin dancesport attire, sparkle, and mesh. While bailadores/as/xs also wore glittery 

material, their outfits did not cling to the skin as closely as those of their counterparts, 

and some bailadores/as/xs mixed jeans and T-shirts into their wardrobe. Bailarines/as/xs 

also showed off their sculpted bodies, allowing parts of their torsos to peek through their 

outfits. These professional quebradores/as/xs often had toned physiques that physically 

demonstrated their rigorous training practices. Bailarines/as/xs built these bodies to 

compete in multiple dance genres within the same competition event, often jumping from 

one category to another. And although both groups performed high-risk acrobatics, 

bailarines/as/xs focused on accentuated lines of dancing in their movement, extending 

through their limbs when executing aerial stunts.  

These two approaches to quebradita dancing also differed in their technical design 

of time and space. Bailadores/as/xs did not always match the parameters of an eight-

count, while bailarines/as/xs strictly kept flows of movement to counts of eight. 

Bailarines/as/xs’ basic steps and bounces were lighter and more precise, while 

bailadores/as/xs were considered to have sucio (dirty) footwork for not having what 

bailarines/as/xs considered markers of “clean” technique. This distinction was apparent 

in how bailarines/as/xs pointed their feet, followed a clear pattern, and raised their legs 

higher through their bounce. Bailadores/as/xs’ steps were considered sucio because they 

did not have a similar precision. As they danced, bailadores/as/xs’ bodies maintained a 
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closer proximity with one another, with leading partners hoisting more of their 

companion’s weight as they danced the basic step. Bailarines/as/xs’ choreographies, on 

the other hand, demonstrated a different type of weight sharing as following partner’s did 

not cling as heavily to their leaders. Bailarines/as/xs avoided relinquishing too much of 

their body weight to each other in their wrapped embrace to provide their leading partners 

with enough energy to perform acrobatic stunts and to maintain upright torsos. As part of 

forming a professional practice, bailarines/as/xs modified timing and spacing as they 

labored to sanitize the genre in movement and style. In doing so, this professional group 

of dancers distanced themselves from other quebradores/as/xs in the community by using 

aspects of limpieza, (cleaning, cleanliness), training, and mainstream spectacularity. 

 The word, “limpieza” popped up many times in my interviews, particularly 

within the context of Mexico City, where bailarines/as/xs amassed. These dancers used 

the word to speak to the cleanliness of quebradita dancing in technique, style, and 

appearance. I remember Frine once stating, “bailadores/as/xs de Chicago tienen 

acrobacias muy chingonas, pero les falta limpieza. Su baile es muy sucio” 

(“bailadores/as/xs from Chicago have really awesome acrobatics, but they are in need of 

cleanliness. Their dancing is very dirty”). The rhetoric of limpieza was used to distance 

bailarines/as/xs’ movement and aesthetics from that of their counterparts whose dancing 

was considered unpolished. As process, limpieza was employed to smooth out 

quebradita’s movement through the incorporation of Western techniques and by 

embracing a Pan-Latinidad (e.g. combining movements, costumes, and rhythms from 

other Latin American social dance forms). Bailarines/as/xs also opted to change the look 
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of quebradita, using flash and glitter to metaphorically capture the sparkle that limpieza 

purported. Ultimately, limpieza was used as a tool to enter spaces that had once 

ostracized quebradita and its dancers.  

Notions of cleanliness, thus, are used to magnify the potential of quebradita’s 

spectacularity within online and offline markets of consumption. The re-aestheticization 

of quebradita dancing by bailarines/as/xs, who were searching to expand territory for the 

dance form within la nueva escuela, pushed away many attributes that they felt kept the 

genre relegated as a social folk form. As dance theorist, Cindy Garcia argues in Salsa 

Crossings: Dancing Latinidad in Los Angeles, sequined professionals, attempting to 

climb social ladders, re-aestheticized Latinidad in order to distance themselves from what 

they perceived as negative or unfavorable versions of Latino/a/xs (e.g., lower class, 

laborers, immigrants) (Garcia 70).138 Quebradita bailarines/as/xs, in a similar vein, 

desired to use limpieza practices and aesthetics to erase connections to folk and working-

class culture that quebradita had been known for. They desire to perform sanitized 

mexicanidades to feel spectacularly mainstream. Bailarines/as/xs sought to construct a 

version of quebradita that could be globally consumed, cleaning up the form’s social 

dance roots to do so. By developing a spectacularly clean and refined quebradita 

technique, bailarines/as/xs exited tradition and entered modernity.  

                                                
138 The division of bailadores/as/xs and bailarines/as/xs within la nueva escuela parallels Cindy Garcia’s 
analysis surrounding libidinal economies of Latinidad within salsa communities in Los Angeles, California. 
Garcia argues that the (in)formal training of sequined (professional) and unsequined (social) dancers enacts 
distinct lineages of socialization that embody and perform different versions of Latinidad. In doing so, 
salseros/as dance towards different class positions. Sequined dancers attempt to climb a social ladder by 
distancing themselves from the unsequined dancers, promoting the division of “good” versus “bad” 
technique in the process. In my research these hierarchical distinctions based on quebradita techniques 
produce different forms of mexicanidades. 
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Memo Castro, a 1990s bailador turned bailarín, commented on this evolving 

desire for cleanliness, explaining, “poco a poco se iba profesionalizando el género, 

implementando coreografías para escenarios, bailando para los conciertos de bandas … 

hubo una gran demanda para bailarines/as/xs que pudieran presenterase bien, hacer las 

cosas limpias” (“Little by little, the genre became more professional, implementing 

choreography for stages, dancing for banda concerts … There was a great demand for 

dancers who could present themselves well, do things cleanly”) (Castro). To 

“presentarase bien,” to execute movements “cleanly,” and to fit the demands of 

commercialized presentations meant that the improvised gestures of quebradita’s past 

aesthetics would need to be “cleaned up” and codified. Clubs and dancers in the 1990s 

had always felt that dance floors, basements, backyards, and parks were key to 

developing their knowledge of quebradita dancing. However, for people like Memo who 

wanted to pursue mainstream careers, training as a quebrador/a/x would take on new 

technical formations that came to embody neoliberal desires of transnational expansion 

and accumulation. 

I asked Memo if he could elaborate on the idea of “clean” quebradita technique 

for me. He mentioned executing lines, soft landing, flow, musicality, the pointing of feet, 

core control, lightness, and performing tricks without failure as attributes needed for 

professional dancing bodies. Memo stated that these ideals were ingrained in him during 

his education in Mexico City’s Bellas Artes National Institute, where he received a 

degree in dance. As a 90s quebrador who made the transition to the world of mainstream 

dancing, Memo had been eager to translate aspects of “good” technique he had learned 
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through Western dance forms to quebradita dancing. For dancers like Memo, 

professionalizing quebradita meant “refining” its aesthetics by implementing movement 

ideals valued in classical and modern dance genres. Rapid balletic turns and firm 

corporeal elongations were added to quebradita, re-shaping aspects of the abrazo and 

zapateado in the process. In molding quebradita’s bounce, footwork, shapes, and 

acrobatics, bailarines/as/xs could re-member the dance form into a glamorous 

mexicanidad that was distinctly shinier and “más limpio” (“cleaner”) than it was during 

its 90’s emergence.  

These efforts to modernize quebradita in order to resonate with global trends work 

to disassociate the genre’s new mexicanidades from working-class and local connections 

that bailarines/as/xs felt had stifled its professionalization, consumption, and 

institutionalization. In moving away from low-class stigmatization by embodying new 

age demands for clean techniques, bailarines/as/xs could feel upper-class. I argue that in 

feeling upper-class, dancers may not have necessarily gone from working-class status to 

upper-class status, but in embodying spectacularities that aligned with mainstream ideals 

of success, bailarines/as/xs could feel upwardly mobile, rich in taste, and rich in 

opportunities.  

Sanitizing quebradita also entailed the integration of pan-Latinidad, borrowing 

from Latin American dance forms that had successfully crossed over to mainstream 

markets. Professionals whom I met at congresses were well-versed in salsa, bachata, and 

cumbia. The combination of these movements presented itself in choreographies, as 
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dancers fused quebradita basic steps with salsa turns, executing 10–50 coffee grinders139 

within the span of their choreographies. Bailarines/as/xs also added salsa shines (solo 

footwork performed in congress presentations), bachata embraces, and cumbia vueltas 

(turns) to mark a version of quebradita that could be more palatable to other non-Mexican 

audiences. However, in examining bailarines/as/xs’ choreography within competitions, I 

noticed how these professionals mainly looked to studio, congress, and television 

versions of these dance forms. They not only incorporated aesthetics that were familiar to 

different types of Latin American peoples, but methodically chose movements that had 

already been accepted by mainstream markets. In doing so, bailarines/as/xs attempted to 

access the same sites that these social dance forms had entered, attaching themselves to 

marketable forms of Latinidad in the process. The amalgamation of classical dance 

genres, Latin American forms, and quebradita dancing affectively shifted dancers’ 

perspectives of who they could be and how their bodies could move, often in ways that 

paralleled neoliberal ideologies. In embodying limpieza to match the shiny attractiveness 

of their outfits, bailarines/as/xs archived corporeal techniques that promised transnational 

spectacularity.  

At the same time, bailarines/as/xs like Adan felt the need to go outside the genre 

for training. He said that his personal experiences with jazz, mambo, and contemporary 

had given him extra skill sets that he could use to beat local competitors. He went on to 

explain, “a mi me llevó el regresar a mi primer género, que fue el jazz, para poder 

                                                
139 A type of salsa turn in which the leading partner stands firmly in front of their follower, turning them in 
place repeatedly, often shifting them upward and downward.  
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ganarle a los monstrous que tenia encima de mi. Yo pos’, mi complexion fisíca: soy 

delgadito, soy chaparro … Soy el típico mexicano … Pero con el jazz les gané” (“To me, 

returning to my first genre, jazz, was to be able to win against the ‘monsters’ I had on top 

of me. I, well, my physicality is: I am skinny, I’m short, I’m a typical Mexican man, but 

with jazz I was able to beat them”) (Ramos).  

Adan’s words had contextualized not only the ways in which multi-genre training 

had provided new skills, but how this form of embodiment re-imagined his body and his 

mexicanidad. For him, the abilities promoted by genres like jazz had affectively provided 

an expansion of his corporeal landscape. That is, he explained that the lines, stamina, and 

precision of jazz contributed to a felt and physical extension of who he was. In Adan’s 

perspective his self-described “typical,” “short,” and Mexican corporeality was 

“expanded” through the ideology of Western dance techniques that promote elongation 

and amplification of the body. For him, jazz reconstructed the “traditionally typical” into 

a “modern” body that could compete alongside “monsters.” He not only physically 

elongated his body but also was able to feel larger than the men he danced against. Adan 

felt that he could obtain more visibility, not just nationally, but internationally as well by 

embodying a multitude of transnational techniques and limpieza. These processes 

internalized a transnational desire for expanded terrain, embodying the promise of 

elongated cleanliness to feel transnationally spectacular. Adan’s experience reveals how 

bailarines/as/xs flexibly navigate neoliberal economies, mentally and corporeally 

expanding their skills and visions to compete with global demands.  
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 As artist-scholar Claudia Brazzale explains in “(Un)Covering Ground: Dance, 

Space, and Mobility,” technical training in western dance genres imbue movers with a 

neoliberal logic of freedom, training them to use their bodies to corporeally and 

affectively expand their domains. Western techniques that are taught with these promises 

of corporeal and ideological expansion enable quebradita bailarines/as/xs to affectively 

map their connections and bodies to different sites in the global. As bailarines/as/xs 

explained to me, these newly embodied skills were demanded by mainstream spaces. For 

many quebradores/as/xs who train like Adan, achieving well-known bailarin status 

allowed them to acquire travel visas for work abroad. Bailarines/as/xs had used limpieza 

and multi-genre techniques to access international opportunities, usually in the form of 

paid television gigs, performances, and/or teaching workshops in the U.S., Canada, and 

different parts of Latin America. In defining control and expansion through Western 

dance practices, these dancers understand their version of mexicanidades as a modern 

plurality, using them to enter and belong in new economic positions and in transnational 

mainstream spaces. Dance Studies scholar Lisa Marie Naugle explains,  

dance technique is also technology—a skill, a tool, a means of expression, an 

embodiment. As a tool, dance technique is developed, in part, to serve in specific 

kinds of actions, performances, and relationships. Metaphorically, bodies are 

‘wired’ and ‘connected,’ amplifying inner knowledge into movement that is 

constructed through various social processes. (Naugle 14)  

The technical formation of quebradita bailarines/as/xs focused on amplifying 

their “connective wirings” to bridge new networks of kinship and capital around the 
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world. Technical accumulation as a physical and affective apparatus of expansion 

allowed bailarines/as/xs to broaden their belonging in an age of neoliberalism and to 

construct a mexicanidad that could differentiate them from social dancers. However, as I 

came to find out in my analysis of competitions, tensions rise within bailarines/as/xs’ 

localities as spectacular limpieza aesthetics threaten the visibility of local 

bailadores/as/xs.  

The case of Chucho Huerta and Aris Hurtado, a renowned professional quebradita 

couple in Mexico City, exemplifies the frictions experienced by highly spectacular 

bailarines/as/xs who exit the local and enter international sites. My intrigue surrounding 

the shift to professionalization within the genre brought me to Cuatitlán, Mexico, where I 

met up again with these two dancers. The pair is currently known as Mexico’s most 

talented and professionalized couple, having appeared on TV shows like Mexico Tiene 

Talento (Mexico’s Got Talent) and the U.S-based program Tengo Talento, Mucho 

Talento (I have Talent, A lot of Talent). People described Aris and Chucho’s dancing 

using phrases such as “técnica super limpia,” (“super clean technique”), “chingones,” 

(“badass”), “acrobaticos,” (“acrobatics”), “suave,” (“smooth”), and of course, 

espectacular (“spectacular”). Both grew up in poor neighborhoods within Cuatitlán 

Izcalli, MX but had managed to carve a space for themselves as prestigious 

bailarines/as/xs within quebradita’s binationally imagined community.  

 In February 2018, I came across one of the pair’s online flyers that promoted a 

summer workshop for their studio. The advertisement featured the quebradita couple 

adorned in form-fitting spandex suits with green sequins and sparkling fringe. Aris was 
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frozen mid-air, back arched, arms outstretched, and her head slightly curved to meet her 

partner’s face as he was standing firmly on the floor with his arms signaling a readiness 

to catch. The post’s caption read, “¿Quieres volar?” (“Do you want to fly?”) The 

spectacularity of the trick in the ad was used to promote Achros Quebradita Dance 

Company’s online summer workshop. The studio and company, owned by Chucho and 

Aris, marketed an array of classes: reggaetón, bachata, hip hop, quebradita, acrobatics, 

salsa, and contemporary. At the time, I had already been introduced to the dynamic duo 

during my first trip to Mexico City and I thought that their workshop would be a good 

opportunity to research the formational practices of quebradita bailarines/as/xs in 

Mexico. I reached out through their Facebook page and was immediately welcomed to 

join in on the workshop and to interview the couple.  

 I appeared just as class was starting. Aris was leading a rigorous warm-up and 

quickly peeked over to shoot me a peace sign gesturing her acknowledgement of my 

arrival. Peering over the shoulders of moms who had come to stay and watch their 

children take quebradita class, I immediately noticed the spectrum of ages in the room. 

There were children as young as eight mixed in a crowd of adults, all holding plank 

position, while Aris counted through the music. The dance studio was modest and 

humble, a concrete space with uneven floors, a 14’-by-18’ attachment to a home. The 

walls were lined with pictures of academy members and images of Chucho launching 

Aris into the air. The portraits of the dancing couple, decorated in bright sequined outfits, 

were a contrast to chipping, light-blue walls that were covered with rules, names of 

quebradita acrobacias, signs that read “No Chicles,” “No Sentarse,” and “No Celulares”  
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opposite a wall with names of acrobatic tricks they taught: “Piel Prohibida,” (“Forbidden 

Skin”) “Switch Directo,” (“Direct Switch”) “Brothers,” and many more signs that 

delineated the names of acrobatic tricks. Their logo, the word “ACHROS” in bold letters 

framed by wings, sat directly in the middle of the main wall. These contrasts in 

spectacularity and modesty provided context for the back-and-forth, exiting and entering 

strategies the duo used to maintain connections between global stages and their 

hometown. 

 After an hour and a half of counts and choreography, Chucho and Aris wiped the 

sweat off their brows and invited me to the backyard of the house that served as both 

home and dance studio. The next teacher, a reggaetón instructor, was ready to take over 

and teach as part of Achros Dance Company’s summer workshop. Amidst the sound of 

reggaetón beats bumping in the background, I asked Chucho and Aris about their 

experience as professionals in the quebradita game. The two explained that their status as 

“professional” bailarines/as/xs of quebradita was one that they would not trade for 

anything, but it was also a position that came with a lot of discipline, hard work, and 

contention.   

Aris explained how they had to look for other spaces when she and Chucho were 

banned from local competitions due to their high level of dance skill,  

Hubo varias competencias que nos dijeron, “ya no se puede,” entonces fue como 

pues “¿y ahora dónde?” entonces tuvimos la oportunidad de bailar y presentar 

en un congreso de salsa y bachata … nosotros presentamos. Entrar a ese 

ambiente, es un, como un.... reto. Te obliga a prepararte más, ¿sabes?, En 
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cuestión, dancistícamente, hablando, porque tú ves bailarines/as/xs profesionales 

… te hablan en términos de baile … nos decían … “haz un plie,” y nosotros, 

como “¿qué? ah sí … flexiona” … si por eso … flexiona … o sea … un plié 

[Ballet term used to refer to a flexion of the leg/knee] … (There were several 

competitions that told us, “you can't do it anymore,” so it was like “now where?” 

So we had the opportunity to dance and present at a salsa and bachata congress … 

we presented. Entering that environment, it’s a, like a ... challenge, it forces you 

to prepare more, you know? In dancing terms, because you see professional 

dancers ... they speak to you in dance terminology. They would tell us ... “do a 

plié” and we’d be like “what? Oh yes ...”) (Hurtado)  

Chucho interjected:  

Entonces todo eso … te educa … pudimos mejorar la quebradita sin perder como 

esa esencia … Pues el hecho de poder tomar esos talleres de otros géneros, 

porque nos han hecho crecer mucho, y nos han hecho avanzar, y poderles dar a 

nuestros alumnos esa facilidad de … de … de que se conviertan en eso. En unos 

bailarines/as/xs … eso nos ha abierto muchas puertas (Then all that … educates 

you … we were able to improve quebradita without losing that essence. Being 

able to take these workshops from other genres made us grow a lot, and they have 

made us move forward, and we can give our students that ease of … of … of 

becoming that way … becoming bailarines/as/xs … that has opened many doors 

for us. (Huerta)  
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The pair of bailarines/as/xs had redefined quebradita in a new age by using tactics 

that could “better” the genre without losing its essence. That is, Chucho and Aris, like 

other new school dancers I came across, wanted to bridge recognizable quebradita traits 

to global dance trends. The duo delineated the very tactic I outlined earlier in this chapter 

of entering and exiting modernity to tactfully dance quebradita beyond the bounds of the 

local. They wanted to use the uniqueness of quebradita to stand apart from other 

performers while learning to bridge connections to mainstream spaces. Entering new 

markets meant that the duo had to navigate the demands of a dance industry that upheld 

classical movement techniques and mainstream spectacularity by embodying the 

behaviors, lexicon, and discipline associated with them. In doing so, the duo entered a 

new site of belonging, making connections that won them recognition across North 

America, but that slowly edged them away from their local community in Mexico. Their 

successfully attempt to enter the global came at the cost of losing connections with local 

ties. 

The quebradores were also heavily critiqued and ostracized by local 

bailadores/as/xs for their performance of sanitized mexicanidades. In his explanation of 

the resentments the couple faced, Chucho expressed, “Mucha gente nos dijo ‘pues 

ustedes nomas avientan … ya no bailan quebradita … A los mismos que nos critican les 

decimos, ‘pues tu tambien solo avientas … no haces bien tu base … no entras a tiempo … 

tu técnica no es limpia’” (“Many people told us ‘you all just throw now ... you don't 

dance quebradita anymore’ ... We say to the same people who criticize us, ‘well you only 

throw as well, but you also don't do your base [footwork or set up] well ... you don't 
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dance in time ... your technique is not clean’”) (Huerta). Chucho recounted how many 

quebradores/as/xs had disdain for their spectacularity because it did not give room for 

other competitors to win, for bailadores/as/xs to be recognized, or for old school 

quebradita aesthetics to remain visible within millennial quebradita dancing. However, in 

the duo’s opinion, their high-flying creativity was a way of salvaging the dance form 

from expiration by modernizing its aesthetics and “cleaning up” its movement. It was the 

only way that they could “vivir de la danza” (“live off dance”) and keep quebradita 

visible. 

Our conversation elucidated the tensions that lie between nueva escuela 

bailarines/as/xs, who embody neoliberal aesthetics, and the local bailadores/as/xs who 

feel threatened by them. Competing notions of mexicanidades, and their proximity to the 

local, were conflicts that edged Chucho and Aris out of smaller festivals and contests in 

Mexico City. Many local performers shied away from battling alongside the 

bailarines/as/xs, prompting event promoters to ban the duo from their competitions. 

Chucho and Aris, who had worked privately by now with gymnastic coaches and toured 

various Latin dance platforms in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico, were seen as threats to 

local bailadores/as/xs’ businesses. The couple, by training globally, had separated 

themselves from local configurations of mexicanidad that held onto old school aesthetics 

and had not yet acquiesced to the demands of neoliberal tendencies or desires for 

“limpieza.”  

Like other bailarines/as/xs who pursued mainstream belonging locally and 

internationally, the duo formed an industry of and for quebradita, organized by the 
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neoliberal logic of competition. They became the face of acrobatic workshops for various 

Latin American dance congresses, which hired them to train dancers in acrobatic 

quebradita. As a result, the pair simultaneously expanded and established new social 

networks and affective kinships for themselves. The shimmering outfits, that clashed with 

the cracked concrete and street vendors outside of their dance studio, were demonstrative 

of bodies who had learned to negotiate neoliberal norms in exchange for feeling and 

being spectacular. Chucho and Aris were a prime example of quebradita dancers who 

train to enter spectacular stages while intending to return to their hometowns. In doing so, 

they highlight the back-and-forth strategies that are embodied to navigate transnational 

economies and used to go back home to teach a new generation of students to do the 

same.   

At the same time, however, it is important to recognize how this accumulation of 

technical skills amongst quebradita bailarines/as/xs reifies neoliberal tendencies that 

produce and maintain economic inequities. Dancing sanitized spectacularities allows 

working-class dancers to build themselves both through economic and cultural capital, 

turning pleasure into money and recognition, but it simultaneously marginalizes the 

bailadores/as/xs and original pioneers of the genre who try to make money locally 

competing and teaching as bailarines/as/xs tend to have larger followings and admirers. 

As dancers like Chucho and Aris gain momentum, others who train under them or who 

wish to obtain bailarin status cultivate new sanitized styles that increasingly displace 

bailadores/as/xs and old school dancers. Most recently, a quebradita event hosted in 

Nezacohoyatl, Mexico in August, 2020 featured many well-known bailarin couples. The 
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faces of many bailadores/as/xs I had met in the area were not present. When I reached 

out to a bailador friend to ask about the competition, they explained that they had chosen 

not to compete because they felt they could no longer win against these rising amount of 

spectacular quebradores/as/xs. Millennium bailarines/as/xs, it seemed, were the new 

“monstruous” of quebradita. 

Conclusion 

The resurgence of quebradita dancing in the 21st century brought about aesthetic 

changes to the form as well as new affective connections for its movers. An emerging 

generation of nueva escuela dancers took over where vieja escuela participants had left 

off using aerial acrobatics, global influences, and affiliations found online to re-define the 

genre. The potential to seek cultural and economic capital had increased during an era of 

neoliberal economies and technological expansion in which the Internet became a space 

for the proliferation and circulation of materials amongst quebradores/as/xs. In a time of 

growing competition, dancers sought to make money off their creativity by selling tricks 

and claiming ownership over them. These emerging sights and sites for quebradita 

promulgated dancers to expand the form into professional realms in order to build more 

financial capital and achieve wider mainstream recognition. Those who sought to live 

financially off dance could cultivate themselves as bailarines/as/xs, training to perform, 

professionalize, and sanitize mexicanidades that could be more palatable for mass 

consumption. 

Rifts between the old school and the new school as well as distinctions among 

bailarines/as/xs and bailadores/as/xs also point to how neoliberal ideals of outsourcing, 
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privatization, technical accumulation, and expansion have led to divisions and new forms 

of (im)mobilities amongst dancers. These tensions help to develop competing 

mexicanidades as identities dancers fashion for themselves while creating hierarchies 

within their community. Differing perspectives on technique, abilities, and styles in the 

2000s highlight the ways in which the quebradores/as/xs across borders internalize the 

effects of globalization. Yet, it is through this ongoing process of community-building 

that quebradores/as/xs continuously manifest, provoke, and unsettle the bounds of 

mexicanidades. As I demonstrate in the next chapter, quebradita mexicanidades are not 

always just old school or new school, bailarín or bailador. Sometimes they are also queer 
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Chapter 4 

Quebrando Masculinities: Queer Quebradita Dancing as Aesthetics of Failure 

and Desmadre 

 

If you blink, you’ll miss it. Deep into Banda R-15’s 1992 hit, “Chica Country” 

(“Country Girl”), a daring dip between two men skirts across the screen. The dancers, 

who are members of the band, giggle as one uncoordinatedly dispenses his weight 

towards and away from the stage, balancing his trumpet in one hand and a vaquero 

(cowboy) hat in the other. While embraced by his dancing partner – another man decked 

out in black, leather fringe and a matching sombrero (hat) – the trumpet player dangles 

from side to side through abrupt, awkward bounces. Their bodies clumsily navigate a tiny 

space between mic stands, wires, and electric instruments.  

As they try to perform a full quebrada, a breaking movement in quebradita 

dancing where the leader bends the following dancer towards the floor, the two men 

negotiate a play with gravity that reads strenuously on their bodies. Their veins bulge and 

foreheads glisten as the backup singer holds his partner parallel to the floor, ricocheting 

the trumpet player’s weight while unsteadily lugging him inches from el piso (the floor). 

The backup singer curves his torso to edge the trumpet player lower but simultaneously 

presses away from him to counterbalance a weight he was not prepared to hold. It looks 

like his partner might fall. Yet, the singer pushes through, holding the trumpet player 

with both arms, using his hands to press into his companion’s lower back to signal an end 

to their attempted quebrada. Their eyes peer through their sombreros, assessing each 
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other’s position amidst a whirlwind of flailing fringe. The male companion, who has been 

negotiating a balance between his sombrero, instrument, and his half-bent torso, picks up 

his partner’s abrupt kinesthetic cue, realizing it is time to return to a vertical stance. The 

backup singer swings his male counterpart to his feet. Their vertical shift to the floor is 

less fluid than the couples dancing around them who easefully flow in and out of the 

ground. In less than a second, this quebrada between the two male musicians-turned-

dancers dashes onscreen before the camera whirls back to focus on a dance floor filled 

with heterosexual pairings of men and women dancing a medley of lifts, shimmies, and 

horizontal shakes.  

This moment stands out to me for a variety of reasons. Out of my archival 

analysis of 1990’s videos it is the only instance, on film, of quebradita dancing taking 

place between two members of the same-sex. Their engaged grooving momentarily 

breaks the room of female-male quebradita partnerings. The same-sex couple’s 

haphazard attempt at the staple quebradita move does not carry the same movement 

vocabulary and quality as that of the dancers’ around them, but rather, offers an 

unapologetically different and queer aesthetic. The camera leaves instantaneously, almost 

as if it walked into a moment that was not supposed to be, or should not have been 

caught. Whether out of desire, play, dare, or jest, the male couple positions a second of 

queer dancing within mainstream view, failing to meet the expectations of viewers who, 

by then, had witnessed an entire night of heterosexual couples grooving on Jesus 

Soltero’s “Órale Primo” television program.  
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This glimpse at queer grooving, much like “same gender” dancing140 and 

LGBTQIA+ participants in quebradita that I encountered in my ethnographic research, 

allows us to see both the fleeting visibility provided to these quebradorxs, but also the 

potentiality that exists in instances of queering/queer dancing that change the world 

around them. As same-sex couplings unsettle the heteronormativity of space, they form 

identities, knowledges, and movements that add to the multifaceted formations of 

mexicanidades141 that exist within quebradita’s transnational dancefloor. Queer 

quebradita dancing disrupts to offer new avenues of belonging for participants who have 

long-been ostracized within the form and society at large.  

This chapter examines what many participants in quebradita’s binationally 

imagined142 community refer to as “same gender” dancing. I argue that queer quebradita 

produces unique mexicanidades- cultivated by dancers’ gestures, aesthetics, and 

experiences- while complicating normative heteropatriarchal structures within the dance 

form. Participants craft queer mexicanidades, as unique identities within quebradita 

dancing, in order to build diverse forms of belonging across borders while contending 

with prescribed traditional masculinities within the form. As dancers strategically 

                                                
140 I use “same gender” here because that is how quebradita dancers label dancing between participants of 
the same-sex. They do not use a hyphen between “same” and “gender.” It is a term used mainly within 
quebradita circuits of competition and phrasing borrowed from Salsa congresses. The use of the phrase 
“same gender” quebradita dancing was introduced to me when I attended a Mexico City-based competition 
in 2017. This choice in words, by Mexican participants, denoted a desire to belong and appeal 
transnationally, using English to mark the recent introduction of same-sex dancing categories in Mexican 
competitions. 
141 See chapters 2 and 3.  
142	As I explained in chapter 1, this community is built between quebradita dancers across the U.S.-Mexico 
border, using kinship bonds to physically and affectively connect through a transborder exchange of 
knowledge, aesthetics, and sense of identity	
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embody and corporeally archive a flow of transborder and trans-temporal information, 

they are able to cope, resist, and exist differently. As such, I argue that queer and same 

gender quebradorxs (un)intentionally disrupt the traditionally gendered norms of 

quebradita dancing by failing to meet standards of moving based on heteronormative 

values. I consider failure as a methodology towards queerness to account for ways in 

which same gender dancing in quebradita, has often been framed as a “desperdicio” or a 

“waste” by Mexican and Mexican American participants whose homophobic responses 

place queer quebradita dancers on the margins of the form. That is, along my journeys I 

met participants who considered queer men and same gender cis-male dancers as wasted 

opportunities for failing to meet prescribed codes of male conduct or expectations of how 

men should move and who they should move with.  

Thus, I theorize queer failure as a quebrada, a break from heteronormative 

understandings and traditional notions of masculinity and mexicanidades. I analyze how 

queer participants use failure to define queer quebradita dancing, identities, and 

possibilities. As Visual Studies scholar and artist Tina Takemoto argues, “queer failure 

can engage the psychic and emotional dimensions of loss, failure, disappointment, and 

shame that accompany LGBTQI+ intervention, speculation and queer world-making.”143 

(Takemoto 86). The scholar-artist contends that such foci allow us to find the potentials 

in building queer identities out of feeling failure. Central to my analysis of quebradita as 

a tool for transnational mobility and belonging (see chapter 2), is understanding the role 

of affectivity in dancing and feeling beyond borders. For example, many participants in 

                                                
143 Takemoto, Tina. “Queer Art/Queer Failure.” Art Journal. Vol 75. Issue 1. 2016 
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my ethnographic interviews refer to alegría Mexicana144 (Mexican joy) to describe their 

experience of joy while dancing quebradita as part of an extended community of dancers. 

While I consider how this pleasure relates to queerness, I also aim to conceptualize how 

queer failure feels and dances. Thus, I revel in theorizing how same gender quebradita 

dancers, like those who markedly dashed across Soltero’s television program, use both 

joy and failure as routes to build home, ways of being, and queer identities.  

I navigate these aspects of queer world-making through the potential, limitations, 

and futurities embedded in what I conceptualize as diasporic, queer “desmadre.” 

Desmadre is a Spanish word that has different meanings depending on the context in 

which it is used.  Literally, the word translates to “without mother.” The prefix “des” is 

used to negate or invert the meaning of the word that follows, while “madre” translates to 

“mother.” In this translation, desmadre denotes a loss of “appropriate” behavior due to a 

lack of “proper” socialization by matriarchal figures in someone’s life. Colloquially, the 

concept describes a state of messiness, or a “loss of moderation and measure of 

behavior.”145 In some of these situations, the chaotic connotations of desmadre can also 

refer to something in excess.  

The expression presented itself through my journey into quebradita dancing, as 

dancers used it to mark movement and situations that had both positive and negative 

associations, e.g. “que fiesta tan desmadrosa” (“what an awesome party”) or “su 

presentación fue un desmadre total” (“their performance was total chaos”). The 

                                                
144 see chapter 1 
145 “Desmadre” Def.1. spanishdict.com. Spanish Dictionaries. Web. 24 June. 2017. 
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commonly used phrase also served as a source of recognition and naming practice 

amongst queer participants who used the feminine version of the term to call each other 

“desmadrosa.”146 These queer participants used desmadrosa to signal community, 

sexuality, and an unapologetic femininity amongst each other, embracing desmadre as an 

affirmation of who they are in relationship to heterosexist norms. At the same time, their 

queer actions point to how queer participants desmadran, or “challenge” and “undo” the 

status quo, unsettling the bounds of the form in ways that situate queer as verb. 

Ultimately, I examine the mutable quality of desmadre in quebradita dancing as a 

methodology of queer failure used to situate transnational queerness. Desmadre enable us 

to see how deviant practices and behaviors spark queer belonging across borders. 

In previous chapters I used the term “transnational” in its traditional sense to 

encompass the ability for quebradita dancers to compete and dance between two nations 

while using the knowledges of quebradita dancing that have been cultivated across both 

sides of the U.S.-Mexico border. However, like I discussed in chapter 1, I also expand the 

term consider how dancers transcend the very idea of national belonging by creating a 

dancing space unlimited by geographical borders. Here, I examine queer dance practices 

to reflect on how same gender quebradita dancers use performance to transcend borders 

and play with binaries. From the uncontrolled swiveling hips of queer quebradorxs, to the 

(un)intentional pressing of pelvises in same-sex dancing, queer quebradita dancing 

provokes experiences that depart from hegemonic notions of gender roles, sexuality, and 

                                                
146 LGBTQIA+ identifying dancers utilized the feminine articulation of the word, i.e. “desmadrosa” versus 
“desmadroso.”  
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national belonging. Ultimately, queer desmadre considers how queer dancing exits and 

enters notions of normative masculinities to create spaces of utopia.  

In my utilization of the word “queerness,” I point to and build on performance 

studies scholar José Esteban Muñoz’s definition of the term as “an ideality.” Muñoz 

explains, “we may never touch queerness, but we can feel it as the warm illumination of a 

horizon imbued with potentiality” (Muñoz 1). Queerness exists as a desire of being which 

can be catalyzed through people’s everyday moments and actions that usurp normalized 

understandings of sexuality, being, and belonging. While queerness is a utopic space that 

is never fully materialized, queer actions can manifest opportunities to belong queerly. 

The transborder practice of quebradita dancers building home between and beyond two 

nations, positions the genre as a mechanism for breaking borders (see chapter 1) and as a 

practice that quebradores/as/xs use to dance towards queerness by re-defining what 

mexicanidad as a form of identity can be. As I have argued in previous chapters, 

quebradores/as/xs use a back-and-forth basic step that exits and enters transnational sites 

in order to affectively and physically re-define their positions within the world. Similarly, 

here I explore how queer quebradorxs (re)articulate desmadre into possibility, entering 

and exiting binaries to construct and situate queer mexicanidades in the space of 

nightclubs, competitions, and virtual landscapes.  

I begin by defining heteropatriarchal notions of machismo in the quebradita 

community, analyzing how heteronormative gender roles have created a dichotomy in 

quebradita dancing that often pits heterosexual men at peak position of the community. In 

this dynamic, and despite their hypervisibilization as spectacular dancers, women have 
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often been left out of the oral history of the dance form, sometimes objectified as props to 

be tossed around. Amidst this binary, LGBTQIA+ participants and/or those who perform 

same gender dancing are invisibilized due to little spotlight shed on their ongoing 

contributions to the formation of the genre. I follow this section by highlighting queer 

and same gender dancers while defining desmadre through the queer spaces and practices 

constructed within gay nightclub dancing. In this analysis, I look at the ways queer 

corporeal movements misalign with normative gendered dance vocabularies that are used 

to uphold heterosexual notions of mexicanidades and masculinity within the quebradita 

dancing. I then travel to a 2016 Mexican quebradita competition to analyze a moment of 

failure within the performance of a same gender couple, centering the role of desmadre as 

a methodology for transnational queer belonging. I examine how these queer 

desmadrosxs disrupt techniques demanded within neoliberal economies. Finally, I close 

the chapter by considering how recent shifts towards same gender dancing amongst 

heterosexual participants seek to capitalize and profit off queerness in ways that reify 

heteropatriarchal power within quebradita’s transnational community. 

Historcially, LGBTQIA+ participants and same gender dancers have never had 

much recognition for their contributions in the formation of quebradita dancing. As 

Hector, a friend I made in a gay nightclub in Mexico City, reminded me, “los 

quebradores gays hemos existido desde que el primer joto147 se puso botas para bailarle 

al Banda El Mexicano o cada vez que una amiga se emborracha y baila con otra.” (“Gay 

                                                
147 Joto is used to refer to a man who is queer. It can translate to “fag/faggot” and is often used as a 
demeaning word for gay men in Mexico. However, the LGBTQIA+ movement has recently reclaimed the 
word and is colloquially used in the community to refer to another gay male.  
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quebradores have existed since the first faggot put on boots to dance to Banda El 

Mexicano or anytime a friend gets drunk and dances with her [female] friend”). Yet, 

queer presence has rarely been spotted in newspapers, television, and online social media. 

And while queer dancers have shown their admiration for quebradita, the genre’s music 

and bands have not always reciprocated this love. For instance, Banda Vallarta’s song 

“Muévelo” (“Move it”) asserts that “Pero no quiero a un chico mariposa, son muy raros 

y vienen con su cosa” (“I don’t want a butterfly boy [a derogatory Spanish term in 

Mexico used to refer to gay men in a negative manner], they’re very weird and come with 

their ‘thing’”), a phrase that explicitly expresses discomfort with gay men. Banda 

Machos’ hit “Me Llamo Raquel” (“My Name is Raquel”), recounts a tale of a man who 

grabs a transgender woman’s genitals without consent to “verify” her gender. Quebradita 

groups and their melodies have often disparaged queer peoples. This research, thus, 

includes queer moments, stories, and voices from the beginning of quebradita dancing in 

the 1990s to present day in order to highlight queer experiences who have long-been 

marginalized in the community. Perspectives include dancers and enthusiasts in Oakland, 

Chicago, Los Angeles, and Mexico City whose genders and sexualities range from 

LGTBQIA+-identifying dancers to heterosexual men who choose to dance with members 

of the same sex.  

Throughout, I label LGBTQIA+ participants who were comfortable sharing both 

their gender identity and orientation with me in interviews. I also employ LGBTQIA+, 

when possible, to consider the queer participants who have grooved to tecnobanda but 

have not been included in the history of quebradita dancing in order to historicize their 
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contributions to the development of the dance form. In doing so, I keep in mind all bodies 

who dance queerly in the closet, in the intimacy of queer nightclubs, parties, and other 

homosocial spaces that exist in the margins of quebradita’s transnational dancefloor. My 

goal is to begin a conversation around queer quebradita dancers who use the dance genre 

to feel transnationally queer,148 i.e. to highlight how queer dancers cross borders to edge 

towards utopia.  

 “Como un hombre” (“Like a Man”): Gender Roles and Heteropatriarchal 

Dynamics in Quebradita Dancing 

In part, much of the invisibilization of same gender dancers in quebradita has 

been due to the heteronormative pairings upheld within the genre. Anthropologist Judith 

Lynne Hannah, in “Dance and Sexuality: Many Moves,” argues that social dance and 

norms are a rehearsal ground for sexualities and gender by signaling dancers’ gender, 

sexual identity, and desires through practices and performances. In quebradita’s case, the 

images that have continuously circulated through the years have always depicted men as 

leaders and women as followers within the dance. The classes I took often positioned me 

in the role as leader because I was a cis-man, and as such, I was taught how to move and 

lead “como un hombre” (“like a man”). As followers, women have found presence within 

the genre by playing a major hand in executing and performing the tricks, lifts, and stunts 

that allowed quebradita to rise to fame. However, as gender norms within the community 

have dictated, women are often the bodies put in the position of listening and receiving 

information but never quite leading the dance. Despite this seeming dominance by male 

                                                
148 Dance scholar, Jose Reynoso, is currently working on this theorization.		
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dancers, a closer look at the heterosexual quebradita couple reveals the nuanced 

importance that women played in the creation and execution of the dance. From the 

intense amounts of bodily strength needed to conduct tricks to active listening skills that 

help co-lead directionality, women demonstrated a keen physical intelligence and vigor 

that was often overlooked by their male companions. Because of these perspectives, 

many quebradoras explained to me how they often felt left out of narratives that 

contextualized contributors and pioneers of the dance form. 

Women’s sentiments regarding their rarely-credited position in the community 

proved true. Within my ethnographic experiences between 2016 and 2020, amidst a back-

and-forth flow of different locations, female quebradoras’ names rarely appeared in my 

interviews with participants. When I was provided histories and anecdotes about 

triumphs, foundations, and pioneers, interviewees mainly referenced men. When asked 

about female contributors or same gender dancers, participants stated not knowing 

names, forgetting names, or not considering these dancers as important figures within the 

genre. This meant that part of my journey was dictated by men and women (re-) directing 

me to other men. In a way, it was heteropatriarchal notions of the dance’s history 

maintaining control of the community by continually positioning hetero, cis-male dancers 

as central figures of the form. In other moments, it did take me asking and pressing to get 

more information on these dancers, sometimes being presented with “¿por qué?” or 

“why?” as a response to my queries. My interviews revealed the power of storytelling to 

maintain domination and control within the hands of men. At the same time, gendered 

aesthetics, based on hetero male and female binaries, are also used to dictate the look and 
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movement of the quebradita community in ways that position men in control of the genre. 

Oftentimes, participants on both sides of the border related these attitudes to machismo.  

Ethnic Studies scholar Richard T. Rodriguez, in Next of Kin: The Family in 

Chicana/o Cultural Politics, defines machismo as “the term most frequently used in 

Chicano and Latino contexts to imply manhood or masculinity” (Rodriguez 44). 

Rodriguez argues that machismo binds individuals within prescribed male codes of 

conduct, behavior, and identity. He further elucidates that these “rules” have been 

complicit in nation building and community movements bent on having heterosexual 

male figures and notions of heterosexual male virility as the only form of leadership and 

power. Machismo, thus, has been a problematic component in the construction of 

mexicanidades across time, as men in Mexican and Mexican American communities are 

frequently bound, shaped, and held to these prescribed definitions of acceptable 

masculinity. To these ends, conceptualizations of manhood within communities, founded 

on machismo, can reify tropes of domination and supremacy that suppress non-normative 

masculinities, women, and queer peoples. 

Although there has been more flexibility in recent times, machismo within 

quebradita continues to be an organizing force. At a 2016 Mexico City quebradita 

anniversary event, I had a conversation with a quebradora friend of mine, Frine Garrey, 

who expressed to me, “El género de la quebradita siempre ha sido súper machista. Por 

lo menos, hasta ahora se ha calmado un poco… Por el machismo solo reconocemos a los 

hombres, y casi nunca a las mujeres" ("Quebradita, as a genre, has always been super 

macho. At least, so far it has calmed down a bit… Because of machismo we only 
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recognize men, and almost never women.") After having just witnessed a same gender 

competition I inquired, “¿Y qué actitudes hay dentro de la comunidad hacia los 

bailarines que bailan same gender?” (“and what attitudes are there inside of the 

community towards same gender dancers?”) She responded “Pues, lo bueno que mucha 

gente lo acepta, pero hay otros que no. El machismo, a veces, hace que la gente diga que 

la quebradita solo se puede bailar de una manera. Que el hombre hace esto y la mujer 

hace otra cosa” (“Well, the good thing is that a lot of people accept it, but there are 

others who do not. Machismo, at times, makes it so people say that quebradita can only 

be danced in one way. That the man does this and the woman does something else”) 

(Garrey). These instances contextualize how machismo attitudes in the community are 

used to not only control the histories circulated but the aesthetic and movements of the 

form as well.  

As Frine’s comment suggests, masculinity is also shaped and upheld by 

quebradita performance. In “Queer(y)ing Masculinities,” queer studies scholar Bryant 

Keith Alexander argues that masculinity is “an assessment of the embodied thing done, 

the iteration and the achievement of the expected” (Alexander 52). That is, the ways in 

which quebradita dancers teach and transmit differences in performing for men and 

women, simultaneously build, construct, and maintain specific masculinities, including, 

as I argue, normative forms of femininities and mexicanidades. These versions and 

performances of mexicanidades are, ultimately, based on traditional notions of 

masculinity and machismo attitudes. Socially-accepted forms of ‘heroic masculinities,’ 

what queer theorist Judith Halberstem denotes as male-coded behaviors that are 
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consistently supported through time and money, are positioned in a way that marginalize 

and invisibilize alternative masculinities (Halberstem 2). Machismo has contributed to 

the gender dynamics of the form by consolidating notions of male virility, objectifying 

female participants, and invisibilizing same gender dancers while centering men as 

“strong” leaders within the community. 

Sociologist Mariángela Rodriguez’s analysis of quebradita dancing in Tradición, 

Identidad, Mito, y Metafora: Mexicanos y Chicanos en California, exemplifies some of 

these gendered dynamics. She considers how vaquero culture, a ranch-life sensibility 

connected to notions of raising, domesticating, and controlling nature, presents itself 

within the gendered vocabulary of movements such as the couple’s embrace and 

quebradas. She writes, “It can then be seen in this dance how the dominion of nature is 

transferred to the cultural and symbolic terrain by dominating the woman, breaking her 

on a dance floor”149 (Rodriguez 230). Rodriguez’s words allow us to analyze the dance 

form as enacting a violent relationship between bodies between a fully human man and a 

dehumanized woman. According to the author, this heteropatriarchal and misogynist 

philosophy within the genre finds roots in dancers’ affiliation to lo vaquero which was 

used by participants as a guiding force behind the inception of the genre.150 Rodriguez 

essentially argues that in dominating and breaking the female partner, the male leader 

uses macho attitudes to maintain control of gender relations. In this depiction, women 

                                                
149 Original text: “Puede entonces verse en este baile cómo el dominio de la naturaleza se traslada al 
terreno cultural y simbólico al dominar a la mujer quebrándola en una pista de baile.”	
150 Tradición, Identidad, Mito, y Metáfora: Mexicanos y Chicanos en California, pp 220-235. 
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bear the blow of subordination, practicing submission in order to satisfy heteropatriarchal 

needs for control and maintenance of power.  

As I pointed out earlier, women play a more active role in the dance dynamics 

than Rodriguez’s analysis might suggest. Nevertheless, her description of quebradita’s 

gender interactions illustrate general patterns that allows us to consider the relationship 

between control and heteropatriarchal masculinities. Narratives of dominion and 

subordination tinge the very interaction between quebradita dancers on the pista (dance 

floor). While many quebradores/as/xs do not consider their dancing as an act of cruel 

domination, some dancers proclaim needs for men who could maintain leadership of the 

dance, and women who could assume weaker and passive roles. Although there were 

many men who uplifted quebradoras, giving them equal or more credit for the dance 

form and for its success, the discourse surrounding quebradita’s gendered roles still 

presented itself within the embodiment of the form.  

Codes of conduct in quebradita dancing have typically associated the leader’s 

movement with “strong” males who could maintain “control”, and the following partners 

with “malleable” females. In the classes that I took along my quebradita journey between 

2016-2020 in the U.S. and Mexico, I was always reminded that, as a leader and as a man, 

I had to be a strong base for my partner. As a base, I had less ability to play with my hips, 

with turns, and with my torso. Female participants were usually asked to find flexibility 

in their movement, to be more supple in the way they carried their weight, and were 

encouraged to play with their hips, arms, and hands. Masculinity was associated with 

rigidity, stability, and muscular bodies who had the strength to carry out the lifts and 
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tricks for which the dance form is known. Men moved their partner and women listened, 

attuning to his direction. Femininity was found in hip movements, chest shimmies, and a 

lightness necessary to be lifted. Many times, teachers of quebradita forgot to mention the 

strength that is necessary to be a follower in the dance. Dancers rarely ever spoke of 

female movement as strong. Women’s powerful core engagement, deft aerial stunt skills, 

and skillful vitality needed to dance the follower’s role were usually glossed over. These 

ways in which quebradita movement vocabularies are gendered, participate in the 

(re)production of gender identity in the form, often maintaining and upholding ideologies 

behind what men and women should and should not do.  These small, but largely 

heterosexist expectations displayed how heteronormative attitudes governed quebradita 

dancing both socially and in competition settings.  

Gender corporeal codes in quebradita dancing prescribe aesthetics differently onto 

men and women in the community, creating a dichotomy that queer participants have had 

to negotiate and contend with in public and private spaces. From competitions and 

festivals to family backyard barbeques, queer quebradorxs, particularly male-identifying 

dancers, conceded that dancing with another male was often looked down upon. Queer 

participants described how they frequently felt marginalized by heteropatriarchal notions 

of gender and sex, homophobic backlash, and homegrown versions of masculinity. 

However, in contending with tropes of traditional masculinities in performance, being, 

and belonging, queer quebradorxs and same gender performers have constructed 

different forms of sexualities, masculinities, and femininities precisely by failing to meet 

traditional codes of conduct within a binationally imagined community of dancers and 
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within their respective localities. Through a process of misaligning, queer dancers 

perform a sense of self that builds on homosocial and homosexual desires. They use 

dancing, failure, and, ultimately, desmadre, to groove towards queer, transnational 

belonging and to shape queer mexicanidades.  

Desmadrosas: Queer Quebradita Failures in Public and Privates Spaces 

In a research trip to Mexico in 2016, I witnessed these sexualities of desmadre at 

play during a night out in Mexico City’s Zona Rosa, an enclave for gay nightlife. Amidst 

the smell of tequila and a rainfall of glitter, I stepped into Vaqueros Bar, located on Calle 

Florencia. The name of the bar piqued my interest because of its connection to vaquero 

culture. While quebradita vaquero pursuits of the 90s and millennium had been a source 

of machismo within the genre, the irony behind the name, Vaqueros Bar, offered an 

opportunity to look at how queer participants entered and exited the bounds of vaquero 

life differently from their heterosexual counterparts. Entering the large wooden doors to 

the club catalyzed a unique sense of lo vaquero, where the presence of queer dancers 

desmadraban the notion of the traditional, heterosexual quebrador. Men, adorned in 

cowboy hats, crocodile-skin boots, and brass belt buckles, tenderly held each other while 

sharing affectionate kisses. Inside, a cluster of alternative masculinities swaying 

intimately underneath a hovering disco ball convened to coexist and get down to norteña, 

cumbia, quebradita, and reggaetón music. Although I was from California, my queer 

body automatically felt at home within the explosion of jotería151 (faggotry) in the room.  

                                                
151 Latinx queer studies scholars, and Latinx queer peoples generally use this word to refer to queer actions, 
aesthetics, values and/or something queer in nature.  
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The combination of campily-decorated walls, rainbow flags, and ownerless sparkle on the 

floor provided place for the mixture of gays, lesbians, and nonbinary folx enacting and 

performing vaquero stylings within the club. Despite the welcoming queer atmosphere, I 

also made note of the male-female pairings and patriarchal conducts that still permeate 

gay nightclub spaces like Vaqueros Bar. With men amassing most of the club, 

performances of normative masculinity, and jokes at the drag queens expense, there were 

moments of conflict between queer behaviors and the desires to uphold a form of 

heteropatriarchy. These instances offered the opportunity to witness how some of the 

men in the club straddled and danced back-and-forth between (un)traditional codes of 

male behavior. The presence of shimmering glitter and gay theatrics, however, promised 

a good queer time.  

After a heavy set of reggaetón music, alas, a quebradita classic took center stage. 

The DJ played, “Si Tu Boquita Fuera” by Banda R-15, and, immediately, a rueda, or a 

gathering of bodies in a circle, began to form in the middle of the tiny hall. Despite the 

mass of queer dancers desmadrando heterosexual norms, I was shocked to see how 

quickly the presence of quebradita music re-configured gender norms within the space. 

The rueda was mainly inhabited by male-female partners who fell in line with the 

gendered vocabulary that had been taught to me in my own upbringing and in classes I 

took more recently as part of this research. It seemed that, even within the space of the 

gay club, heteropatriarchal notions of lo vaquero could be reified. Nevertheless, this 

normative gendered dynamic was quickly broken by two men, covered in shimmery body 

glitter, who zoomed past everyone to show up the previous dancers. 
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The queer couple, who appeared to be in their early 20s, caught my eye because 

of their powerfully sensual performance. While one of the men was clearly a leader, and 

the other a follower, both quebradorxs swayed and swiveled in what traditional codes of 

behavior would normally consider “effeminate” ways of moving. They tightly gyrated 

their hips together, turned and flicked their wrists, and balanced on the balls of their feet 

as if wearing imaginary heels. I could not help but focus on the complexity of how 

suavely both men moved their hips in tandem, never creating space between them, 

finding rhythm in their conjoined pelvises. The grouping of bodies that had initially 

formed around the periphery of the dancefloor had deviated to the side as the dancers’ 

desmadre pulled us to a new rueda within the space, re-manifesting queer belonging and 

being in the club. Although the gay club had been filled with queer dancing all night, the 

heteronormative conventions of quebradita dancing entered the space of queerness while 

queerness momentarily exited. The duo’s movement, however, promptly entered us back 

into a queer realm. As the crowd assembled around them, the following dancer 

momentarily shot his torso out to face us, licked his thumb, flicked an imaginary length 

of hair, and cheekily winked a set of false lashes before turning inward to meet his 

partner for a flip. In the background, I could hear porras (shout outs) taking place, as 

people whistled and yelled a symphony of “perras!” 152  (“bitches!”) to enthusiastically 

echo approval for their performance. At the end of the song, the couple finished in a 

                                                
152 The term perras and bitches is colloquially a part of LGBTIA+ lexicon, used to refer to someone else 
who is queer and to mark something as “fierce.”  
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quebrada, giving each other a peck before making their way back to a cubeta (bucket) of 

beer.  

“Desmadrosaaaaaaaas!” I heard someone shout at the couple in praise. I 

pondered the context of the compliment, considering how the spectator’s words 

emphasized the dynamics of the dancers’ performance. Indeed, not only did the couple 

disrupt the space of the dance floor by literally shifting the position and size of the rueda, 

but also by disturbing masculinities and femininities that are typically performed in 

quebradita dancing. This was noted both in their effeminate movements that queered 

prescribed notions of who leaders and followers are, but also in how leaders and 

followers could move. The couple’s fabulous presentation of excessive queer aesthetics 

(what prompted the crowd to shout out “perra”) demonstrates the couple’s performative 

gestures as signifiers of fierce, unapologetic queerness.  In other words, the duo’s 

desmadre materialized the potential of excessivity to provoke and take pride in 

alternative masculinities that revel within hyperfemininity, using what I am calling 

“perra” camp aesthetics to mark queerness and reframe failure in the production of 

quebradita queer desmadre.  

There continues to be ambivalence as to how these queer aesthetics are perceived 

by quebradita enthusiasts. I remember distinctly a comment made by Yoli, a woman in 

the group of people I attended the club with. She told her friend that she appreciated the 

male duo dancing together, but that she wished they would just move like men. I asked 

Yoli what she meant by this and she explained that their hips and overall swiveling were 

too much flair for her. She wanted to see how strong the two could be as a same-sex pair 
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executing their lifts and tricks, but was less interested in seeing them “hacer cosas de 

niñas” (“do girl things”). From Yoli’s perspective, the queer couple failed to meet 

standards by which male-presenting bodies are held up to when socially dancing 

quebradita together, even in the space of a gay nightclub. In male-male quebradita 

dancing, there was still an expectation for both men to uphold traditional male 

comportment by non-queer patrons. However, in queering quebradita the two men were 

literally breaking the gender binary in the social dance form, they were causing 

desmadre, shattering heteronormative expectations in three key instances: the swaying of 

their hips, their perra camp gestures, and their intimately queer embrace.  

The mutual swinging of hips that broke the rigidity of how men are expected to 

maintain their frame in quebradita caused an audible uproar amongst spectators. The 

dancers’ pelvises literally broke from a sturdy, fixed stance that was defined for me in 

classes as a key component in the leader’s ability to provide a steady base for their 

partner. Instead, the queer dancers both heavily and defiantly swung their caderas (hips) 

in multiple directions, breaking the stiff pelvises that masculine codes of conduct ask for 

in the genre. The fluidity with which the couple performed tricks, while gyrating their 

hips, demonstrated an embodied queerness that destabilized notions of fixed pelvises as 

the only means of support for the execution of tricks in quebradita dancing. The swaying 

movement the couple performed is known as “el sexy” and is primarily executed by 

female dancers when dancing with a man, typically used as a performance that marks a 

feminine sensuality within quebradita’s heterosexual dyad. In this movement, men and 

women interlock their pelvises as the woman swings her hips rapidly side-to-side while 
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her male companion uses his leg to guide her undulating legs across the floor. It was a 

stylization I had seen plenty of times in performances and classes on both sides of the 

border. To see the queer pair engaging and performing “el sexy,” interlocking their 

pelvises and sensually pulsing in space, positioned their bodies in a transnationally-

situated queerness. They affectively felt and performed beyond the confines of 

heterosexist masculinities while reclaiming the possibilities of a binationally constructed 

movement known amongst quebradores/as/xs as a performance of femininity. In 

breaking their hips, by loosely oscillating them, the pair of quebradorxs queered 

movement to find and locate diasporic queer desmadre within the construction of queer 

ruedas at the club.  

Although some onlookers may have disapproved of the dancers’ play with gender 

norms, the quebradita community at the club celebrated the male couple’s excessive 

performative gestures of femininity to redefine masculinity and new, queer quebradita 

mexicanidades. I contend that these “perra” camp aesthetics, as a self-acknowledged 

wink at failed heteronormative masculinity, are actions that bodies use to construct queer 

identity and ways of being by embodying comportment that is purposefully exaggerated. 

I theorize perra camp aesthetics as embodied and embellished movements that point to 

bodies who consciously claim the hyperbolic and highly suspect as queer, 

unapologetically performing gestures that reference an empowered sense of feminine and 

queer “badassery” to the nth degree. From drag queens sensually sliding their hands 

down their voluptuously padded figures, pursing their lips and breathily exclaiming “me 

siento bien perra!” (“I feel real perra!”) to the repetitive clacking of snapping wrists, the 
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performance of perra camp aesthetics points to bodies brazenly claiming queer 

femininity. Prior to seeing the couple cheekily wink, break their wrists, and toss their 

hair, I had witnessed many female quebradoras perform hair flicks and winks as part of 

their routines and performances. For the queer male dancers, the licking of the thumb, 

bending of wrists, and playful sweep of invisible inches of hair, served as a campy, yet 

gestural departure from traditional masculinity. The extremity of hyper-feminized flicks, 

shimmies, and winks served to acknowledge and point to the performers’ construction of 

queer mexicanidades, or what English Literature scholar David Bergman defines as “a 

self-conscious eroticism that throws into question the naturalization of desire.”153 In 

serving campy perra camp gestures, queer quebradorxs claim their sexualities on the 

dancefloor by recognizing and owning their deviance from normalized comportment for 

men in social dancing.  

The final moment of desmadre came during the performance of the male couple’s 

quebrada, as their bodies intimately clutched each other while sealing their public 

performance with a kiss. Despite being in the safe space of the gay nightclub, the dancers 

disrupted a heteronormative flow of parejas (couples) who had mainly occupied the site 

of the initial rueda. The duo unsettled and played with expected norms placed on them by 

people like Yoli who wished they dance “more like men.” While this perspective was 

voiced by a heterosexual woman, this is a sentiment sometimes shared by members of the 

gay community as internalized homophobia often leads queer people to ascribe to 

traditional gender performances (also seen present in the numerous heterosexual pairings 

                                                
153 David Bergman, Introduction to Camp Grounds: Style and Homosexuality, pp. 4-5.  
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that danced in the rueda that night). Though queer clubs are often sites of utopic, safe 

belonging for LGBTQIA+ peoples, the presence of (un)spoken dress codes, rules, 

regulations, and behaviors can inadvertently reify heteronormative practices that can 

undermine the possibilities for queer dancing in the club. Although Vaqueros was home 

to queer cowboys, the male/female partnerings within the quebradita rueda had abruptly, 

and surprisingly, paused the flow of queer dancing. It was in a perra performance of 

desmadre that the male dancing couple was able to reclaim the space of queerness for 

themselves and for those of us longing to experience collective, queer alegría Mexicana. 

At the same time, these moments of queer desmadre are instances of learning and lessons 

for queer belonging that queer quebradrxs use to define their sense of self in different 

spaces.  

In Performing Queer Latinidad: Dance, Sexuality, Politics, performance studies 

scholar Ramon Rivera-Servera invites us to consider how the construction of home is 

tactfully defined through embodied practices of learning to be together and how queer 

latinidad is knowingly performed and constructed within the confines of clubs. Similarly, 

I argue, the quebradita male couple’s failure to perform socially acceptable versions of 

masculine mexicanidades represents a process through which queer quebradorxs and 

same gender dancers use desmadre to embody aesthetics and gestures that create and 

reclaim utopic sites for themselves within the club. In doing so, queer dancers 

simultaneously expand notions of what mexicanidades can be in ways that translate into 

their everyday lives, using clubs as rehearsal grounds to develop their queer perra 

identities and queer mexicanidades. That is, as they confront ambivalent attitudes like 
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Yoli’s, they practice queer movement in the safe(r) space of nightlife in ways that affirm 

their sense of self outside of the club. These queer and same gender dancers create their 

identities by disidentifying154 with prescribed notions of gender in quebradita, thus 

creating new forms of belonging across multiple borders and dance spaces.  

Queer and same gender dancers must also strategically navigate these lessons for 

queer belonging and tropes of masculinity when performing within the space of 

competition circuits, as they intentionally dance back-and-forth between the bounds of 

queerness. Dancers, like Ivan Ramos who started dancing with a male partner in his early 

twenties during the new millennium and who now directs a same gender quebradita 

dance company in Mexico City, described to me the conundrum that exists in male-male 

partnering inside of quebradita competitions. He was drawn to the idea of “moverse como 

niña” (“moving like a girl”) in quebradita because he felt these stylized movements 

allowed for more exploration and experimentation.  While Yoli had seen “doing girl 

things” as a negative, men like Ivan saw it as an embodied way to experiment and affirm 

their identity in dance. When asked about his interest in dancing same gender quebradita, 

he explained, “La manera en cómo pueden girar y moverse con sus cuerpos me llamó la 

atención, y dije, ‘yo quiero hacer eso’” (“The way in which they [women] turn and move 

their bodies called my attention, and I said to myself, ‘I want to do that’”) (Ramos). Ivan 

also recounted how he became enamored with the possibility of executing the aerial 

                                                
154 José Esteban Muñoz defines disidentification as how minoritarian subjects negotiate hegemonic culture 
and prescribed identities by transforming them into unique identities that are used to survive. These 
subjects do not focus on aligning or countering dominant cultures, but rather, navigating them through 
misalignment and misrecognition.  
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tricks that women perform in the genre as followers. Ivan wanted to know what it felt like 

to be on the other end, flipping, spinning, twisting, and flying. At the same time, he was 

cognizant of the cultural implications that same gender dancers had to negotiate. He said, 

“muchos se reían al verme hacer el rol de la mujer. Mi mamá es bien religiosa y no 

estuvo cómoda con que yo bailara con otro hombre” (“many laughed seeing me dance 

the role of the woman. My mom is really religious and was not comfortable with me 

dancing with another man”) (Ramos). Ivan, thus, recognized the disapproving attitudes 

that exist in quebradita and in Mexican culture as well when men claim movement that 

has traditionally been danced by women. As a quebradita performer, Ivan felt like he 

needed to meticulously negotiate his desire to dance with another man and the cultural 

backlash he could face both within the private space of his home and in the public arena 

of festival competitions.  

Our interview elucidated that the structure of the competitions allows, even 

encourages, heterosexual dancers to perform romantic narratives while same gender 

couples have an unspoken code that they must dance by, never fully allowed to hint at a 

suggestion of non-normative sexualities. I witnessed multiple performances between 

male-female partners where choreographies involved kisses, sensual touches, and 

intimate caressing. These actions were applauded and cheered, often making the crowd 

go wild. However, Ivan explained that he noticed docking of points for same gender 

couples who attempted similar performances of desire within their dancing. Although the 

judges did not outright express this in their commentaries, Ivan felt like they subtracted 

points from same-sex expressions of romance/sexuality when he saw heterosexual 
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couples with similar skill levels beat same gender dancers who incorporated such 

narratives. It was because of these homophobic responses by competition judges that, as 

Ivan explained, pelvic touching, gyrating, and overly-suggestive embracing was not 

typically present in same gender quebradita choreographies.  

Queer and/or same gender performers must carefully negotiate heterosexist and 

homophobic perspectives in order to belong and participate within heterosexual 

competition economies.155 Aware of these power dynamics, Ivan initially made sure to 

perform with space between he and his partner’s hips. As time went on, he described how 

moments of “slippage” or “sin saber” (“without knowing”) would cause their bodies to 

collapse tighter, bridging their pelvises together. He became comfortable with this 

proximity using it while dancing in nightclubs and eventually within festival and 

competition presentations, increasingly infiltrating his choreographies with moments of 

pressed hips. Ivan noted how this closeness in queer dancing, or desmadre, brought out 

negative comments from some spectators in the competition context. From “este baile es 

solo entre mujeres y hombres,” (“this dance is only between men and women”) and “que 

asco” (“how gross”), Ivan recounted the homophobic utterances that still trickle 

throughout his journey. He clarified that most negative comments come from people 

outside the quebradita community. Despite “los haters,” the phrase Ivan used in reference 

to people who critiqued queer quebradita, he suggested that he felt most comfortable 

dancing same gender quebradita. Queer dancing was a way for him to be true to himself 

                                                
155 In Salsa Crossings: Dancing Latinidad in Los Angeles, author Cindy Garcia uses the term heterosexual 
economies to refer to spaces that uphold heterosexual ideologies and norms.   
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as a person while expressing and claiming his own version of queer mexicanidad, re-

articulating norms within quebradita by intentionally pressing pelvises with his male 

partner in public competition spaces. Dancing queerly was not only for himself, but also 

became a way of opening space for other dancers to do so. Ivan enthusiastically shared 

how younger dancers saw in him what he had seen in previous same gender 

quebradores/as/xs, the ability to dance outside of heteronormative roles. For dancers like 

Ivan, pressing pelvises break with expectations and perspectives that marginalize and 

denigrate same gender dancers by expanding the possibilities of same-sex comportment 

within quebradita’s binationally imagined community.  

In dancing back-and-forth and learning to exit and enter the bounds of prescribed 

binaries to find their truths, queer dancers engage a queer diasporic network of 

information. As such, same gender quebradita dancers also stake claim of transnational 

queerness, using a dance form that is predicated on binational hybridity and mixture (see 

chapter 2) to re-construct movement that allows them to feel transnationally queer. That 

is, dancers learn to be queer from friends, family, and participants on both sides of the 

border while using transborder aesthetics and styles to find belonging and queerness. 

Quebradorxs play with prescribed roles to claim a fluidity in gender and sexualities in 

sites such as Mexico City where Ivan and the gay nightclub dancers I encountered 

danced, but also in Chicago where I came across a queer quebradxr whose dancing 

highlighted the formation of transnational queerness.  
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The Chicago-based quebradxr, who I met while attending a gay club in the city 

and who I will name Alex,156 explained to me that it was in dancing same-sex quebradita 

that they could momentarily get to be who they are, learning femininity from a 

transnational, virtual landscape. Dancing the typically female role allowed them to 

embrace a femininity that was not acceptable within their home situation. They relayed, 

“When I dance like a girl, I get to really feel like myself. But when I go back home I have 

to make sure to act like a boy.” Yet, Alex had also expressed not wanting to disappoint 

family members for coming out and fearing what they would do, so they kept their same-

sex dancing within the space of gay nightlife, dancing back-and-forth between a 

heteronormativity and the safe site of the club. They had learned to dance the follower’s 

role by watching online videos of Aris Hurtado (see chapter 3), a well-known quebradora 

in Mexico City, and Oscar Rosales, a same gender dancer from Guadalajara, MX. In 

Alex’s opinion, learning from these greats allowed them to define a style that was used to 

pleasurably move within their local nightclubs. By learning quebradita movement 

through shared information found online, Alex embodied a basic step and styles that had 

been typically associated with female quebradoras/xs from Mexico. In doing so, Alex 

learned to play with gender binaries by accessing quebradita femininity across the border 

to perform in their locality, constructing a queer transnationalism in the process. In 

failing to uphold the standards of “acting like a boy” within a home that would not accept 

the dancer’s true way of moving, the quebradxr danced transnationally back-and-forth 

                                                
156 This participant chose to remain anonymous.  
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across borders, exiting and entering queer bounds of belonging in order to build a 

mexicanidad beyond the confines of the local.  

As part of this queer dancing, the participants who risk homophobia and violence 

define a transborder experience in ways that queer the bounds of transnationalism. They 

feel transnational by affectively dancing towards a queering of heteropatriarchal and 

heterosexist ideologies, policies, and economies that found nation-states and that are 

reified within micro levels of society like the quebradita community. Sociologist 

Konstantinos Eleftheriadis notes that, “Queering transnationalism is about denaturalizing 

the nation-state as an end-all, be-all where aspects of gender and normative sexualities 

are controlled by bureaucratic processes, national policies, their agents, and those who 

work at macro and micro levels to police”157 (146). Queer dancers play with binaries by 

dancing between gender roles that offer the opportunity to exist in and beyond prescribed 

boundaries, particularly those enacted by local and national ideologies and policies. To 

these ends, the process of desmadre, as in des-madre [de-mothering], also constitutes a 

separation of the body from a “motherland,” i.e. nation, by producing a binationally 

imagined community where queer dancers define and navigate transnationalism to belong 

queerly across binaries and borders.  

This process of breaking with institutions and codes of conduct that bodies are 

trained to adhere to illustrates how queer participants re-imagine communally-defined 

notions of gender and sexuality in and through movement. In a 2016 Mexico-City based 

                                                
157 Eleftheriadis, Konstantinos. Queer Festivals. Amsterdam University Press, 2018. JSTOR, 
www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctv5nph43. Accessed 22 Jun. 2019. 
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competition, I encountered a moment of failure that offered the opportunity to examine 

how queer desmadre defines quebradorxs’ existence beyond borders. The event was 

Cache Con Banda’s158 10th anniversary of their studio opening and featured the 

company’s first-ever transnational “same gender” competition category. Same-sex 

dancers who had previously competed in mixed-gender quebradita categories were, for 

the first time, able to compete among themselves. This recent addition of the same gender 

division in Mexico’s quebradita competition resembles international salsa congresses that 

had begun doing the same in previous years. I noticed how the categorization of “same 

gender quebradita” dancing at the event was placed alongside other competition 

categories that included “Mexican Quebradita” and “U.S. Quebradita.” Metaphorically, 

and quite literally, “same gender quebradita,” through an abject-like process, is both 

alienated from these nations, but simultaneously regarded as its own form of imagined 

community.159 The conceptualization of these categories points to a manifestation of 

quebradores/as/xs’ own transnational networks of belonging while highlighting the 

diverse forms and articulations of mexicanidades that exist within and across the two 

nations. The categorization situates queer dancing as not American, not Mexican, but as 

its own site of being in a way that distances queerness but incorporates it as well. This 

enigma contextualizes the friction that exists amidst a transnational flow of 

mexicanidades within quebradita’s history, but also the process of abjection that same-

sex and LGBTQIA+ dancers contend with in the genre as they vie for visibility, 

                                                
158 Cache Con Banda is a quebradita studio and academy located in Colonia Nuevo Vallejo in Mexico City, 
MX. (see chapter 3 for context regarding the name of the studio) 
159 See Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities	
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acceptance, and recognition. The introduction of same gender quebradita, despite the long 

history of queer quebradorxs dancing in their backyards, clubs, and homes, positions a 

new fissure in the community with the potential to re-direct how queer dancers exist 

within the genre. The presence of two, queer-identifying bodies, bound tightly in an 

embrace onstage, signaled a potential to construct queer utopias in quebradita 

competitions.     

 As DJ Mario Ortiz’s remixed sounds of music filtered through the dance hall, an 

abundance of bodies gathered around the center stage. The crowd was eager to witness 

Joe “Chango Mac” Ralls and Juan Carlos, the next contestants vying for first place in 

Cache con Banda’s “same gender quebradita” competition. The neon lights bounced from 

wall to wall until finally coming to rest on the two male contestants on stage, poised, 

hands locked, and arms outstretched to opposite ends of the concrete salón de fiestas. The 

music picked up tempo, and the two dancers, decked out in patterned specks of 

shimmering black and green sequence, caught its speed.  

As Chango Mac led and Juan Carlos followed, they maintained an embrace that 

left room between their pelvises but that could still be used to glide their choreography 

through space. A remix change provided the opportunity for the quebradorxs to swiftly 

set up for an acrobatic toss. The tecnobanda beat dropped and, simultaneously, Juan 

Carlos’ body hesitated as he edged towards his partner. As the sequined-covered bodies 

came together, Juan Carlos sprung into Chango Mac’s hands but inevitably, his unsteady 

core and quivering torso, failed to launch into the air. His body fell in a way that 

positioned his hips immediately in contact with Chango Mac’s, pelvic touching that is 
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usually frowned upon within same gender performances. In this moment, the crowd of 

quebradita enthusiasts and practitioners were affectively pulled further into the queering 

of the space. Their bodies mimicked a need to catch Juan Carlos, outstretching their 

hands amidst audible gasps. Yet, the crowd also cheered on and even applauded the 

couple’s failed acrobatic launch. Amidst the awkward negotiation of their intertwined 

bodies, I thought to myself how their slippage offered an instance of desmadre where the 

dancers unintentionally performed something Other, something queer.  

While I stood in the crowd, my queer, mestizo body was pulled into Chango Mac 

and Juan Carlos’ moment of brilliant desmadre. I felt unsteady at first, worried for the 

couple’s well-being on stage, but was simultaneously piqued by how their bodies “failed” 

to perform “acceptable” and “clean” techniques required for competitions. In the effort to 

recover, the dancers created layers of movement that both went in sync with and clashed 

against the tecnobanda160 beats blasting through the room. I thought about how the sweat, 

movement, triumphs, and failures, enacted by two queer grooving bodies, configured a 

corporeal performance of what queer theorist Eve Sedgwick explains as a space in which 

“meanings and institution can be at loose ends with each other”161 (Sedgwick 45). I 

pondered: What does it mean to tremble in the hands of your partner, unsteadily setting 

up for a traditional acrobatic toss that fails to launch due to a loss of control? What does 

this desmadre produce and how can these moments teach us about different ways that 

                                                
160 Musical genre produced in Mexico during the late 80s. This music is what quebradita is typically danced 
to. The music is made up of a mixture of techno and traditional, Mexican banda music, often a mixture of 
wind instruments and synthesizers.  
161 See Sedgwick, Eve. Tendencies. Duke University Press. Durham: 1993.		
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queer bodies know, or can know? What does it mean to be desmadroso/a/x in quebradita 

competitions?  

As dance studies scholar Clare Croft reminds us, in Queer Dance: Meanings and 

Makings, “No single entity marks something as queer dance, but rather it is how these 

textures press on the world and against one another that opens the possibility for dance to 

be queer.” (Croft 1). There is something queer about these two bodies pressed against one 

another, and coincidentally sandwiched between and outside of two national categories; 

queer in its slippery movements, queer in its hits and misses, but also queer in the 

inability to fully grasp the potential of what it can be in relation to itself, to quebradita 

community, and the world. And it is here, in this slippery desmadre, where queer, 

sensorial textures press to formulate a queer existence that operates transnationally to 

make space for same gender dancers, queerness, and movement that defies narratives of 

gender comportment and cleanliness that are upheld in quebradita competitions.  

As I discussed earlier, queer desmadre disrupts the gendered vocabulary produced 

by quebradita dancers, often flipping the script on successful tropes and performances of 

masculinity. Similarly, narratives of “clean” technique in quebradita dancing have 

typically been used to differentiate bailarines (professional quebradita dancers) from 

bailadores (social dancers) (see chapter 2). “Clean” dancing is typically made up of 

aesthetics and techniques learned through studio-training and multi-genre practice, using 

the trope of “discipline” to build bodies that can compete in transnational competitions 

and mainstream markets, upholding the standards of late capitalism. Thus, desmadre can 

be re-articulated as a methodology for queerness and the utopic by performing disruptive 
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failures that cut the flow of technical accumulation and efficiency needed to maintain and 

uphold neoliberal economies (see chapter 3). When failing to “correctly” perform training 

and technical demands, same gender dancers have the ability to define new ways of being 

in the space of competitions. While I am not suggesting that all same gender dancing is 

considered “sucio” or “unclean” (though homophobic experiences and utterances have 

certainly labeled queer dancing with romantic narratives and pressed pelvises between 

male dancers as such), I argue that failure to perform technical demands in competitions 

offers same gender participants the opportunities to queer quebradita competitions 

further. This moment of queer desmadre, initiated by the failure of an acrobatic trick and 

the enactment of conjoined pelvises, allows bodies to disrupt performances that dancers 

must adhere to in order to win their categories and perform acceptable techniques and 

masculinities.  

 The couple’s failure came at a major difference to the smooth acrobatics enacted 

by quebradita couples who danced in the U.S. and Mexican categories. Heterosexual 

participants in these categories displayed techniques that are often esteemed as “clean” 

and “successful” within the space of competitions. Instead, the dancers’ queer desmadre, 

prompted by a shaky core, showcased a queer creativity that deviated from traditional 

ideas of success and gender, as well as Westernized notions of technique. In failing, the 

same gender couple entered a state of queerness, transcending nation-state bounds and 

successful performances of heteronormative techniques.  Their desmadre highlights the 

“loss of control” embedded in what queer Chicana theorist Gloria Anzaldúa 

conceptualizes as nepantla, or the transformative consciousness that bodies process as 
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they enter uncharted territories to find new modes of being for themselves,162 a shift 

necessary to enter queer utopias.  

Queer desmadre, thus, offers new ways of being and belonging that move away 

from cleanliness into the suspect, the irreverent, the deviant, the rasquache. Jack 

Halberstam notes in The Queer Art of Failure, “training of any kind, in fact, is a way of 

refusing a kind of Benjaminian relation to knowing, a stroll down uncharted streets in the 

‘wrong’ direction; it is precisely about staying in well-lit territories and about knowing 

exactly which way to go before you set out” (Halberstam 6). Halberstam asks us to, 

instead, “lose one’s way.” In this case, a loss of corporeal control, or to be exact, a loss of 

core control, produced the awkward flailing and catch that pulled an affective response 

from the audience and an uncharted knowing from the dancers on stage. In that moment, 

bodies seemed to enter an unknown movement scape, a transnational formation of 

queerness that was built through losing one’s body and defying neoliberal tendencies that 

require laboring bodies to act as machinery for the good of the economy and for the good 

of those in power. The quebradorxs failure revealed a new transition for them. By failing 

through desmadre, the dancers could touch upon queerness, finding it through their 

entangled bodies as they deviate from ideas of cleanliness in quebradita competitions and 

training; cleanliness that also asks participants to adhere to a traditional sense of 

masculinity within the form. 

                                                
162 See Preface written by Gloria Anzaldúa in This Bridge We Call Home: Radical Visions for 
Transformation  
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It is not just the act of these two male bodies dancing with one another that 

enables queer identity and queerness to be palpable, but rather the effect that it has 

beyond the specific space and situation in which this same-sex dancing took place. Queer 

failure is one of many strategies that queer bodies use, and accidentally find, to depart 

from a disciplined body that is normalized to act as a “technique of modern power.163” In 

tying ideas of success to technical accumulation, nation-states create the condition for 

people who work to become more technically proficient.  As dance scholar Randy Martin 

suggests in his informative look at the relationship between dance technique and the state, 

disciplining powers exist at the micro-level of the dance studio, embedded in rhetoric and 

technique that shape the body to labor in a way that is fit for the politics of capitalism and 

the nation-state. 164 I contend that in the case of quebradita dancers like Chango Mac and 

Juan Carlos, the quivering dancing body poses resistance to how states use aspects of 

technique to control bodies. These dancers’ moment of queer desmadre, whose “same 

gender” grouping was found nestled between U.S. and Mexican dance categories, 

corporeally transcended national bounds by falling and failing into the new. As Chango 

Mac clarified for me, this queer desmadre was indeed a moment for experimentation. He 

stated, “I call that mess up elevation, I mean, I know it went down to the floor, but we got 

creative with it. That is primarily why I like dancing same gender quebradita. It’s about 

creating something different that people, like, haven’t seen before, I usually make more 

                                                
163 French philosopher Michel Foucault, in his theorization surrounding power in society argues that 
discipline and punishment over society and the body are ways in which power is consolidated at a 
hegemonic level. 	
164	Martin, Randy. “Between Technique and the State: The Univers(ity) in Dance.” In Critical Moves: 
Dance Studies in Theory and Politics. Durham: Duke University Press, 1998.   
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new tricks, moves, dancing with other guys in the Bay and in Mexico City. Stuff that 

really makes us stand out, kinda like Juan’s fall,” (Ralls). Chango Mac’s interview 

delineated how same gender dancing is seen as a different form of experimentation for 

quebradita dancers. Thus, in departing from aesthetics that are previously marked as U.S. 

American or Mexican, same gender dancers (un)intentionally locate queerness.   

Many people I spoke to in the audience noted that dance styles allow one to 

identify a couple as either from Mexico or the U.S. While similarities are shared amongst 

participants in their efforts to learn transnationally from one another, and from the close-

knit community that quebradita dancing fosters, stylization acts as a giveaway regarding 

what localities dancers stem from. As Chango Mac’s words suggest, finding transnational 

queerness can exist in (un)intentional experimentation that is suspect, Other, and deviates 

from expected competition, national, and local aesthetics. Queerness exists within the 

potentials of quebradita’s binationally imagined community and how same gender 

dancers construct and find queer mexicanidades that access different senses of 

transnationalism and unique ways of moving.  

Despite, through, or due to failure, Chango Mac and Juan Carlos placed first with 

what was deemed as “creativity despite failure,” by competition judges or what I argue 

instead as creativity through desmadre. At the end of the event, I asked the event 

organizer, Adan Ramos, why he decided to add a same gender category to the event. His 

response was that he had seen Chango Mac and Juan Carlos on a U.S. television program 

the year prior and felt like there was potential in accessing new dancers by developing the 

option for same gender dancing in competitions. Adan wanted to grow his platform and 
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audience. Adding a new dance category that incorporated queer dancing would mean 

more participants for his event which meant more profit for his festival. In what follows, 

I examine how queer dancing has also become a profitable business venture for people in 

the quebradita community, analyzing how mainstream queer aesthetics are employed by 

heterosexual and queer people to build capital and recognition for themselves within 

quebradita’s binationally imagined community.   

“Gay for Pay”: Queering Quebradita for Economic and Cultural Capital  

In recent years, the quebradita community has devised strategies to navigate 

neoliberal economies that often marginalize working and middle class brown bodies (see 

chapter 3). From practices and desires that professionalize the dance form to acrobatic 

spectacles that provide access to television appearances, dancers in the millennium 

develop performances that can compete in mainstream economies. As part of these 

efforts to make money, professional dancers, who have spent most of their careers 

dancing with opposite sex partners, have started to explore the possibilities of dancing 

same gender quebradita, as a new category, inside and outside of competitions. I noticed 

a steady growth of performers leaning into queer dancing in 2020, mainly male bailarines 

who are attempting to expand their audience and stake claim of new opportunities. While 

a growing number of gay male quebradorxs seek to be themselves within quebradita 

circuits, it seemed that the concept of same gender dancing could offer a different form of 

sustainability for heterosexual dancers seeking to profit from the uniqueness of queer 

dancing in the community. My research elucidated how heterosexual men dance with 
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other men to increase their cultural and economic capital during a time when their 

male/female pairings were not enough to obtain recognition.    

The shift to same gender quebradita dancing amongst male heterosexual dancers 

who started their careers by dancing and performing with female partners presents a 

conundrum to queer quebradita dancing. While the growing presence of same gender 

dancers in quebradita competitions, media, and festival platforms offers visibility for 

queer dancing, the majority of these couples identify as heterosexual men who attempt to 

uphold “acceptable” masculinities in their performances. In maintaining these dominant 

aesthetics and regulations, i.e. stably distanced hips and no intimacy, their dancing 

invisibilizes queer-identifying dancers who have always been a part of the genre and who 

yearn to dance alternative masculinities without repercussions. However, this choice by 

heterosexual men to dance with other men, as Adan’s comment hints at, can be analyzed 

as the co-opting of queer culture for capitalistic desires. As quebradita bailarines pursue 

same gender dancing, they increase the possibility to stand out from their competition in 

order to make economic capital from paid gigs and build cultural capital from 

transnational recognition within and outside the quebradita community. In media and 

queer studies, this choice to perform queerness for money is often referred to as “gay for 

pay.”165 That is, people venture into queerness when they know there is a financial 

compensation at the end of the act.  

                                                
165 Escoffier, J. Gay-for-Pay: Straight Men and the Making of Gay Pornography. Qualitative 
Sociology 26, 531–555 (2003). https://doi.org/10.1023/B:QUAS.0000005056.46990.c0 
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In a 2020 video circulated on Facebook and Instagram, two well-known social 

media platforms used by quebradita dancers to stay virtually connected within and across 

geographical borders, male dancers, Chucho JJ Huerta and Dannsolis announced a new 

same gender collaboration. Chucho, a heterosexual quebradita dancer, started to create 

same gender choreographies with Dannsolis, a gay-identifying dancer. The duo revealed 

their decision to collaborate as same gender dancers online, developing performances that 

they could share at events and international congresses. As part of this announcement, the 

two men premiered a video of them dancing, sporting black suits with matching tank tops 

underneath. Their tagline read: “Un nuevo proyecto se está cosechando ahora también en 

same gender quebradita” (“A new project is brewing now in same gender quebradita”). 

In many ways, the description was used to state, ‘not only do we dance with women, but 

we are now also dancing as men with one another,’ flaunting an expansion of their 

performance traits and abilities. In the video, Chucho and Dannsolis demonstrate these 

aesthetics by queering the parameters of leading and following, alternating between these 

roles while doing their best to perform male virility. They perform trick-after-trick, 

flipping their bodies over each other’s shoulders, springing in and out of air, and dancing 

separately with brief moments of embraced connection.  

There is a vague queerness to their movement. They dance and break with their 

roles as leader and follower, switching in and out of them, offering each other the 

opportunity to “break” the other. Yet, aside from their connected embrace, their pelvises 

never touch, their eyes never meet, and the proximity between bodies that is normally 

found within quebradita couplings is almost non-existent. Although it is characteristic of 
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bailarines/as/xs to separate when dancing to perform what are called “shines,” 

(individual moments of footwork choreography), their distance is palpable throughout 

their movement. They dance next to each other and mainly come into contact with one 

another to execute acrobatic stunts. The duo plays to the camera, pointing in the direction 

of the lens as the song they dance to speaks about a “mujer encantadora” 

(“lovely/charming woman”). It seems that through their performance the two are dancing 

for the woman of the song, competing to get her attention with every outstretched limb 

and directed gaze at the camera.  

Ivan Herrera had described how participants attempt to distance any inkling of 

homosexual desire within competition presentations while performing “acceptably queer” 

movements. He expressed that detached pelvises and avoiding eye contact made it so that 

spectators would not feel discomfort around the idea that the dance taking place between 

two people of the same-sex, specifically men, involved romance or sexual desire between 

one another. This elucidated a dichotomy in quebradita dancing where the partnered, 

embraced connections, could not be performed in a way that hinted at same-sex 

attraction, although heterosexual couples had the liberty to play up romance or affection 

in their dancing. Ivan further explained that public audiences desired, instead, to see the 

potential in same gender quebradas, tricks, and acrobacias (acrobatics). That is, people 

wanted to see male-to-male virility and not queer affection. Whether they identified as 

heterosexual or queer, same gender dancers who wanted to enter a professional realm had 

to learn to perform acceptable queer aesthetics. In this negotiation between the 

construction of same gender performances for public spaces and audience aversions to 
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gay intimacy, same gender quebradita bailarines had to devise dancing that could be 

publicly accepted.  

Chucho and Dannsolis’ performance highlights how gay mainstream perceptions 

shape same gender dancing. As Takemoto argues, “mainstream gay and lesbian 

movements respond by disavowing these [racialized and sexualized subjects] and 

projecting an image of hypernormative domesticity worthy of political respect and 

validation” (Takemoto 86). LGTBQIA+ and/or same gender performers must distance 

themselves from performing anything that can be perceived as queer eroticism. They 

maintain as much connection as possible to normative masculinities in order to survive 

and compete within mainstream markets of consumption. In the case of Chucho and 

Dannsolis, like many other same gender bailarines, they must avoid movement that can 

be perceived as “gay” or excessive to traditional masculinity. They take turns leading and 

following in a manner that blurs the line between who takes a given role in the dance, or 

who is the “man” and who is the “woman” as quebradita dancers would suggest. In 

avoiding being pinned to the traditional notions of these roles, the dancers attempt to 

stake claim of traditional masculinity by dancing to the camera instead. They use their 

performance to win over the woman in the song, or women in the audience. Dancing in 

this manner allows same gender quebradita dancers, including those like Dannsolis who 

identify as gay, the ability to claim the uniqueness of same gender dancing without the 

backlash and weight that comes with queer sexual desires and being. In the private spaces 

of their homes they can be queer or not. However, in the public arena of queer 

performance and as professional dancers, the duo performs acceptable de-eroticized 
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queer aesthetics. They dance together as men, but despite grooving with each other, they 

use distanced movements to hint at heteronormative masculinities. They are “acceptably” 

queer for pay.  

Understanding the possibilities and the failures of this performance is key to 

highlighting the relationship between same gender quebradita dancing in and out of 

mainstream arenas. While the couples’ dancing disrupts the hypervisibility of 

heterosexual pairings in the genre, they also continue to marginalize non-normative 

masculinities, sexual desires, and bodies. Takemeto, in this regard, asks us to consider 

“who and what is being undone when we endeavor to queer failure” (Takemoto 94). 

Dannsolis’ and Chucho’s video promotes same gender dancing as a possible break from 

heteronormative partnerings in quebradita, offering same-sex dancing as a viable route 

within the genre’s binationally imagined community. However, their performance 

upholds traditional notions of masculinity that maintain “strength” and “control” as 

aesthetics necessary for men to dance quebradita, even with each other. In other words, 

Chucho and Dannsolis’ performance “undoes” the fabric of quebradita dancing in 

incongruent ways, making space for queer dancing but at the cost of non-normative 

masculinities and other sexualities.  

This oscillation between notions of traditional dance roles and instances of queer 

embracing in the couple’s dance break with/desmadran the form of quebradita that has 

typically been given spotlight. Their mainstream presence offers a site to examine the 

strategic exits and entrances that bodies enact when dancing queerly. Their desmadre 

disrupts the idea that bodies must choose one role in social dancing. In dancing back-and-
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forth across the bounds and possibilities of leader and follower roles, Chucho and 

Dannsolis break the norm, offering the chance to see this fluidity in roles and gender on a 

wider scale within the space of transnationally connected online exchanges. The dancers’ 

back-and-forth strategy has the possibly to act as the “Trojan Horse” that queer theorist 

Monique Wittig argues is a necessary war machine that, while familiar, can be strangely 

suspect. She explains, “eventually [the Trojan Horse] is adopted, and even if slowly, it 

will eventually work like a mine. It will sap out and blast the ground where it was 

planted” (Wittig 41). Although performances like Chucho and Dannsolis’ display de-

eroticized aesthetics, there is still a tinge of something queerly suspect that slowly presses 

the parameters of same gender quebradita dancing. Like a Trojan Horse, the outside is 

devised to seem recognizable, but their play with leading/following roles gestures 

towards queerness. The growing presence of same gender quebradita and dancers who 

experiment with the bounds of masculinity constructed within the form progressively 

open space for future participants who wish to queer quebradita dance, edging 

participants in quebradita’s binationally imagined community towards queerness.  

The queer mexicanidades constructed in quebradita dancing are each riddled and 

laden with personal and unique desires. From closeted dancers who only dance queerly 

behind closed doors to desmadrosxs taking center stage in the space of nightclubs, the 

development of queer dancing and queer identities within quebradita is designed by 

dancers to stake claim of where and how they want to exist in order to survive and cope 

with the uniqueness of their situations. Dancing becomes a world-making strategy for 

quebradorxs who use failures to construct transnationally situated queerness.  
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Conclusion  

Queer quebradita dancing has existed since the emergence of the form and 

tecnobanda in the ‘90s. Although sectors of queer people in Mexican and Mexican 

American communities have always loved grooving to quebradita, quebradita has not 

always considered them within its history or repertoire of movement. In part, this 

invisibilization has been due to machismo attitudes in the community that often place 

heterosexual men in positions of power and women as subordinate beings. In this binary, 

queer quebradita dancers are forced to contend with aesthetics and comportment that are 

constructed to uphold normative masculinities that often push queer participants to the 

sidelines. As a response to this marginalization, quebradorxs have devised ways of 

disrupting, failing, and misaligning in order to belong in and through quebradita dancing 

on their own accord.   

Instances of failure offer LGBTQIA+-identifying participants and same gender 

dancers the possibility of creating aesthetics that reconsider how sexualities and genders 

dance in the genre. These moments that break with heteronormative and heterosexist 

ideologies in the dance form can be conceptualized as desmadre, or messy chaos, 

necessary to pursue queer belonging beyond borders and binaries. Quebradorxs use 

desmadre to construct queer mexicanidades that dance gender-bending performances in 

order to cope with homophobia and fulfill queer desires.  

 At times, queer participants and same gender dancers consciously employ 

desmadre to strategically belong. In other moments, desmadre, as a process for 

queerness, is revealed to dancers through moments of loss that undoes narratives of 
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success which bound dancers to neoliberal economies and heteronormative demands. 

Queer quebradorxs, particularly the same gender dancers that I met on my ethnographic 

journey, devised moments to play with masculinities. In doing so, desmadre has been 

used to break with heteropatriarchal structures and regulations that are used by others to 

uphold machismo in the quebradita community. Yet, the conundrum that desmadre 

entails has the possibility to reify heteropatriarchal masculinities when quebradorxs use 

queer dancing to make cultural and economic profits that are based on acceptable forms 

of mainstream queerness. In this process, they invisibilize queer mexicanidades that are 

not yet fully accepted into the dance form or in society by perpetuating masculinities that 

do not deviate from the norm. Despite this, queering quebradita exists as a process of 

becoming for bodies who re-imagine gendered vocabulary and sexuality in public and 

private spaces. Whether for profit or pleasure, same gender quebradita seems to be 

increasingly marking its presence within quebradita’s binationally imagined community. 

At the same time, this transnational collective has desires to continue making efforts to 

unsettle the dominance of males within the same gender category. For example, just 

recently this month, December 2020, Ivan Ramos circulated a video online featuring 

female-female pairings, a sight rarely seen before, even within the context of same 

gender quebradita dancing. This is an area of study that my research will continue 

tracing. The future, it seems, is brown, feminine, queer, and dances to tecnobanda.  
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Conclusion  
 
 

 Throughout this dissertation I have examined various intricacies that are 

embedded within a binationally imagined community of quebradita dancers. At the root 

of this query has been the analysis of social dancing as a site for the cultivation of 

transnational corporealities. In delineating the praxis and epistemologies that are built 

through flows of bodies that seek and construct connections beyond national lines, I 

defined how brown working-class dancers politicize their cultural mixing practices to 

produce ways of being and ways of feeling that contend with national il/legalities and 

neoliberal economies.   

 The implementation of NAFTA in the early 1990s followed a momentum of 

treaties that were used to fulfill corporate interests that sought to expand the reach of their 

business negotiations outside of national boundaries. As governments and corporations 

staked claim of a freedom from regulations and borders, the freedoms and liberties of 

people at micro levels became increasingly constrained; nation-states toughened their 

border regulations, denying entry to people seeking to migrate, governments enacted 

mass deportations, and working/middle-class people felt the blow of increased taxes that 

came as a result of deregulation on large businesses and corporations166. These late-

capitalist processes have continued through the new millennium and have created a 

                                                
166 Monbiot, George. “Neoliberalism-the ideology at the root of all our problems.” The Guardian. 15 April 
2016. 
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landscape that civilians at micro levels face as they migrate across borders and negotiate 

their positions as working-class peoples.   

 Through and in these tumultuous landscapes post-NAFTA quebradita dancers in 

the 1990s and to this day continue to persevere through dance, embodying transnational 

information, knowledges, and histories to strategically politicize their pleasures, 

affectively recognizing their movement as a source for change. Through migratory 

transmissions, online and physical, brown-working class bodies used quebradita dancing 

to respond to the fused beats found within tecnobanda rhythms and to their sociopolitical 

environments, cultivating what many participants term as “alegría Mexicana.” In 

cultivating joy through their bodies, quebradores/as/xs engage an affectively connected 

third space of belonging that is fostered by a brown commons, a way of seeing, being, 

and feeling differently in the world as brown peoples. As dancers engage common 

practices of hybridizing multicultural elements, embodying key quebradita characteristics 

(basic back-and-forth steps, bounce, abrazo, and quebradas), they physically learn how 

borders can be re-imagined. Quebradita dancing bodies enable new understandings of 

how the act of dancing and the process of constructing a dance form binationally can 

challenge hegemonic notions of membership, inclusion, and transnational travel within a 

global context.  

 In chapter 1, I demonstrated how corporeal techniques are used in quebradita 

dancing to physicalize the flows of people and knowledges that enter and exit, and exit 

and enter quebradita’s binationally imagined community. Dancer’s learn to attune to 

these materials to develop a transborder quebradita consciousness as they imaginatively 
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and affectively learn to see themselves as connected members despite not being able to 

physically travel across the U.S.-Mexico border. As I explained in Chapter 2, this 

quebradita consciousness is also informed by rasquache mestizaje practices, a 

methodology of devising dissonant forms of transborder belonging that 

quebradores/as/xs use to construct their sense of self. Rasquache mestizaje is a lens, 

process, and approach formulated by dancers who tap into the sensibilities and sensations 

found in the flow of materials embedded in quebradita’s exchanges, pieces of highly-

sensitive and valuable information that are used to redefine how dancers simultaneously 

position themselves in localities and beyond them. The creative play with aesthetics in 

quebradita dancing fosters the construction of multifaceted identities that signal different 

desires and needs amongst quebradores/as/xs through time. These differences play out in 

how dancers view themselves and others in the quebradita community but also in how 

they sense and feel their mexicanidad in the world.  

The development of diverse mexicanidades within quebradita dancing 

demonstrates the unique ways of belonging that dancers’ use to cultivate their transborder 

connections. In chapter 3, I considered how these identities are informed by a new 

generation of quebradita dancers in the 2000s who used the Internet to revamp quebradita 

stylings within a new digital age. As dancers increasingly sought to enter new spaces 

virtually and physically, quebradita dancing was re-contextualized post-2006 to redefine 

transnational pursuits. From nueva escuela dancers who sought to modernize quebradita 

in order to distance themselves from mexicanidad as a local, traditional, and folk 

aesthetic to bailarines/as/xs who employ sanitization practices of “limpieza” that remove 
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aesthetics associated with working-class culture, dancers constructed identities in the new 

millennium to cope with the demands of neoliberal modernizations and mainstream 

economies. The emergence of nueva escuela dancers and bailarines/as/xs produced 

hierarchies in the form that often put vieja escuela bailadores/as/xs at the bottom of 

quebradita’s scale, classifying them as untrained social dancers whose investments to the 

dance form were appreciated but did not necessarily fit into the evolution of the genre. 

These forms of marginalization amongst members of the community have not only 

affected dancers in the millennium, but also the genre’s queer participants throughout 

time. Chapter 4 centers the LGBTQIA+ and same gender dance individuals who have 

long-been part of quebradita’s history but have received little attention in mainstream 

culture and the binationally imagined community. I explored how queer quebradita 

dancing is a site that employs (un)intentional instances of failure, or moments that resist 

and challenge the status quo, to construct alternative masculinities. While the genre has 

often placed heterosexual men at peak position within the dance form, same gender 

dancing reframes what masculinity looks like in quebradita by playing with gender 

binaries, constructing queer aesthetics, and embracing failed norms as processes for the 

centering of queer dancing and as methods to affirm their queer identities. The growing 

amount of same gender dancers in quebradita’s circuit of competition reflects a changing 

community whose bounds and members consistently employ rasquache mestizaje to edge 

towards utopic belonging beyond binaries and borders.  

As the end of another decade rolls through, quebradita dancers find themselves 

entering a new era of creative mobility, economic disparity, and xenophobia. Dancers 
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navigate the precarity of a global pandemic while facing the uncertain futures of 

immigration policies in the United States post-Trump presidency. The Trump 

administration in the U.S. enforced immigration policies that cut the rate of legal 

immigration numbers in half, denied asylum to refugees, refused naturalizations to 

undocumented military members, and separated migrant families detained at the U.S.-

Mexico border.167 With Latin American immigrants making up most of the migrant 

demographic in the U.S., many Latinos/as/xs were again displaced and forcibly relocated 

by an overseeing government who considered their presence an overabundant threat to 

the economy and to the sanctity of the nation. This rhetoric was reawakened at micro 

levels of society with incidences of racist attacks against Mexican immigrants and 

Mexican Americans growing at alarming rates during Trump’s presidency.168 At the same 

time, the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic has ravaged brown, working-class communities 

claiming over 100,000 lives in the U.S.169 and over 40,000 in Mexico.170 The inability for 

many of these people to work from home has compromised their health as the ongoing 

pandemic threatens the safety of essential employees. To these ends, undocumented 

peoples in the U.S. have been faced with an administration who vilified and denied them 

                                                
167 Lee, Stephen. “FAMILY SEPARATION AS SLOW DEATH.” Columbia Law Review, vol. 119, no. 8, 
2019, pp. 2319–2384. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/26844592. Accessed 9 Feb. 2021. 
168 Carlos Blanton. “Binaries, Marginalized Voices, and Borderlands in Recent Immigration History.” Journal of 
American Ethnic History, vol. 37, no. 3, 2018, pp. 37–47. JSTOR, 
www.jstor.org/stable/10.5406/jamerethnhist.37.3.0037. Accessed 9 Feb. 2021. 
169 Despres, Cliff. “Coronovirus Case Rates and Death Rates for Latinos in the United States.” Salud 
America. 4 Jan 2021.  
170 Gottesdiener, Laura. “Coronavirus Ravages Latin America’s Working Class.” Reuters. 24 September 
2020.		
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public access to health services, navigating a new era of increased xenophobia and 

nation-state il/legalities.  

As peoples around the world grapple with the ongoing effects of racial and viral 

pandemics, quebradores/as/xs in the U.S. and Mexico re-negotiate what dancing, 

teaching, and connecting across borders looks like in 2021. I was moved by the resiliency 

of dancers in 2020 and 2021 who I first met throughout my ethnographic journey 

between 2016-2020. Because the pandemic caused many to lose their jobs, 

quebradores/as/xs began employing new online platforms, such as Zoom and 

Streamyard, two virtual video communication systems, in order to find a source of 

income during the pandemic. In many respects, these virtual forms of communication 

are not new to quebradita dancers, as mentioned in Chapter 2 and 3, they have been 

foundational in the formation of the form as an embodiement of transborder influences 

and of the transnational community over decades. During the pandemic, I was invited 

to partake in classes online and share in conversations and dialogue that focused on the 

history and direction of quebradita dancing. Dancers from the U.S. and Mexico shared 

more experiences, tips, tricks, and knowledge virtually to cope with academias and 

teaching opportunities that had been shut down in Mexico due to the increasing COVID-

19 cases. At the same time, these online events were developed to maintain dancers’ 

connections while sparking new interests from newcomers all over the world. As 

quebradita dancers grapple with the reality of decreased incomes and a rising death toll, 

they also maintain hopes of using the dance form as a bridge to continue connecting and 

expanding their network.  
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While not new to the form, interests to standardize quebradita dancing as a 

process to access institutionalization have been growing in these last few years. Frine 

Garrey, as president of quebradita’s commission on dance, has been actively working 

with Ricardo Mera who manages the national chapter of quebradita dancing in Mexico. 

The two are part of a team of quebradita dancers and local government officials who 

work together as part of the Asociación Metropolitana de Danza Deportiva y Bailes in 

Mexico City (Metropolitan Association of Dancesport and Dance, or AMEDABA). The 

organization works to standardize dance competitions in Mexico and to certify dancers as 

judges and trainers. The expansion of this dissertation seeks to examine how quebradita 

dancers, particularly new millennium bailarines/as/xs pursue institutionalization in order 

to reach wider audiences. My goal is to see how quebradita’s emerging identities, such as 

the female same gender dancers I witnessed in December 2020, navigate these changing 

dynamics.  

My interest to examine the institutionalization of quebradita emerges out of 

ethnographic field work where I encountered recent attempts by Mexico City’s 

AMEDABA to standardize rules and regulations for quebradita dance. The organization, 

in its mission to incorporate the dance form as part of its national recognition and 

certification process, purports a desire to “unify” participants on both sides of the U.S.-

Mexico border through the standardization of quebradita as a dance genre. As part of the 

association’s attempt to assimilate quebradita, a board will oversee regulations that will 

be used to develop uniformity around patterns of movement, costume stylizations, and 

acrobatic lifts that have typically been unique, creative constructions. These measures, 
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promoted as a modernized progression and growth for the form, marginalize dancers who 

do not have the means or money to pay for training as well as same gender dancing 

participants living in the U.S. and in Mexico. This is due to the new rules and regulations 

favoring heterosexual pairings while demanding costly training and Mexico City-based 

certification of all participants. That is, codification practices and regulations of 

aesthetics would reinforce ways in which men and women are allowed to move within a 

competition setting while requiring that participants pay fees to enter competitions and 

receive training. These procedures demonstrate the ongoing neoliberal effects on the form 

as dancers attempt to construct a quebradita industry. In such circumstances, we must 

ask, what is at stake for the vulnerable subjects within processes of standardizations? 

What do institutionalization practices mean for the future of a social dance genre? How 

do marginalized dancers learn to simultaneously resist and take advantage of these 

circumstances? 

I focus on providing an extension to this project by analyzing how quebradita 

dancers use their transnational connections and communal belonging to challenge 

codification practices that attempt to confine and limit the bounds of their cultural 

constructions. My analysis of quebradita dancing, as a site of knowledge formation 

between dancers who employ rasquache practices to define their sense of belonging, 

provides groundwork to examine how vulnerable subjects who may not fit the parameters 

of AMEDABA’s standardization practices define and maintain their sense of unity. I am, 

thus, invested in analyzing the ways in which these desires to connect with each other 

across borders are reconfigured by a new era of standardization practices that can further 
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marginalize groups of quebradita dancers. Simultaneously, however, the development of 

quebradita institutionalization processes presents unique opportunities that dancers can 

use to change their status. For instance, the possibility for quebradita dancers to become 

nationally-recognized representatives by the AMEDABA would allow participants who 

do not have access to travel to acquire tourist visas. Certifications in training and judging 

would provide quebradores/as/xs with tangible documents that they can use to access 

institutions in ways that social dance genres are not normally afforded. Although the 

COVID-19 pandemic has slowed down the advances of AMEDABA’s project, I am 

invested in continuing to examine how transnational connections will continue to shift as 

the years progress while exploring the inventive mexicanidades that dancers will 

construct as they negotiate belonging in new sociopolitical climates.  

While examining quebradita as a case study for how social dancing is a 

transnational phenomenon proved, at times, difficult due to the limited scholarship that 

exists about the dance form, I was excited to connect with other people along my journey 

who were equally intrigued in the potential to theorize quebradita and bring new 

information forward. Dulce Narvaez, for example, was a Mexican scholar who I met 

during my trip to Mexico City in 2018. Her recent master’s thesis, entitled “De las botas 

a los tenis: transformación de la quebradita de baile social a escénico” (“From Boots to 

Sneakers: The Transformation of Quebradita from Social Dance to Scenic Stages”) 

explores genre’s shift in aesthetics during the new millennium. Although our research 

intersects, my chapter on quebradita in the 2000s focuses on the parallels between 

neoliberal demands and the effects it has on dancing bodies and mexicanidad(es). Frine 
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Garrey has been hosting online discussions regarding quebradita history and future 

possibilities for participants, using recorded dialogue and video conferencing to archive 

these knowledges for future use. These research queries demonstrate the growing desire 

to share quebradita’s potential with the world while developing new affinities and links 

that can be used to share the power embedded in dancing alegría Mexicana.   

In a time when the sense of connection between bodies becomes increasingly 

limited due to the COVID-19 pandemic, quebradita dancers, scholars, and enthusiasts 

continue to find ways to affectively connect with one another. From the online videos 

that ignited my desire to research quebradita in grad school, to the growth of quebradita 

scholarship in the millennium and the rising number of quebradores/as/xs in Mexico 

City, the exchange of creativity to maintain connections across borders continues as an 

ongoing tradition in the form. This is community. This is familia. This is quebradita 

dancing.  
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